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No Plans For Public Appearances

a

Reagan Has Quiet Day
Horne At White House
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
After visiting the president, Ruge continue to stand in for Reagan at ofReagan, out of the hospital but under reported through Speakes: "He's in ficial functions, though aides said he
doctor's orders not to work in the Oval great shape. He looks great." Reagan probably would no longer preside over
*cent, is staying upstairs in the is taking penicillin orally to ward off meetings of the Cabinet and the Nae FITuse with n4iiiimediate plans infection.
tional Security Council.
for public appearances while he
Speakes said Reagan's senior staff
Bush told reporters Sunday that
builds up his strength.
.
made a "conscious decision" to Reagan "was a little tired" when he
• Deputy White House press "leave him alone and give him some was discharged from the hospital.
secretary Larry Speakes said Sunday time with his family"'after he returnWhite House press secretary James
Reagan's only scheduled visitors this ed from the hospital.
S. Brady, who was shot through the
week were Secretary of State AlexTo a large extent, Speakes said, the brain during the assassination atander M. Haig Jr., who will report on president will follow his hospital tempt, was recovering satisfactorily
his recent trip to Europe and the Mid- routine at home. His top three aides, with no signs of complications, physidle East, and his top three White counselor Edwin Meese III, chief of cians reported.
-r
House aides.
staff James A. Baker III and Michael
Brady was described as "brighter"
Speakes said Reagan may tape a 10- K. Deaver, will visit•him in the morn- and able to initiate conversations
minute economic speech for radio ings "to discuss whatever matters rather than just respond to questions.
4
broadcast this week, but a televised come-up," and daily national security
Two other men wounded during the
address on the same topic will be briefings will be in written form.
assault were released from the
delayed.
Vice President George Bush will hospital last week.
As he recuperates at home from the
bullet wound in his left lung inflicted
by a would-be assassin two weeks ago, 'Tea
GETTING READY FOR LADY BIRD — Galloway County workers clean a lot on Murray's court square as part
Reagan also may telephone members
of the preparations for the arrival of Lady Bird Johnson, widow of former President Lyndon B. Johnson. Acof Congress for a progress report on
cording to A. W. Simmons, chairman of the Community Development Board, Johnson will be in Murray
how his economic plan is faring,
Tuesday to cut a ribbon on the lot to promote interest in the proposed establishment of a mini-city park.
Speakes said.
Other activities will include planting a coffee tree on the courthouse lawn, unveiling new signs for the central
But Reagan planned to spend most,
m
icushjess district and speaking atthe university Tuesday
ng-oirther necessity-of communitybeautification. - if nora1IOf the week-in his upstairs —
Photo By Teresa Champion
living quarters. First lady Nancy
Reagan has redecorated the rooftop
solarium for Reagan's use during his
convalescence.
After being released from George
Washington University Hospital on
Two Murray High School Speech students in the final round than any
Saturday, Reagan- spent a quiet
Club
students qualified for national other school.
Weekend with his wife and their
Kellie Overbey 'placed second in
daughter, Patti. Aides agreed not to speech competition while their team
placed second overall in the National dramatic interpretation. Natalie
Lady Bird Johnson, wife of the late
Branch of Hopkinsville Federal Sav- disturb him.
Lyndon Baines Johnson,former presiOn Sunday he arose early to watch Forensic League's District Tourna- Simpson was third in girls' extemings & Loan Association, Security
dent of the United States, will be in
Federal Savings & Loan Association, the launching of the space shuttle Col- ment April 6 and 7 at Morehead State poraneous speaking.
Bill B,ossing and Mike Childress, in
Murray Tuesday morning for a full
Home Federal Savings & Loan umbia on television. -It's a spec- University.
Also, the Calloway County High _humorous interpretation, and
day of activities, as guest of the MurAssociation, and the Murray Electric tacular sight," his personal physiray Woman's Club with Mrs. John H.
cian, Dr. Daniel Ruge,quoted Reagan School Speech Team won the event's Kimberly Oles, in dramatic interSystem.
district tournament trophy for the pretation, also competed in the final
Adams and Mrs. Yandal Wrather as
Mrs. Wrather and Mrs. Adams said as saying.
highest total of team points ac- round.
co-chairmen.
this special project was planned by
For Calloway, Jenise Boyd was secumulated the past seven years.
Mrs. Johnson will speak to the
the Woman's Club in order to plan
The
cond
in girls extemporaneous speaktournament
competition
was
general public at 7 p.m. at the Univerand promote the beautification of the
for Kentucky students to qualify for ing. Vincent Alton placed third in boys
sity School Auditorium, North 16th
city as a way of attracting new inextemporaneous speaking.
speech contest.
Street. Following her talk on
dustry to the city and county.
In qualifying for the nationals, MurKenneth Futrell, boys extern"Beautification," a public reception
Others serving on the committees
7ay High's Lewis Bossing- placed first poranews speaking, and Mike
and receiving line will be held in the
for Mrs. Johnson's visit were Mrs.
in original oratory while teammate Jackson, original oratory, qualified
lobby of the auditorium.
Don Brock, Mrs. Lloyd Boyd, Mrs.
David Boyd took first in humorous in- for the final round.
The day's schedule for Mrs.
Harry Sparks, Mrs. Tommy AlexThe national speech tournament
TIKI-MAST, emergency helicopter terpretation.
Johnson will start at 9:30 a.m. with an
ander, Mrs. Rex Galloway, Mrs. Don
will
be held June 14-19 in Salt Lake CiMurray
High
exist
totalled
46
team
•
service,
cannot
ambulance
informal coffee with the club women.
Jones, Mrs .C. C. Lowry, Mrs. Ben
She will also plant a dogwood tree in
Trevathan, Mrs. A. W. Simmons, Jr., without financial support from the corn- points, behind St. Xavier of Louisville ty.
Both Murray and Calloway next will
the club house yard.
Dr. Vickie Shell, A. W. Simmons, Jr., munity it serves, according to Jack D. with 49. Bullitt Central and University
Mrs. Johnson will make a walking
Mrs. Henry McKenzie, Mrs. Max Car- Walker, TIKI-MAST civilian coor- Breckenridge School followed Mur- compete in the Kentucky High School
ray.
Speech League's State Speech Tourtour of the Murray Courthouse Square
man, Ms. Carole Hahn, and Mrs. dinator in Paducah.
nament April 24 and 25 in Lexington.
The
Murray
club
also
provided
by
placed
more
service
The
helicopter
from 10:30 to 11:20 a.m. She will plant
Maurice Humphrey.
- Lady Bird Johnson
a coffee tree, Kentucky.gtAterter
Art classes taught by Mrs. Betty the 101st. Army Airborne Division at
the courthouse lawn, and-Will-Viva cheon of Mrs. Phyllis George Brown, Scott at Murray High School and Fort Campbell, needs $70,000 this year,
sidewalk signs for the Bank of Murray wife of Kentucky Gov. John Y. Brown, Larry Dunn at Calloway County High and an additional $2.5,000 each year in
and Peoples Bank in front of each at their home in Cave Hill.
School have made posters advertising the future to cover maintenance,
Funding for the visit of Mrs. the program which were distributed Walker said.
downtown branch.
Of the $70,000 needed this year,
From 11:30 a.m. to noon, Mrs. Johnson to Murray has been made by the journalism class, taught by
Johnson will be at the Calloway possible by donations from the Bank Mrs., Maurice Humphrey, at Murray $35,000 would go toward replacing
helicopter-to-hospital radio equipof Murray, Peoples Bank, Murray. High School.
Public Library.
One Section — 14 Pages
Partly cloudy and continued
ment,$25,000 will be used to cover adA tour of the Murray-Calloway
Aces
unseasonably
warm tonight with
3
fund
and
to
build
a
ministrative costs
County Park will be from .12:15 to
Classifieds
12, 13 scattered thunderstorms, low in
for new equipment, and $10,000 will be
12:45 p.m. She will also plant a
Comics
12 the low 60s. Thunderstorms likely
used to purchase infant transport
dogwood tree in the park.
Crossword
Tuesday, high in the low to mid 70s.
11
units.
Mrs. Johnson will be special guest
Dear
Abby
2
-Pie-Military Assistance to Safety
at a private luncheon at 1 p.m. at the
KentueWridelided Pareirist
Deaths & Funerals
14
and Traffic (MAST) program has
Commonwealth Room of the UniversiWednesday through Friday: LitDr. Lamb
3 tle .or no
been serving the states of Tennessee,
tfUnter,-Murrciy State University.
preeipitation expected.
Farm
Pages
5,6
Illinois, Kentucky and Indiana (TIKI)
Today Mrs. Johnson made a tour of
Highs mostly mid 60s to mid 70s
Horoscope
3 and lows mostly low 40s
The Roadside Theatre, a traveling duction so people can visit with the for six years.
Headley Museum in Lexington and
to low 50s.
Local Scene
2,3
So far this year, 46 percent of the rewas a special guest at a private lun- troupe that has gained the apprecia- cast.
Lake Levels
Opinion Page
4 Lake Barkley
tion of audiences across the United
From 10 a.m. until noon Tuesday, quests made for TIKI-MAST have
358.22
Sports
9,10 Kentucky Lake
States, will present the drama,"Red the cast from the Roadside Theatre come from the area including
358.32
Foi-Second Hangin'," at the Univer- will present a workshop in the large Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
sity Theatre at 8 p.m. tonight. meeting room at the public library.
Dr. Robert Bacsik, a MCCH
Tickets may be purchased it the Topic include "Storytelling" and pediatrician specializing in the care of
Calloway County Public Library and "Playwriting from Oral History." the newborn, has called on TIKIMAST 15 times in the past 20 months.
An investigation is being conducted the new University Center informa- They are free of charge.
6
p.m.
and
later
at
the
tion
desk
until
"The
workshop
will
present
new
He
uses TIKI-MAST to transport
after several items were reported
missing from the L&N Railroad Co. theatre boxoffice prior to curtain ideas for anyone interested, but critically unstable or potentially
especially for teachers, speech and unstable patients to higher-level-care
office, 206 Railroad Ave., this morn- time.
adults
$2.50
for
Ticket
prices
are
theatre
students, librarians and pro- facilities in Louisville, Nashville,
Police
Murray
ing, according to a
and $1.50 for senior citizens and gram directors," Margaret Memphis and Evansville.
Department spokesman.
Trevathan,librarian,said.
Bacsik says he has to have the opTime of the break-in occurred after children under 12.
Sixty jurors have been summonsed Cathey Kunisch, Evelyn C. Lockhart,
The production is sponsored by the
The Roadside Theatre is funded by tion of sending the patient by
the office had closed Friday and
to
report for jury duty in Calloway Cecil Wayne Lovett, Edwin Larson,
before it reopened today, the public library and the Speech and the National Endowment for the Arts, helicopter. "An ambulance isn't County Circuit Court, according to Paul G. Little, Paul Kenneth Lynn,
Theatre Department at Murray State the Kentucky Arts Commission and always fast enough," he said.
= spokesman said.
circuit clerk Ann Wilson. The prospec- Thomas J. Makowski, Ivan Blaine
the Virginia Commission for the Arts.
Pilots have only refused Bacsik's
A two-way radio, a rain suit, a rain University.
tive
jurors should report to the cour- Mayfield,Kenneth D. Mohler.
The plot centers around Red Fox, a
requests for TIKI-MAST when
hat and coat and rain pants were
thouse
at 9 a.m. Monday,May 4.
Lee Brooks Moody, Mary Elizabeth
preacher,
popular
weather conditions made flying too
reported missing from the office, the red-bearded
Moore,
Gary Lynn McClure, Kelly B.
marshal
who
U.S.
medical
doctor
and
list
The
Rupert
are
not
includes:
James
pilots)
hazardous. "They (the
spokesman said.
McCuiston,
Mark V. Paschall, Myrtle
moonair cowboys," Bacsik said. "They Emerson, Michael Thomas ErnThe office had been ransacked and was involved in the ambush of
One
Allen Purcell, KenParker,
S.
gang.
Mullins
and
his
shiner
Iry
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — know their limitations and will not stberger, Terry Williams Etherton,
entrance was gained through the
Joe Pat Robertson,
Ramsey,
neth
D.
during
the
story
takes
place
The
Aliene
Dunn
Evans,
Frances
The
Estelle
astronauts
their
risk
lives."
of Columbia,
southeast window, the spokesman
Eugene Rogers,
Robinson,
Edwin
central Appalachia's first coal boom. rocketship sailing along like a
Bacsik's wife, Resa, an L.P.N. who Ezell, John Robert Farrell, Frank
said.
The play was pieced together through "champ," tested control systems to- assists him, says the people at TIKI- Fazi, Geneva W. Feltner, Delbert James Schempp, Joe A. Wilkerson,
old newspapers, history books, court day for Tuesday's searing re-entry MAST are dedicated and con- Wayne Fleming,Faye Downs Forbus. Herbert Woodman and Voris C. Wells.
records and, most importantly, con- after sources said photographs in- scientious."They often call back later Milous Holt Ford, James Farrell
versations with elderly people who dicated the underbelly heat shield — to see how a patient is doing," she Fortner, Ruby Mae Futrell, Fred M.
remembered the man.
Garland,Harry Lee Garland.
cruci#1 to survival — is apparently in- said. .
The production will feature special tact,
Billy F. Garrett, Mavis Manning
TIKI-MAST is free to patients and
The residential collection kits for
An organizational meeting of Make visual and sound effects to enable the
On Flight Day Two, "everything's hospitals. Costs are covered by dona- Gibbs, Ernestine D. Goodjotin, John
Today Cotmt will be held tonight audience to take part in a unique working just fine," a rnitaion.director tionsfrom the communities supported V. Resig; - David Lynn- Graham, this year's annual American Cancer
.
(Monday)at 7 p.m. in the dining room theatre experience.
Ronald Lee Grtene, Alberta H. Grif- Society fund dritik Will be mailed from
said today."There's nothing remotely by TIKI-MAST.
of the Murray-Calloway County
"People who are interested In Ken- resembling a problem."
The Medical Eirplorer Post 803 of fith, Lille Velma Gunther, Eddie Paducah April 17instead of April 10 as
Hospital.
tucky folklore dramatized by a multiFor Day Three, the forecast at the MCCH plans to have a fund-raising Clyde Hale, Susan W. Hart, Mellie S. previously announced, according to
This is a support group for any pa- talented cast will be especially pleas- Rogers Dry Laltebed landing strip 1n weekend for TIKI-MAST in May. Bac- Hortin, Lloyd Allen Hasty,Patricia G. Jim Frank,local cancer society presitient with a life threatening illness, ed with the show," Dr. William Par- California calls for clear skies and lit- sik said any fund raising for TIKI Hearn, Ronald Perry Hesselrode, dent.
along with their family and friends, sons, dean of MSU's College of tle wind. "That's ready made to MAST would be a "good community Elizabeth Helm,Paulette H. Hohman, Goal for the Calloway County drive
and also is open to any clergyman or Creative Expression,said.
is $10,000, Frank said. The state-wide
Cynthia M.Holyschuk.
order," said Shuttle Control. "Sounds gesture."
professional worker who has need of
There also will be a reception on good," agreed Columbia commander
Jean S. Hurt, Evelyn L Jones, Mar- goal is $1.2 million, he added.
"The donated money would be
this special organization.
The drive will extend through April.
stage immediately following the pro- John Young.
• jorie Ruth Kipp, Helen G. Kline, Lois
money well spent," he added.

m Second In NFL Tourney

MHS Speech Club
A
embers Qualify
For Nationals

Lady Bird Johnson To Be Here
Tuesday For Day Of Activities

Financial
.Support Neededthenati°nal
For TIKI-MAST

inside today

today's index

partly cloudy

Roadside Theatre To
Present Play Tonight

Investigation
Ongoing Into
Railroad Break-In

Sixty Jurors Summonsed
For Circuit Court Duty

Shuttle In Flight

Organizational
Meeting Tonight For
Make Today Count

Cancer Kits To Be
Mailed Week Late
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Wednesday,April 15
Tuesday, April 14
Tuesday, April 14
Wednesday,April 1$
J.
N. Williams Chapter of
Mary Rowlett Group of
Exhibit of graphic design
Dr. Joseph Lee Rose will
by Russell Grimes of Blood River Baptist Church speak at the United Campus the United Daughters of the
By Linda Begley
years. She is at her best durLouisville and a sculpture Women will meet at 7 p.m.
Ministry luncheon at 12:30 Confederacy will meet at
Lu Ann Hampton Laverty ing the first act. Fresh faced
show by Malinda Wyatt of
p.m. in the Ohio Room, 1:30p.m. at the home of Mrs. Oberhuider is the name of a and energetic, she captures
Murray TOPS (take off University Center, Murray Hobert Crenshaw with Dr. young woman who lives in the bouncing
Louisville will open today
dreams of a
William Parsons as speaker.
and continue through April pounds sensibly) Club will State University.
Bradleyville, Texas and is high school cheerleader.
Front Porch Swing will 20 at the Eagle Gallery, Fine meet at 7 p.m. at the
also the title of the UniversiThe strongest character of
practice at 7 p.m. at the Arts Center, Murray State Calloway County Health
ty Theatre's latest endeaver, the evening is Lu Mm's
University.
Center.
Singles Unlimited will First Christian Church.
under the direction of Rick mother, Claudine. Watching
meet at 5:30 p.m. at
Delaney.
Mary Both Price is like
Ticket sales drive for the
Singles Class of Seventh
Granny's Porch.
Ellis Center will be open
Set in a small town in the visiting an old friend. She is
charity ball will start with from 10 a.m.to 3 p.m. for ac- and Poplar Church of Christ
west Texas prairie, and honest, warm and comforRecovery, Inc., will meet volunteers to call Murray tivities by the Senior Citizens will meet at 7 p.m. at the
spanning
twenty years, it is table. Her vivid portrayal of
at 7:30 p.m. at the Health homes to take ticket orders with lesson on Home Safety church.
play. Unusual Claudine after a severe
unusual
an
for
the
May
30th
event.
Center, North Seventh and
at 10:30 a.m., lunch at 12
because it quietly chronicles stroke is incredibly realistic.
Olive Streets.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
aoon, and visiting at 12:30
Tim Reding is Skip Hampthe life of Lu Ann Hampton
Deadline for reservations p.m.
meet at 8 p.m. at the west
ton, the boastful young
her family.
and
''Red Fox Second Hangin" for the annual Spring
end of the Livestock and ExThere are no nail-biting dreamer who stumbles his
will be presented at 8 p.m..in Fashion Show and Coffee,
Events for Lady Bird- position Center.
crises and no loud cathartic way into alcoholism. Skip
the University Theatre at sponsored by the Murray Johnson will be a coffee from
By Abigail Van Buren
moments. Instead, there are has a difficult time finding a
Murray State. Tickets are State Women's Society, on 9:30 to 10:15 a.m. at the MurParents Anonymous will
hurdles, unevenly spaced focus for his life, so he
$2.50 each.
April 18, should be,made by ray Woman's Club House; at meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforwith some crossed and decides not to focus at all.
---- —
today by calling Inez Gibbs, Murray court house square mation call 753-5995 or 435The set for Lu Ann... is a
others not. Everyone's life
Student tuba recital by 753-1858, or Geri Johnson, from 10:30 to 11:20 a.m.; at 4385.
marvelous extension of the
develops
its
special
own
Robert Fern will be held at 7 759-13879
Calloway Public Library
The opening of the sep.m. in the Recital Hall Anr•-r- from 11:30 to 12 noon; at
Murray Star Chapter No.
'act
is wonderful. A
Reservations
and
riends
er
slowly
nex, Fine Arts Center. MurDEAR ABBY: I am 68 years oIa an have'tad teintle
Murray-Calloway Park from 433 Order of the Eastern Star
ray State University. This is cancellations for the 12:15 to 12:45 p.m.; private will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the luck with husbands. Three of them died on me. Abby,I have discover their own rhythms solitary neon sign gleams
Wednesday luncheon of the
a crush on my lawyer. He is 61 and a bachelor. I have had and begin to "settle in." Lu through the dark theatre and
free and open to the public.
luncheon at 1 p.m.; speaking lodge hall.
Christian Women's Club of
crush on him for nearly eight years. I've never gone out Ann... is not a celebration of slowly moves forward until
this
at University School
with him but I see him in his office when I have legal work life, but rather an accep- the lights reveal Red's
Murray State Racer Murray, Ky., should be Auditorium with public inMurray Girl Scout Core
Whenever I see him, he is very nice to me and tooce of it.
to
Place, the local bar. The
baseball team will play the made by today with Shirley vited at 7 p.m.; public recep- meeting will be held at 10 for him do.
calls me by my first name.
sets, along with tapes of
University of Tennessee at Winters,753-7745.
tion and receiving line in the a.m. at the Girl Scout Cabin,
I brought him some brownies once, and he said they were Lu Ann, played by Donna radio broadcasts, commerMartin team at 2:30 p.m. at
lobby from 8 to 9 p.m.
best he ever had. I hinted that I was also a very good McClure, is a survivor. The
Street.
Sharpe
the
Tuesday, April 14
Reagan Field. Murray .
cook and would like to prove it to him sometime, but he just audience meets her as an ex- cials included, easily move
•
Homemakers Clubs will
the audience into the places
Ruth Warren Group of
Legion of Mary will meet smiled and didn't say anything. I sent him a valentine but uberant and ambitious eighDorothy Moore Circle of meet as follows: Coldwater
and
times of Bradleyville.
it.
didn't have the nerve to sign
llows her
woold, follows
teen
Kirst Presbyterian Church with Mrs. Sherwood Potts; Sinking Spring Baptist this week at 10:30 a.m. at St.
Lu Ann... as a production
old
foolish
lady
to
even
Maybe
just
a
I'm
think
this
man
two marriages, and
will meet at 7:15 p.m, at the New Providence with Wanda Church Women will meet at Leo's Catholic Church.
would have any interest in me, but I get so much pleasure through t
is not perfect. It has some
7:30 p.m. at the home of
her
leaves
at the age of thirWednesday,
April
15
home of Jean Moore.
just
thinking about him. Abby, is th'bre any harm in
Osbron at 1 p.m.; Paris
hilt moments and it has
Carolyn Carroll.
Wadesboro Homemakers dreaming? It took me 25 years to'get over George Brent. ty eight with a seventeen some that are slow and conRoad at home of Martha
EusiE year old daughter,an invalid
Sigma Department of the Helen McDonald, 2212
Club will meet at 1 p.m. at
fusing. But, like the lives it
Circles of First United the home of LaVerna Harmother and an alcoholic
Murray Woman's Club will Gatesboro, with Louise Dunn
reflects,it has its own unique
DEAR ELSIE:There's no harm in dreaming. Dream brother.
Methodist Church Women die.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club as ho,stess at 1 p.m.
rhythm that can be enjoyed
build,
fun
to
so
are
castles
long
as
you
don't
try
to
live
will meet as follows: Alice
house.
Miss McClure handles well for itself.
in them.
Waters at social hall and
the difficult task of developOvereaters Anonymous
The play was presented
Second Tuesday program
Maryleona Frost at 9:30 will meet in the basement of
ing a character that must April 9, 10,and 11 at the Murwill not be held at the Muram.; Faith Doran at 2 p.m. the new Baptist Student
Thru Thur. 4/16
grow over a period of twenty ray State Theatre.
ray Art Guild.
DEAR ABBY: I would like to share my own experience
Center, Cittstnut and
Hazel and Douglas Centers Waldrop Streets, at 12 noon. with PROBLEM CHILD,whose parents'fighting keeps him
Mothers' Morning Out will
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2 This is open to all interested awake.
be at 9 -a.m. at the First
I had the same problem with my own parents 35 years
p.m. for activities by the persons.
United Methodist Church.
The lady tennis players of the Murray Country Club will
ago. In a few months we will celebrate their 50th wedding
senior citizens with lunch at
anniversary, and I hope they will hold off fighting until hold their organizational meeting for the 1981 season on
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Birthday party for all after the guests leave. It took me a long time to realize how Thursday,
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
April 16, at 10:30 a.m. at the clubhouse.
Douglas at 12 noon.
senior citizens having bir- wonderful my parents are in every other way. They hi.
Methodist
United
First
All interested playPrs should attend and Participate in
Thnt Thur. 4123
thdays in April will be held been very loving to their children and grandchildren (if n. the plans,a
Church will be at 7 a.m.
club spokesman said.
Registration
for
at the Douglas Center from to each other); prouder parents do not exist. They are
kindergarten will be at • 9 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Lunch will generous far beyond their modest means.
Group III of First Chris- a.m.
. and for first grade will be at 12 noon.
It may be „hard to understand, Abby, but beneath their
CWF
meet
Chutch
will
tian
quarreling lie hearts of gold.
be at 1030 a.m. at ,North
atriltrp.rn. -at-the home of Elementary School. For inThe Private Moments
LOVING SON
Hazel Center will be'open
Marshall, 1701 formation call 753-3033.
Olivia
The Public Triumphs
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acAudubon Drive with proDEAR SON: That you are able to accept this one
tivities by the Senior Citizens unpleasant part of your parents' behavior while
gram by Sheila Shaw.
Calloway County Band
Tbru Thur. 4/23
with lunch at 11:45 a.m.
appreciating to the full their more admirable
Boosters will meet at 7 p.m.
qualities says a great deal for your maturity and
Groups of First Baptist at the band room of the high
Ladies Golf Tee-Off Coffee understanding.
Church Women will meet as school.
will be held at 10 a.m. in the
follows: I with Mrs. Charles
Green Room of the club with
Mercer at 9 a.m.; II with
Dr. JosePh T. Fuhrman,
Mrs. E. C. Jones at 2 p.m.; assistant professor of Diane Villanova, Pam MaviDEAR ABBY: I was very upset by the letter in your
ufe by HERPST
EXCALII1V
Bea Walker with Mrs. history, will deliver the Phi ty, Dorthy Fike, and column from the young man who has Herpes Simplex. From
o name mothers depend on
Wayne Bennett at 7:30p.m. Alpha Theta history honors Euldene Robinson as his letter, one would assume that only "loose" women have
4/16
TitniTMEErs
this disease. Well, I'm a "nice" girl who has it.
hostesses.
lecture at 7:30 p.m. in ,the
I have been with only one man in my life, and he's my
Murray State University
Barkley Lecture room,
Murray-Calloway County husband. I didn't have sexual relations until I was 20. I'm 28
Choir will present a free conRegister for Easter Basket to be given
University Center, Murray
Mental Health and Mental now and have two children. My husband is not the kind to
cert at 8:15 p.m. in the
State.
sleep around, so I'm sure he didn't bring it home to me. 4/18/81 at 4 p.m. Ages 2-12
Retardation Board of DirecRecital Hall Annex, Fine
Please print this, Abby. There are other "nice" women SIO Main
Murray,14
Christian Women's Club of tors is scheduled to meetat 3 who have Herpes Simplex who may resent being told they
Arts Center, MSU.
Murray, Kentucky, will have p.m. at the entg.r.
have a venereal disease.
Bridget Ann Gregg, Har- a luncheon at 12 noon at the
The Methodist Men will
A NICE GIRL
House have a dinner meeting at
risburg, Ill., will present her Colonial
DEAR NICE GIRL: You undoubtedly have Herpes
senior piano recital at 7 p.m. Smorgasbord.
6:30 p.m. at the - Fellowship
Simplex
1. Herpes Simplex 2 (which is a venereal
Hall,
Recital
at the Farrell
Hall of the First United
Ticket sales drive for the Methodist Church with disease) is vastly different from Herpes Simplex 1 — a
Murray State University.
virus that causes cold sores or fever blisters. They
Charity Ball will start with Frank Beamer, new head are two different
diseases caused by two different
Dexter Senior Citizens will volunteers to call Murray football coach. Christian viruses. It is unfortunate that they bear the same
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the Dex- homes to take ticket orders Men's Fellowship of First name with only a number to differentiate them.
Chestnut Sr •753-3314
for the May 30th event
ter Center.
Christian Church will, be
special guests.
Monday, April 13
Calloway
County
Democratic Executive Committee will meet in the Tennessee Room, University
Center, Murray State
University', at 7 p.m. The
public is invited. ..

'Monday, April 13
Community
Chorus,
directed by Irma Collins,
will rehearse at 7:30 p.m. at
the Calloway
Public
Library.

Woman's Dreams Won't
Hold Uo in Court

Lady Tennis Meet

This Is
Elvis(PG)

Professional
fitting
for little feet

"Not fails
is the crime
Lowell.
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The devotio
Sue McKinne

Family Shoe Store

Kentucky Mountain Missions truck will be at the
First United Methodist
Church to' pick up clean,
usable clothes.

Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.

25

cLeE
CiNTRA1 SHP
Open' m

ThruOff
April 15th

'Al Flat Top & Electric Guitars
*Electric Basses

CISE Shoe,
AND

GIRLS

r

SHIRTS
50c
LAUNDERED,

FOLDED
ON HANGERS

Good Thru April 25, 1981

Pkiase Present Coupon When
You Bring In Cleaning

DRAPERIES

25% OFF
NO LIMIT WITH COUPON
Good Thru April 25 1981

Please Present Coupon When
You Bring In Cleaning

Grandparents are Mrs.
Elsie Tyler of Murray, Ky.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Warzecha,Chicago, Ill.

.11

2 Pc. Suits

'Skirts & Sweaters

AIMS OR LADIES

PLAIN

NO UNIT WITH COUPON

NO LIMIT WITH COUPON

Good Thru April 25 1981

Meese Present Coupon When
You Bring In Cleaning

MONDAY
LUNCH
SPECIAL

Please Present Coupon When
You Bring In Cleaning

*Guitar Cases
•Violin Cases
*Mandolin Cases

Hurry In
To Our Annual
Inventory Clearance

Chuck's Music
Center
1411 Main-Marray,753-3682

ONLY

RESTAURANT

•Chicken Chow Mein
*Hot & Sour Soup
•Steam Rice
*Egg Roll
•Chinese Tea
- *Sweet & Sour Rib„
7,Yie Also Serve American Food Everyday—

(rrtrfirri War,noykunti

Laundry &Cleaners

*Guitar String Sets
*Gaiter Cords
*Gaiter Straps

•Banjos
•Violins

Brown S White
Natant
1 2-3
5/

Good Thru April 25 1981

North 12th
603 Main
753-2552

TYLER BOY
Mr. and Mrs Richard
Tyler, 208 Oakwood, Des
Plains, Ill., are the parents
of a baby boy, Jared Ross,
weighing six pounds 142
ounces,' born on Monday,
March 23, at the Lutheran
General Hospital, Park
Ridge, Ill.

Family Shoe Store
Register For Easter Basket
Ages 2-12
Horny, Ky.
510 Main

Open 7 Days
A Week

Order To Go
753.4488

one
DI

%

BOYS

April

Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

6-10:30
11-2
4-10

Located By Holiday Inn
U.S. 641 South, Murray, Ky.

Floes 7!
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THE ACES®1RA
"Not failure, but low aim,
is the crime." — James R.
Lowell.
Declarer failed in his play
of today's temptatioo-filled
slam. Had he set his sights a
little higher than simple
finesses, he might have
found the way to win the
slam.
South's five diamond bid
was a move towards slam
and North accepted by cue

l)

•••

G. CORN, JR.

bidding his ace of spades.
After that, South opted for
his 150 honors and bid six
hearts.
West's diamond deuce
went to East's eight Jind
declarer's king and four
rounds of trumps exhausted
West, dummy discarding a
spade. The top diamonds
were cashed and a fourth
was ruffed to establish
dummy's fifth diamond.

Luncheon Is Planned

Next a losing spade finesse
went to East's king and East
exited safely with a spade to
dummy's now lone ace. With
the lead stuck in dummy,
declarer could cash
dummy's fifth diamond but
then East scored the club
king and the slam was one
down.
Declarer's plan left much
to be desired. He should
have known that West's lead
*as a singleton and he
should have timed the play
to force a free finesse from
East.
After drawing the
trumps, declarer should
play his top diamonds as
before. However, when the
bad diamond break is
confirmed, instead of ruffing the fourth round of
diamonds, he should allow
East to hold the trick, dis-

United Campus Ministry of Murray State University
will hold a luncheon Wednesday from 12:30 until 1:2(
in the Ohio Room of the University Center,room 304.
"Political Prospects for the 1980s" will be the program
presented by Dr. Joseph Lee Rose, assistant professor of
political science. He has been at Murray State since 1966.
He has his A.B. J., V.,Ph.D., from the University of
NORTH
4-13-A
Kentucky.
•AQ7
UCM luncheons are held each Wednesday of the
743
'
oi_shec,d. 3's tho
Atiog0
.446
4)4).
mAy e purchased at the ttroltlin or eat7g
Zfr
ritax-rn— - - •
, `1. '
WEST
EAST
to the Ohio Room, on the third level, for the luncheon pro•10 6 5
•K J 9 3
gram:
986 2
5
The luncheons are for students, faculty and interested •2
•J 9 8 4
•
86 5 4 2
•K 10 7 3
persons from the surrounding community

Wilferd-Shelby Vows
The wedding of Miss
Alison Wilferd and Tim
Shelby will be solemnized on
Friday, April 17, at 7 p.m. at
the Wingo Church of Christ
with Larry Vaughan officiating.All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wed-

-

ding and the reception which
will follow the ceremony.
Parents of the bride-elect
are Ms. Shirley Wilferd and
Bernice Wilferd of Murray.
The groom-elect's parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Shelby of Wingo.

Brooks Chapel Has Meet
Rachel Jackson presented
Abe program on -Being
Thankful To The Lord" at
the meeting of the Brooks
Chapel United Methodist
Church Women held on
March 10,at the Fellowship
Hall of the church.
Mrs. Jackson emphasized
that song and music set
moods. She-closed her program by asking each one to
give the name of her favorite
hymn. She also led in group
singing.

by Martha Jones. Each
member gave two cents for
each letter in her name for a
money making project,"Opportunity Bag."
Madge Woodard will
represent the women at the
Lakeshore Methodi,st
Assembly in April. Lola
Jones presented the programhookletsfor 1981
Refreshments were served
by Martha Jones and Marsha Crick. Also present were
the Rev. Den Woodard, Rita
Culver, Tain Alexander,
The devotion was given by Gladys Jones, Nina
Ramsey,
Sue McKinney with prayer and Elizabeth Puckett.

2 NT
4V
540

Dealer.

South
1,
3,
5*
6V

Opening lead
deuce

West
Pass
Pass
Pass
All
pass

Diamond

Bid with Corn
South holds: 4-13-B
•KJ9 3
W5
•J 9 8 4
•K 107 3
South

341

ANSWER: Four spades. It
won't make, but at least it
will make it a bit more difficult for the opponents to
find their best spot.
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P0 Box 12163. Dallas. Texas 75225.
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

He lost his critical balance
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
Meanwhile, your doctors
DEAR DR LAMB — I am
hoping you can help me in are doing what needs to be
some way I'm a 66-year-old done to prevent bleeding
San About six months ago I while at the same time prodeveloped internal bleeding. viding medicines to stimulate
This has subsided somewhat or support your bone marrow
recently. My big problem is in regaining )ts top level of
that my bone marrow has quit performance That may take
making blood: my corpuscles a little time Your good appeare almost zero. My doctors tite is a plus as it means you
have failed to locate the trou- can provide the proper nutrible I am living on blood tional support you need for
transfusions now I have a normal bone marrow funcgood appetite.
tion
DEAR READER — The
DEAR DR. LAMB --- I
normal function of the human would
your opinion on
body often depends upon a vitaminlike
critical balance. We all pro- mate. B-15, calcium pangaThere is so touch conduce new blood cells every
about this vitamin.
day and lose others As long as troversy
I've heard reports that it isthe bone marrow produces an cancer
amount equal to the number really causing. What Is it
supposed to do for one?
lost we are in balance.
The balance can be upset
DEAR READER — That is
because of a loss of too many
one. Calcium pangamate
blood cells, which apparently ais hot
one of the apricot pit prodhappened in your case At ucts.
It is not a vitamin at all
first, the bone marrow may be
able_ to keep up with the When the Food and Drug
increased demand for blood
cell replacement but eventually it may become exhausted.
You need certain vital elements to enable the bone marrow to function properly.
These include adequate proLaVerna Hardie will open
tein in your diet, enough iron
and the ability to absorb suffi- her home for the meeting of
cient vitamin B-12. Deficien- the Wadesboro Homemakers
cies in these nutrients, and Club to be held on Wedneseven hormone deficiencies,
can hamper your bone day, April 15,at 1 p.m.
marrow's ability to respond.
All members and inThe bone marrow may also
be the main cause of an anem- - terested persons are invited
ia simply because it stops pro- to attend, said Pawnee
clueing a normal number of Bedwell, president.
blood cells, even if there is no
The club held its March
loss of blood. That can happen
as a reaction to many differ- 18th meeting at the home of
ent medicines that are com!4,4,•••° letia.. •
monly used, including those
you can buy without a
Jean Cloar, county extenprescription.
sion agent in home
The balance factors
involved in an anemia are di- economics, presented a
cusind
detail in-The-- lesson-On'ISelargnefBea Ith Letter number 4-3,
-Look of Spring" was the
Understanding the Anemias, lesson presented by Dixie
which I am sending you. Others who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long,
stamped. self-addressed envelope for it to me, in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.

J24:g

Men's or Ladies

2 Piece
Suits
April 14-15-16

one HOUR
DRY

cLeaneRs
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Opes7
to 6 p•Al

Phase 753.9525

,011 I 111 b
,nd
to perfection
folded or 011 hoorii.r,
,

The festivities will open on
Tuesday between 6 and 8
p.m. at the Market House
Square with an open house at
the Art Giula,-Museurn, Arts
Council and Theatre,
Paducah.
The trail buses will leave
from the Market House to
tour the Lighted Doogwood
Trail. Street Signs will mark
the trail for those who prefer
to go in their own car and
available at the Market
House. All of this is free to
the public.
The people of Paducah will

CHANGE
For a refreshing change,
add a little chili powder to
scrambled eggs and a little
powdered mustard to cheese
omelets.

+:+:4

The
Paducah
Dogwood
Trail
Celebration's ad in Saturday's paper
should have read:
"Opening of the Trail Festivities will
begin April 14.

Cordially Invites You To

Easter Day Services
Grace, Paducah . . . . 8 & 10:15 a.m.
St. John's, Murray
9-45 a.m.
St. Paul's, Hickman
9-15 a.m.
St. Peter's, Gilbertsville . 9:00 a.m.
St. Martin's, Mayfield . 11:00 a.m.
Trinity, Fulton
10:00 a.m.

COMPLETE FAMILY DEP'T. STORE

Forget your feet . .
with Memory Cushion Shoes

SHOE CENTER
Style. . . in step with
comfort ... Spring and
Summer 1981

SEE OUR FABULOUS COLLECTION
4

gess, Bertha Emerson, Ada
Farris,and Louise Morris.

The Jackson Purchase
Council Of The Episcopal
Church

P
'

LERMANS

-

Palmer.
Eleven members signed to
bring food and five members
volunteered to help with the
Tasting Luncheon of the
Calloway
County
Homemakers Club on May 7
at the-First United Methodist
Church.
Other members present
were Opha Culver, Betty
ex I _
1 , Gusta Lon-ner, Audra Futrell, Helen
Curd, and Ruby .Burchett.
Six visitors were Ruth Nan-

CORRECTION

Paducah Dogwood Trail
Will Open On April 14
'he Paducah Dogwood
Trail Celebration will start
Tuesday, April 14, instead of
the date originally announced, due to the early blooming
of the dogwood trees in the
area, according to a
spokesman for the Paducah
Civic Beautification Board,
sponsor of the event.

Administratidn started
enforcing existing laws several firms marketing it as a
vitamin dropped this claim
from their labels.
Medical World News
reviewed this problem some
time ago and pointed out that
Dr Victor Herbert, a nutritionist from Downstate Medical Center an Brooklyn, said
that when it was mixed with
saliva it was mutagenic.
meaning a cancer risk Also
Dr Richard S. Rivlin. professor of medicine at. Cornell,
was quoted as saying." B-15
has no proved benefit and
some evidence of risk, so
there should be no reason to
expose the public to It."
Under the circumstances, 1
can't recommend it for
anything It was supposed to
be an energiurr Good nutrition and good living habits are
better approaches to enhancing energy

Wadesboro Homemakers Club To
Hold Meet At The Hardie Home

FOR TUESDAY,APRIL 14, 1981
LEO
(July 73 to Aug.72)
A business luncheon should
be fun. Make plans for travel.
A sense of practicality is needed when shopping. Avoid imARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) IVA pulse 6t ,ring.
Idealism is the spur to ac- VIRGO
tion. Business progress is (Aug.23to Sept. 22)
Nerves may be a bit of a promoderate. Avoid dinnertime
crankiness. Don't bring up old blem. Relax and take a longrange view of things. A
arguments.
business hunch is good, but
TAURUS
avoid premature action.
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Keep financial moves con- LIBRA
fidential.- If socializing - wIth fSept.-29-te-Oct.22
ESP exists between you and
business colleagues, don't
overstay your welcome. a loved- one. Allot some time
for the things you really want
Children may be unruly.
to do. Avoid nighttime
GEMINI
secretiveness. (May 21 to June 20)
Elders would like to share SCORPIO
some of your leisure time. (Oct.'23 to Nov.21)' nto
Group activities are favored.
Keep the confidences of
After-dinner hours do not friends. An intuitive feeling
favor home entertaining.
can pay off in cash. Later, you _
CANCER
may not be in the mood for
(June 21 to July 22)
company.
Trust hunches on the job. SAGITTARIUS
Write or phone relatives. (Nov.72to Dec.21) )
40
Watch hasty career decisions,
Accept the advice of trusted
and don't let anger undermine colleagues regarding a career
your effectiveness.
move. Don't mix business and
pleasure. A friend may seem
possessive
CAPRICORN
(Dec.72to Jan. 19)
Check the legal ramifications of a business move. Consult with lawyers and advisers. Don't be short with a.
light their lawns for the loved one later.
Dogwood Trail Route which' AQUARIUS
was inaugurated in 1964 by (Jan. 20 to Feb.18)
You'll receive good finanthe
Paducah
Civic
Beautification Board so that cial advice now. An offbeat invisitors might enjoy a night- vitation may arrive. Avoid excessive expenditures after
time lighted tour of Paducah dark. Check impatience.
in bloom.
PISCES
Residents throughout the (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
Hold fast to commitments
city spotlight dogwood trees,
azaleas and
blooming made to others regarding joint
garden areas during assets. Career aspirations
be realized now. Avoid
Dogwood Week. The trail should
impulsiveness.
begins at Oak Grove
Cemetery where the
gravesite of Paducah author • -YOU BORN TODAY are
Irvin Cobb, planted with somewhat opportunistic in
dogwood and azaleas, is nature. You diglike routine
spotlighted. The trail is work and crave adventure.
Once you ally yourself to
marked by signs placed at universal principles you can
frequent intervals along the make an impact on the world
route which may- also be en- at large. You are innovative
joyed during the day, a and can make an original contribution to the field of your
spokesman said.
.'our dramatic nature
been planned by the city for often attracts you to the
You are fortur.tate in
the next two weeks in theater.
business, but sometimes settle
celebration of the Dogwood for what dance may throw
Trail Celebration.
your way.
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

carding a low spade. East
must now lead a black card
to surrender a free finesse
and declarer has an easy 12
tricks and a vulnerable
slam.

North

Mrs. Amy 0. Barnett, Rt.
1, Dexter; Mrs. Loyola 0.
Page, 320B Irvan, Murray;
Mrs. Modena C. Hackett,904
Poplar, Murray; Tellotis Pat
Hackett, 904 Poplar, Murray; John H. Reifel, Rt. 5,
Murray; Mrs. OvieR. Gardner, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.

Frances Drake

4 9
Vulnerable: Both
North. The bidding:
East
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

H411, Murray; James
Thomas Grubbs, Rt. 2, Clinton; B. E. Cain, 806
Memorial Drive, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Virgie Dick, RL
Rt. 2, Wingo; Alvin M.
Jones, 323 Woodlawn, Murray.
- Frellis E. McCuiston, Rt.
2, Murray; Mrs. Tempie L
Scott, Rt. 8, Murray; Bobby
J. Carson, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Mrs. Mary E. Pride,
1112 Fairlane, Murray; Mrs.
Emma Louise Palmer, Rt. 3,
Murray; Mrs. Palmer Butterworth, Rt. 7, Murray.

Your Individual
Horoscope

SOUTH
•8 4 2
VAKQJ10
•K 7 3
J

North
1*

4-1-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Boggess, baby boy(Beverly) Rt.6, Murray.
DISMLSSAIS
s. Glenda F. Allen and
baby girl, 28 Green Acres
Trailer Court, Murray; Mrs.
Drucilla J. Ford, Rt. 2, Benton; C. Mark Rogers, Rt. 1,
Farmington; Mrs. Tiunmie
B. Zacheretti and baby girl,
B5 Coach Estates, Murray;
Mrs. Elaine M. Daniel and
baby girl, Rt. 5, Mayfield;
Mrs. Louise Jeanette Cook
and baby boy, Rt. 2, Benton.
Mrs. Gracie L Harper and
baby boy;Dexter; Jason C.
Kimbro, Ill South First,
Benton; Eulah M. Adams,
Hamlin; Mrs. Grace E.
Covey, Rt. 1, Muray; James
D. Dar.den, Rt. 1, Murray;
Thomas M. Gradisher, 114
North 14th Street, Murray.
Jill M. Drysdale, 1604 Oak

The Lord Is Risen Indeed!
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By JOE CRUMP

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, April 13, the 103rd
day of 19111. There are 282 days left in
the year.
'
On April 13, 1743, the author of the
Declaration of Independence and the
third president of the United States —
Thomas Jefferson -- was born in
Albermarle County, Virginia.
On this date :
In 1598, King Henry IV of France
signed the edict of Nantes, granting a
large mea.iure of religious liberty to,
the Protestant Huguenots.
In 1776, Gen. George Washington arrived in New York to prepare the
city's defense in the Revolutionary
War. •
And in 1964, Sidney Poitier became
the first black to win a Hollywood
Oscar as the best actor.
Ten years ago: A government scientist reported that rocks brought back
by the Apollo 19 astronauts had dashed hopes that any life existed on the
moon.
Five years ago: A munitions plant
explosion in Finland left 45 dead and
seven injured.
One year ago: Militants at the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran announced they
would allow members of the Intern,
tional Red Cross to visit with the
American hostages the following day.
Today's birthdays: Perennial
presidential candidate Harold Stassen
is 74 years old. Writer Eudora Welty is
72. And singer Al Green is 35.
Thought for today: It is not enough
to help the feeble up, but to support
him — William Shakespeare, English
playwright 11564-1616)

Senator Dennis
.DeConcini (Ariz.i. these dreams for bettering fanning
"...Th5 Federal Government, accor- are not far
so
off if the farmer has the
ding to the National - Audiovisual incentive work
to
for them. Center within the General Services
Blondes Prefer Geutlemen: Shows
Administration (GSA)spends approx- proper
and improper etiquette on a
imately $450 to $500 million a year on dinner
date. 26 audiocassettes on
audiovisual activities, including over teaching
Swahili.
$53 million on motion picture, TV,and
Hidden Beauty; Shows that a provideo tape and audo production ac- fitable junkyard business
need not be
tivities...
an eyesore to highway users.
"President Reagan intends to issue
Conducted Tours: Shows some of
an Executive order this week requir- - the things that
commonly go wrong
ing Federal agencies to cut back on with conducted
tours.
publications and films and not publish
"These are just a sainp4n* of the
or issue any new publications or films hundreds of films
produced over the
without Office and Management years on topics ranging
from art to
Budget(OBM approval...'
zoblogy...
"After reviewing some of the films
"I do not beiieve that Uncle Sam
that have Men produced at tax- should be in the business
of promoting
payer's expense, my first impression Federal
agencies or their Programs at
Is why has it taken the administration
the taxpayer's expense...
so long to discover this pocket of
"I am particularly pleased ta find
waste. Here are a few examples of
the President zeroing in on these
films that have been produced by Unareas of waste in Government only a
cle Sam: We list 4 of hundreds
By JOHN CUNNIFF
little over 1 month after I introduced
Sign of Profit: Depicts the dreams
NEW YORK (API 7- If bigness is
S.42I, the General Government ExFew people, however, seem to be and take pride in the efficiencies of
of a farmer and his wife; explains how
penditure Control and Efficiencies bad, then Defense Secretary Caspar certain that bigness is indeed bad at volume that come with bigness.
Act of 1981, which called for general Weinberger, who sees a strong all- times and under all cirLabor is a defender of bigness in
Government savings totaling $3.9 American Telephone & Telegraph Co. cumstances. It is very bad in many in- others ways, most interestingly
to the
billion next year, including $250 as necessary to a strong national stances, they say, and then concede
manner in which pension and other
million in audiovisual activities, and defense, would seem to be out of step. that it may be necessary too. .
funds have been invested. Shares of
So would government officials who
J. Albert Tracy, director of the filmmaking production...••
There is no lack of opinions on the the very biggest companies have been
seek to save Chdrsler Corp. and subject. The Supreme Court has ruled
.Spelch Division and Debate Coach at
favorites.
bolster ttie car industry by a merger many times. Politicians have won or
Murray State University, has been CRUMP'S GRASS
Some analysts do not share that
of Chrysler and Ford, fourth and lost on the issue this century. Unions
presented the "Distinguished Service ROOTS COMMENT
philosophy. They view some of the
Many films produced by the Na- seventeenth on the list of largest U.S. often denounce it. So do small
Award" given by the United Society of
biggest concerns as having lost their
Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha at tional Audiovisual Center serve a industrial corporations.
businesses.
- innovative spirit.
When be arose, be leek the'young
In contrast,rWilliam Baxter, who
the eighth annual national conference useful purpose in informing the public
It has defenders too. Economists
And so the arguments go, and big chid and his mother by night, and
held at Indiana State University, about ways the Federal Government heads the Justice Department's an- and industrialists often say the .w4e9s_ir
United busi
itiolippt. Matthew-it:Itz
ndl!L______r
bigger andssb'
_Ags
er solio
can be of assistance to the needy, the titrust division, would be marc
Terre Haute.
tes
can
•
_dollar-—
appear rom U.S. Federal
Holy
Family traveled and
Deaths reported inclii
pursue an it
.deArs_lva..
the exporting power of very Trade commission data cited in 1978
clung
each
other in times of
to
antitrust
case againat AT&T, the big- large corporations. It takes an IBM,
eone can say,"We can't afford it"
by a House subcommittee on an- ,trouble. Holy families still love, com— The Welcome Wagon Newcomers the waste will continue. Again, OBM gest U.S. company.
they say to sell electronic computers titrust, consumers and employment.
fort and help each other.
Club will sponsor its annual dessert- will win no popularity contests.
around the world. And, they say, it
The subcommittee's figures show
card party on April 29, according to
takes an Exxon,a Mobil and a Texaco that in the years 1950 to 1976 there was
Mrs. Michael Miller, president.
to control sufficient supplies of oil.
a steady increase in the percentage of
t 1181 IdeNa.811 87.1. toe
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
Perhaps the biggest complaint manufacturing assets controlled by
and Mrs. David Morefield, April 8.
against bigness is when it the top 100 and top 200 manufacturers.
Mrs. Loraine Ross of Paducah and
monopolizes or threatens to
"The proportion of those assets conJoe Anderson Ross of Murray were
monopolize all aspects of an industry, trolled by the 100 largest firms inmarried April 3.
thus putting itself in a position to set creased from 39.7 percent to 47.6 perMr._ and Mrs_..R. _C._ Snell—Jr., andprices and terms under which it cent, with the maximum of 49.1 perBy TOM RAUM
children, John Charles and Jennifer
ceremony last week in the bride's operates.
cent recorded in 1968," the report
Associated Press Writer.
Ann,of Rambling Hills, Mich., are the
hometown of Lexington, N.C.
Opinions in the business community states.
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A witness
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R.
"Politics doesn't enter into it," in- are no more uniform, a realization
"The 200 largest firms," it said,"inbefore a congressional committee sisted the congressman's new wife. that may surprise those who, for the
R. Parker.
creased their market share from 47.7
decided to fight back when he was left "My family likes Toby as a person. He first time, hear small-business
percent to 60 percent, with the maxstranded in midtestimony as the could be running for dog catcher and spokesmen rail against the power of
imum of 61 percent recorded in 1971."
The Calloway County High School lawmakers rushed- off to floor votes. it wouldn't matter."
big business.
This concentration was, of course,
Debate Team,coached by Mrs. Buron And he won.
Union leaders commonly denounce at the expense..of smaller businesses,
Rep. George Miller, D-Calif., joked
"This isn't right," shou.ted Louis A. that he and
Jeffrey, is competing in the Kentucky
four other Democratic big business practices, but some top which now are seeking to slow and,
Debating Tournament at Lexington. Malave, executive director of the congressmen invited
to the wedding union people under certain cir- they sometimes declare,even reverse
Members are Randy Patterson, Larry East Harlem Chamber of Commerce, were sent by the
party "to make sure cumstances have been heard to praise the trend.
_ Hurt...linuny Story,Charles Paschall. as his testimony was halted by a call Toby gets back to
Washington. They
to vote — a common interruption on would have
Rob Enoch,and Charles Fennell.
sent more people, but
Deaths reported include John T. Capitol Hill.
we're all that's left."
Malave was testifying on industrial
Ward,65.
And Rep. Fortney H. Stark, D• Elected as officers of the Murray revenue bonds before a House Ways
Lions Club at the meeting held at the and Means subcommittee when chair- Calif., read a group of bogus conMurray Woman's\Club House were man Charles B. Rangel, D-N.Y., gratulatory telegrams, including one
Dr. C. C. Lowry, Bethel Richardson, banged the gavel, said he had to go to purportedly from Frank Moore, who
James Dale 'Clopton, Rob Ray, Ken- the floor for a vote and declared a 10- was President Carter's embattled
congressional lobbyist.
neth Goode, Vernon Anderson, Mar- minute recess.
"I spend all this money to get here
vin • Harris, George Ligon, Cliff
'The former president has asked
an lily own Congressman walks out me to respond to your
Cochran,and Joe Cowin.
letter of Jan. 20,
Births reported include a girl to Mr. on me," Malave fumed. "I'm going to 1977, congratulating him on
his inand Mrs. Harold Cannedy and a boy to finish my testimony."
auguration," said the phony
Two members of the panel remain- telegram.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Buxton.
And in a P.S. at the end:
Judy Parker, Murrelle Walker, and ed behind so Malave could finish.
"Happy Birthday."
Verona Grogan had high scores in inWhen Rep. Toby Moffett, D-Conn.,
dividual three games in bowling in the
And now there's a new addition to
Magic Tri League last week at Cor- one of the most liberal members of government gobbledygook.
Congress, married Myra Jean
vette Lanes.
Army Chief of Staff Edward C.
DeLapp, a Republican lawyer who Meyer,
testifying before a House Apworked in former President Ford's propriations
subcommittee, was exThe Murray State College a'Capella 1976 election campaign, there was an plaining his support for
a longer basic
Choir, directed by _Bob Lovett, will unusual mix of guests and toasts.
training period.
Jane Fonda sent flowers and Sen.
make its annual spring tour of West
More is needed, he said, to better
Kentucky April 22-25. Jerry Williams Jesse Helms, R-N.C., sent a gift at the "soldierize" new recruits.
With inflation and the rise in health care costs, your
and John Shelton of Murray are choir
health care plan that seemed so good a few years
members.
ago just may not be adequate.
C. L. Sharbrough and Dave Hopkins
of the Calloway County Lumber CrDon't wait till someone in your family is sick or
pany were hosts last night to the local
injured and has to go to the hospital before you
carpenters and contractors for
find out you need more coverage.
another in a series of home insulation
Examine your present health care plan now. Take
courses offered by Celotex Corp.
a good look at what it covers...and for how much.
Births reported include a girl to Mr
Review the following questions:
and. Mrs. Alfred C. Cunningham on
Heartline is a service for senior they find themselves wanting to go
Is your hospital room allowance adequate?
April 3, a boy .to Dr. and Mrs. Gerald citizens. Its purpose is to answer quesback to work. Only one out of six men
A. Gordon on April 5, and a girl to Mr. tions and solve problems. If you have
Does your program cover outpatient laboratory
retire an their own accord and a high
and Mrs. James W. Dickens on April a question or a problem not answered
and X-ray?
percentage of these men return to
5.
Is surgery covered on an outpatient basis?
in these columns, write to Heartline, work shortly after retirement.
The last in a series of 4-H Tractor 114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
And, now that we have had women Do you have physician coverage when in the
Maintenance and Operational Schools Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt
on the work force for many years, hospital for a non surgical case?
was held at the McNutt Tractor and reply, but you must include a self- they are
finding that, upon retire- Does your major medical cover
prescription drugs
Implement Company.
addressed, stamped envelope. The ment, many of them are not ready to
and the services of your primary care physician?
Elected as new officers of the Mur- most useful replies will be printed in retire
either.
ray Branch of the American Associa- this column.
If you have a Blue Cross and Blue Shield health
HEARTLINE
: I am 63 years old care plan, you may find you want to increase
tion of University Women were Mrs.
HEARTLINE: I am a retired
your
Herbert Halpert and Miss Rachel foreman. For 28 years, I complained and 60 pounds overweight. First of all, Blue Cross hospital room allowance and your
I
want
to
know if this is a common pro- surgical/medical schedule. You may
Rowland.
that I had too much to do, too much
also want to
blem with senior citizens, and second- join the over-1,000,000
the
Kentuckians who have our
responsibilit
and
much
pressure
y,
too
Murrcry Ledger& Times
ly, what kind of diet should an older $250,000 catastrophi
c Major Medical Program.
on the job. Now, not even a year after
r USPS 308-700
person use to lose weight?
retirement, I miss the phone ringing
If you don't have a Blue Cross and Blue Shield plan,
Publisher
Walter L. Apperson
Editor
R.Gene McCutcheon and people coming to me to get the job
ANSWER: According to recent use the coupon to write for complete details about
The Murray Ledger k Times is published
right.
done
I
miss
many
the
workfigures,
55% of all senior citizens are our quality health care coverage. And do it now.
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiv- related daily decisions. I
was overweight. So, it is a very
Before you need it.
common
ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.,
miserably happy with my pressure- problem.
Murray, Ky. 4:1071. Second Class Postage Paid at
cooker job! Now, I am just miserably
Murray,Ky. 42071.
About dietingt see your doctor.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
bored and unhappy. Income is a fac- Generally speaking,
•
rYtost people are
carners, 33.25 per month, payable in advance.
Complete and mail to: Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
tor, but I need to get back to work to safe if they just cut
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Hardown their intake
Kentucky, 9901 Linn Station Fload, Louisville, KY 40223.
feel alive again. Is this a common of food while
din. Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
maintaining a balanced
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear,.To.. 024.50 Per
Please send me complete details about your quality
feeling for retirees, or am I an in- diet. Do not crash
year. By mail to other destinations, $30.50 per
diet or starve
pre-paid health care plans for individuals or families.
curable workahcilic? T.R.
year
yourself, or try to diet, on only one or
Member ot Amocilited Press, Kentucty Press
ANSWER: It is a very common feel- two foods. See Our
Narrie
doctor so that you
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
ing. You were not really ready to can be assured that
Associiition.
you do not have
Address
retire. One of the most intense pro- any other problems
The kasociated Pres" is exclusively entitled to
that could be ag'republish local news originated by The Murray
blems of retirement is the loss of iden- gravated bx,
tilue Crowe
certain kinds of diets.
Ledger & Times as well as all other Al' news.
City
tity, status, and just plain enthusiasm And, as with
Blue Shield*,
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
high-blood pressure,
Delta DenialBusiness Office
for life that many can only get from - your doctor may
753-1916
State
Zip
prefer that you go on
s,iramillek,
Classified Advertising
733-1916
their
jobs.
Many
retirees
transfer
can
a diet that has a low sodium content.
Retail(Display) Advertising
753-1119
Your professionals in neon care financing
their enthusiasm to hobbies or other There are many types
Circulation
733-111$
of diets,and onNews and Sports Dept
783-1919
recreational retirement activities. ly your physician"
can prescribe the
Many can not, or at least will not, and one that's right for
you.

Business Mirror

Looking Back
10 Years Ago

Bible Thought

RAFctirr

Capitol Ideas

Witness Strikes Back

20 Years Ago

30 Years Ago

The time to
examine your
health care coverage
is now...
Before you need it.
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Conservation Tillage Saves Costs To Farmers
More and more North
American farmers are
discovering they can save on
high fuel and labor costs by
using conservation tillage.
As a result, many are
yielding more crops with
less erosion.

1

million acres in 1979.
Part of the 1980 increase is
credited to a wet, late spring
planting season in many
areas. Reports indicate that
time-consuming moldboard
plowing and cultivation
would have further reduced
the already shortened planAccording to Sperry New
Holland, the world's leading ting period, causing farmers
to miss the best yield planmanufacturer of specialized
ting
dates.
farm equipment, most fields
Whatever the reason for
can be prepared in a single
pass if the tillage disk is the acreage jump, last sumheavy enough and prorkrly mer's drought paid many
matched to the power being .conservation tillage farmers
used. This helps maintain a soil moisture bonus they
adequate ground speed, won't likely forget.
which delivers substantial
Delaware farmer William
savings in fuel and time for Haas found that reduced
the farther.
tillage systems really could
increase yields. By using
As many as 88 million reduced tillage, Haas set an
acres of United States' all-time state record of
cropland are estimated to 294.62 bushels- of irrigated
have undergone reduced or corn per acre, reports
conservation tillage last University of Delaware
year,says Arnold King of the agronomist William MitUSDA's Soil Conservation chell. That's 56 bushels more
Service. This compares to 55

yield record for the state and the soil actually change
was achieved in a drought under conservation tillage. John Doran, head of a
year when much nony§pkresearch
team workirrigot"'' /114k. *Wed Gobi,
five to 15 bushers-per acre:— _Ii'arir.:130tersity of
University of Missouri Nebraska ag sciptists, says
agronomist Roger Hanson is by practicing reduced
also a believer of con- tillage, organic matter and
servation tillage. He reports nitrogen gradually increase
the best corn he saw last with a resulting beneficiat
year was grown under a effect on soil productivity.
minimum tillage system.
• But it takes a few years for
"With minimum tillage, the nitrogen reserve to btied
we saved more moisture in up under reduced tillage to
the soil, so more moisture be in a form available to
went into the plants," Han- crops, Doran explains.
Farmers may need to apply
son explains.
more nitrogen to reduced
Requires Attention
tillage corn for awhile after
However, reduced-till far- they change tillage systems.
ming is not easy, warn a host
On fertile soils, though,
of farmers who have tried it. corn yields for minimum
Many researchers, -exten- tillage • and conventional
sion specialists and soil con- tillage under different rates
servationists agree reduced- of nitrogen application are
till farming needs to be about eiftial, acCordinig to
studied and tried initially on tests conducted by Universia limited basis.
ty of Maryland agrOnomist
The Sperry New Holland Allan Bendel.
repbrt indicates that
Bendel is working on the
ft rogen e miency in soil, and has found on
poor soils, reduced tillage
yields fall behind when less
than 120 pounds of nitrogen
per acre are applied. He
adds that reduced tillage
corn grain yields were up
about 24 bushels per acre
when nitrogen is injected into the soil rather than broadcast.
New TooVDeveloped
Depending on the form of
conservation best adapted to particular soils, the farmer
is faced with having to
choose between 11 to 16 different herbicides to deterMost fields can be prepared in single pass if the tillage disk is heavy enough and mine the proper weed killer
properly matched to the power being used, says Sperry New Holland. This helps combination.
maintain an adequate ground speed, which can deliver substantial savings for farIn the future, selecting
conservation-till herbicides
mers. Pictured is the farm machine manufacturer's TO 200,tillage equipment.
will be made easier for
.those
farmers considering
minimum tillage, as a result
of research underway at the
USDA Washington State
University, Prosser Center.
Jean Dawson, a plant
Soybean production in scientist at WSU says
commercially
Kentucky has increased treating
dramatically over the past available lime-coated alfalfa
20 years, boosting what once seed with a large dose of the
was a...minor crop to the herbicide EPTC does not
status of a very important harm -the seed, as might be
cash crop to many farmers expected. The- resulting
grass and weed kill in alfalfa
in the state.
Formerly Murray Warehousing
However, there is a blur in alantings has been specthis bright picture. In the tacular and costs far less
& Farmers Grain & Seed
process of increasing soy- than conventional spraying,
bean acreage, Kentucky Dawson adds.
sods have incurred signifi- Along with the new
methods of soil savings and
cant soil erosion losses.
"We are concerned about updated herbicide applicawhether we can continue to tions, new equipment is beexpand soybean acreage to ing developed across North
its potential without taking krnerica to help farmers
serious losses in farm pro- who want to practice reducductivity through soil ero- ed tillage.
sion," said Dr. Ken Wells, Retired SCS agronomist,
Extension soils specialist in Bill Hayes of Nebraska, is
the University-of Kentucky working with an equipment
College of Agriculture. manufacturer to perfect a
"Which way --soybean pro- till planter engineered to
duction goes in the future help solve seedling
depends on whether we can emergence problems. This
develop new ways to grow machine will be suited for
the crop without serious soil reduced tillage on cold, wet,
,
erosion, and whether Northern soils.
Clarence Johnson, an SEA
farmers switch to them."
ag engineer, is also hard at
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY, KY.
work modifying a commerLabor. Day was first
cial drill for Pacific Norcelebrated in the United
theast reduced till farmers.
States Sept. 3, 1894.
Designed to fertilize and
shove aside trash prior to s.
planting, the drill combats
residue-related disease outbreaks.
Canada Research
THE
HOTTEST
ON
In
GROWING
Canada,
C. W. Lindwall,
IIIIMIMMMMIM
MM
MMONI
of the Agriculture Research
Station, Lethbridge, reports
that with two and three-year
crop rotations, conservation
tillage costs were 80 and 84
percent respectively, of
those with conventional
tillage.
K. E. Bowren, tillage and
cropping program leader for
the Agriculture Canada Station, Meffort,Saskatchewan,
says his tests indicate about
25 times more fuel -is required to cultivate them to
just spray a field.
Ag Gantitis-reseerch has
also shown that tillaggsan
tfr effectively cfilieOriariu
in early August and herbicide used to control perennial weeds, in the fall,
Bowren says.
The story of fuel cost
reduction, increased crop
yields, soil conservation and
CALLOWAY COUNTY'S COMPLETE FARM SUPPLY STORE
reduced tilling equipment
HWY 94E. — 753.7862 — MURRhY,KY.
expenditures is tieing echoed
by conservation tillage

r4E1

Agia®

Can Kentucky
Still Expand
Soybean Acreage?

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

LAN D BAN K
Jtf&-

V/

753-3404

Grain
Merchandising

CARG LL SEED CORN
BULK GARDEN SEED
GRASS SEED

SPRAYER PARTS
DISC BLADES

PLOW SHARES
CHISEL POINTS

BEDDING PLANTS

.

VEGETABLE & FLOWER

6.1102

6-24-24
10-10-10

FERTILI
,,
_ ZER
,_

13-13-13
1545.15
Amon'.Nitrate

HARRELL'S FARM & NOME SUPPLY

Hoffma
n's 50c
AL.-NURSERY &
GREENHOUSE
TOTALLY" FREE ESTIMATES

759-4512

For 6

SPECIALIZED
LANDSCAPING
OPEN 9-5 MON.-SUN.
941. MURRAY, KY

WITH HEINOLD'S GUARANTEED HOG
PRICE PROGRAM!

e

Heinold's Guaranteed Hog Price Program lets you lock
in the price your hogs will bring weeks, even months_ in
advance of marketing time. It prefects your profit end takes
away the worries about a drop in hog prices, so you can
concentrate on raising the best hogs possible.
For more informatibn, including the'gyajsnteedorice
for the month your hogs will be ready. call the profit
brotector—Heinold Hog Market.

Outpost Office
At The

Murray
PCA Office Building

CALL COLLECT

Hours:
a.m—.4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
If you would like to discuss long-term financing talk
to us!

lanerfarm
502-623-6304

GOOD1TYEAN
SERVICE STORES

Goodyear Front-End
Alignment:Your Choice

'19 $44

411"

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT
SOYBEANS

BROCCOLI
MUSSEL SPROUTS

,

,
farmers throughout North $1400 per farm.
America.
Multiply this amount by
To further illustrate the the number of farms practicpossible savings of reduced ing reduced tillage across
tillage systeioz, a northern •the United States and
Iowa Extension Service Canada,and the potential insurvey revealed some 100 crease in the nationwide
farmers felt conservation farm profit picture looks bettillage saved an average of ter than ever.

WARRANTED 90 DAYS
OR 3000 MILES.
WHICHEVER COMES FIRST

- • inspect all four tires • Correct
air pressure • Inspect steering and

LIFETIME ALIGNMENT
AGREEMENT'

wheel caster. camber,and toe to
proper alignment

suspension systemi • Set -front
U.S. cars and imports with adjustably suspensions Includes front-wheel dove
Lhevedes. trucks and cars requiring MacPherson Strut correction extra

'LIFETIME ALIGNMENT AGREEMENT
For.as long as you own the car, we will recheck and align the
front end,if needr•d. every six months or bOtX) miles -- ouwhen
ever-needed-Valid drily arrhe Goodyear -Service 5tOre_Airtiere_

purchased Offer does not cover the replacement of mos and or
parts that become worn or damaged Agreemertivoid if service
work-affy,fing the alignment- is periiinneaby_inothex_outlet
•
‘)

GOODYEAR...FOR MORE GOOD YEARS IN YOUR CAR

Brake Service —Your Choice

$8

Aiklitional parts and serve( e
extra d needed

2-WHEEL FRONT DISC: In4-WHEEL DRUM: Install new
stall new front brake pads and
brake lining and resurface att
resurface front rotors • Install
four drums • Inman new front
new front grease seals aip.kORgrease seals and repack frontfront-wheel bearings •
t
wheel be
• Inspect hyfraucalipers and hydraulic
em
lk system, add fluid and road
• Add fluid and road test car,
test car • Most U.S. cars and
(Does not include rear wheels.) some imports.

30% OFF!
MacPherson Strut Cartridge Replacement

Pan installed Ifronvil
Reg.$124.40

For owners of small cars and im
ports -- Improve handling,protect'
suspension. prolong tire life
Warranted 12 Months Or 12.000
Miles, Whichever Comes First
Additional parts and senices extra if needed

• Sale Ends April 30

Just Say'Charge It'
111111111=1

Lube and Oil Change

Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
Use any of these other ways to buy: Our
Own Customer Credit Plan • MasterCard
American Express •(art.Blanche
• Mien Club • Cash

ISKIWIPS, up to
five quarts mapir
!nand motor 0.1
Slier extra
d needed •

Includes our 9-point maintenance check:
• Transmission fluid
• Batten:cables &
• Power steenng fluid water level
• Differential fluid
• Belts
• Brake fluid
• Hoses
• Air filter
Tire pressure &
condi:m.1n •
Includes most imports and light trucks
Please call for appointment.

Drive It
With Confidence
Power Streak 78
I).'

and reS111.2fIl

polyester cord
• Plenty of road contact
for all around traction
01

$299
A78-13 blackwall
Plus $1 50 Ili. and old me
Whitewalls Slightly Mote

Pius
ataxia:Atli PRICE
FEE awed
Slay
tite
678-113 _ $32.75 $1.61
1 78 14 $38 10 SI 75
F78-14 s34+s $2.14
678•14 $41.40 $2.28
1178-14 $4340 $2.52
G78•15 $442.15 $23'
H78•15 $4470 $257

NATIONWIDE AUTO.SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY
All Goodyear service is warranted for at least 90 days or 3.000 miles. whichever _
COMPS first — many services, much longer. If warranty WWI'is MetfrqUIred.
go to the Goodyear Service Store where the original work was performed, and
well fix it. free. If, however, you're more than 50 miles from the original store.
go to any of Goodyear's 1300 Service Stores nationwide.

Goodyear Service.
Store
, S. 126 Street Murray, Ky.
Hours: 7:30 a.m. til ":00 p.m. Mon-Sat. Phone: 753-0595
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Checks, Maintenance Assist In Baling Season

Day wth tta
Kate • "rertect
F3r717H knptner
sar,
,
A7
Woe.'

Chances are, our GI
Executive
Weathertron - heat
pump/air conditioner
can save energy dollars
for you.
How does a work° Simple A heat
pump doesn't make heat It
movee heat In summer a works
Matilikatcrair conditioner.- —
pulling heat out of your home In
waiter It reverses. and puils
heat from outdoor air into your
home even at cold winter
temperatures 1 With this GE
high-efficiency model the same
unit keepe you cool all summer.
warm a:: winter and oar. save

Use it by itself, or add
it to your present
furnace. Whichever
saves more.
Naturally when the weather's
extra cold. you'll need some
extra heat That's why you can
buy this GE heat pump two
ways — With supplemental
or
. electric heaters built in
save money by attaching the
your
to
present
pump
heat
forced air furnace It doesn't
ma
uses — gas. on propane or
electric

CASH
$50
RirIIND NOW!
There are lots of ways you can
save with a General Electric
Executive Weatbertronc heat
BLit the easiest way
pump
to buy NOW' If you install this
new GE heat pump befolo our
crews are busy. GE will send
you a $50 men refund I To
qualify. InsWlation must be in
a current reeidence, between
A
now and May 1. 1981)
great way to start the year off
savtr.,g

Heating Et Air
Conditioning
Service
Commercial-Residential
802 Chestnut-Murray

753-8181

costly downtime during bal- reference to proper service,
cleaning your baler. By do- feeder fingers.
season. He adds that by lubrication and general
ing
imporSharp knives are
ing so, says Sperry New
the service manual maintenance of your square
keeping
bales.
good
want
you
if
you
tant
Holland's Don Rohrer,
will have a quick baler.
you
handy,
will avoid costly machine Remove and sharpen both
downtime.
Rohrer,'square baler service analyst at the New
Holland, Pa. plant offers the ,
following suggestions as
possible ways to increase the
reliability of your baler.
First, it's important to
look at the P.T.O. shaft at
the drive area. Check for
universal joins.
worn
Remember. . . the sliding
• members should move freely and be well-lubricated.
0 44
:
4kajia".161
Also, examine the P.T.O.
slip clutch. Disassemble the
clutch and check for worn orbetter bakt when
rusty discs. Rohrer suggests
The Model 847 round baler from Sperry New Holland makes
that maintain
springs
you refer to the slip clutch
properly serviced. The Model 847 features a pair of dual coil
density unbale
maintain
to
adjustable
setting in your square baler
tension on the apron chains. The springs are
and denshape
in
both
operator's manual when
bale,
better
a
in
resulting
der a variety of crop conditions,
reassembling.
sity.
If you,, own an engineequipped baler, thoroughly the plunger and stationary
dean the exterior of the knives. Shims are generally
engine paying close atten- used to align the knives, but
tion to cooling fins on air- make sure they are returned
cooled engines and radiators to their original locations
on liquid-cooled. Replace the after sharpening. Again —
filter and service the air
cpaner.• Check the drive
belts for cracks and replace
when- necessary, while
always using your operator's
manual as a guide.
CHECKING CHAINS
TO prolong chain life on
your square baler, keep
them oiled during the- offseason,and then oil on a daily basis when you start to
ways c ec y
a e.
chains or alignment and adjustment.
If your barer- chains are
stretched to the point where
all idler adjustment is used,
install a new chain to prevent excessive wear and
replacement of the
sprockets,Rohrer says.
In the baler pick-up area,
make sure you replace Ilny
bent or missing pick-up
fingers. Straighten or
replace. damaged pick-up
guards, and check the
weight on the pick-up wheel.
Loosen spring tension on the
pick-up slip .clutch.
Disassemble and check for
worn or rusty discs or plates.
Reassemble and set at the
tension stated in your square
baler operator's manual,
reminds Rohrer.
In the feeder area, check
and adjust the bearing
clearances on the feeder carriage, feeder.bar and tracks.
Replace any broken or bent

Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray Kv

Murray-Calloway County Airport
Bill Williamson

Many times, grooves can
be worn in the knotter/twister areas of your
baler. Check for grooves and
replace any worn parts as
required.-If you own a wire
tie machine, the Sperry New
Holland service analyst suggests, look at all the rollers
;
T
_
"•"r**
and guides on the underside
of North America,and when
parts
in
many
new
are
relatively
mowers
Disc
of the bale case, and remove
sicklebar mowers. The cut-.
than
conventional
faster
much
cut
properly
maintained
or
hay
of
any accumulation
e inside of the ting discs on Sperry New Holland's Model 442 disc mower spin at 3,000 rpm. Cut
rus . oa
bale case with oil to prevent crops are left in a wide, lightly fluffed swath for quick drying. There's virtually no
plugging in down,tangled crops; dense wet undergrowth or in fire-ant hills.
further rusting.
.In general, keep your
square baler and other haying equipment lubricated.
Make sure all fittings take
grease, even if you have to
remove one to clean an accumulation of hardened dust
or grease. Drain .and reign
all gearboxes. Service the
baler's hydraformatic
system only as recommended 'in, your operator's
manual.
Rohrer emphasizes,- by
keeping your baler in tip-top
shape, you can help prevent

Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings. Call-me—your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business irdIrmation I bring
will save your family time and money.
Let me hear fro -1 you soon.

Neninealoit. .

Junk Food Can
MILWAUKEE (AP) —
Steady diets of junk food can
cause dietary deficiences
that may lead to aggression
and cravings for alcohol,
tobacco and drugs, a diet
researcher says.
"Food can directly affect
particular behavior patterns," said Alexander
Schauss, director of the
American Institute for
Biosocial Research in
Tacoma, , Wash., urging
counselors to check di t
while investigating • antisocial behavior.
He said for example a deficiency of zinc could reduce a
teen-ager's desire for
vegetables, making him
citable.

In Honor
Of Lady Bird Johnson's
Continuing Beautification
Project"

,
•\\\.‘"..
,
'"•7,714

Talk to a widowed school
teacher named Claribel
Quvabe. She lives in Swaziland
and uses a Massey tractor to
help her bring in a critically important cash crop — sugar cane.
Ask Kuhn Ting Amnajsing
of Parkchong, Thailand. He
started 15 years ago with 16
acres, $100 cash and a hoe.
Now he owns two MF tractors
and earns extra income by
doing custom work for his
neighbors.

Complete Landscaping Service
Bedding Plants-Shrubbery
Opole Men.-Sat. 114 Sous, 14

Sperry New Holland's Hayaler 320 square baler, meets the needs of custom
operator/ and large hay growers by being exceptionally durable and by producing
a uniform square-edged bak. Proper maintenance before and during baling season
will increase the reliability of your baler.

Or ask Charles Cutshaw,
who uses nine Massey tractors
to do custom work and farm
1,250 acres in Scott County,
Kentucky. That's a lot of
Massey horsepower in horse
country.
All over the world, in nearly
200 countries, you'll find many
thousands of people who de-pen4MaueyThuiotractors for their living ... or even
,
F=their surviva;-. '

That's not surprising, because Massey is the free world's
largest manufacturer of tractors.

There are some very good
reasons why Massey-Ferguson
is a world-wide leader when it
comes to tractors.
One factor is a succession of
produ'ct innovations. Take the
invention of the Ferguson 3point hitch system. This hydraulic system integrated the
tractor with its implement, and
greatly improved performance
in the field.
Much More recently, Massey
'added a new dimension to tractor performance with the electronic draft control on our big
driv.e
lLe1es47W.
•
tronically adjusts to changing
soil oon
alia14402.t!er? Sn-1-- --another system like it on any
tractor produced in North
America.

Certainly the Perkins diesel
engine has also contributed to
the acceptance of Massey tractors. These engines were well
known for fuel efficiency long
before fuel efficiency became
important to American tractor
buyers.
It all comes down to a C9Mbination of hard-working products and honest value that
enables Massey-Ferguson to
produce an average of approximately 140,000 tractors every
year. And Massey products are
manufactured or assembled in
83 factories in 30 countries. around the worlu.

It's evidence of a dedicated
world-wide dealer network,
supported by a global parts
supply and service system
second to none.
You can be sure the company that can back a tractor
working in a jungle will stand
behind the tractor in your
own field.
See your Massey-Ferguson
dealer. He's got the tractors
you want, and they're ideal for
your farming needs. When you
buy MF, you'll know you've
bought a leader.

Twelve of those factories are
in North America, including
the ones turning out MF tractors for U.S. and Canadian
farmers the most productive
farmers in the world.

-Massey- makes sense,- right beirathQUM
World-wide success indicates
more than just a good product.

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co., Inc.
Industrial Rd.

753-1319_

Murray, Ky.

*maw
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Market 4/4 hutiture
Loaded In Paris, Tonnossoo Halfway Berms 314 end 514 N. Mario
Street

Tuesday 4-14-1981 Is Market 414 Days
Sale And "Four Fourteen" is Going
"All Out" For 4¼ Days
414's Special Prices Start
4-14-1981 at 8:14 a.m. til 8:14 p.m.

_At 4:14 P.M. Sharp on 4-14-1981
These Specials For 14
Minutes Only 14 No Longer Be Here

For 4811A- Days Only

1 14"

3 Lane Recliner-

Reg. $289.00 $

-Lo-Z-Boy Recliners

Don't Mias These Buys!-

Reg. $269.00 $1 1414

5 La-Z-Boy Swivel Rockers

Reg. $199.00

1414

1 -Berkline Recliner

Reg. $289.00

$11414

$

3

Prices Good While They Last

Everything In Our Store

14% To 44% Off
4"

-

- 2 Pc. Pkbres-

Clayton Marcus Sofa

Rug. $799.00 614'

Kroehler Sofa Traditional

R.. $5992414'4

Wood Frame Eagle Pictures

Reg $399.00214'

Bbune Motain Sconce

Frank, Sofa

Traditional
4

2 Pc. Sectional Heradon Sofa

R....9900541414

Clayton Marcus Early American
living Room kite

Rug. $919.00561414

1 Pc. Franklin Colonial Living Room Suite

$
Reg. $699.00 41414

Green Amber Lamp

Reg. $99.00S1414

s'
14 4

Sdnveiger Cane Chair

i1(114
Reg. $25.00 ea. I v
' S214
Reg. $14.95

5 Double Gun Racks

Rog.$499.00$

Broyhill Wood Arm loveseat

Reg.$499.00
5214
"

Reg. $59.00 4
"
-T

Wall Shelf

Reg. $22.95$

Bbe Ceramic tamp

S1A14
Reg.‘99.00

Mersman Pie Crust Table

$4414
Reg. $59.00

Maple Magazine End Table

14414

Marble Hall Tree

Reg. $259.poS

PrIsaski Stereo Cabinet

Reg. $459.00S31414

Lea Oak 4.Pc. Bedroom`Seite

18414

Lea 5 Drawer Cherry Chest

Reg. $289.005

Singer 4 Pc. Bedroom Suite

Rug. $689.00$41414

$41414
Reg. $995.00

Lea 4 Pc. Bamboo Bedroom kite

R".$499.005214
"

Bassett 3 Pc. Bedroom Suite

R". $799.00S4

Walnut Finish 3 Pc. Bedroom Sidle

Rug. $599.00S41 414

$11114
Reg. $199.00 -T-W

Cherry'MK Tray

$7/14
Reg. $129.00

Jamison (keen Cotton Sleepers.

4

a

Closeout Prices
On Quasar 25" Color

Console Televisions

Pulaski Solid Oak 3 Pc.

$1444'4

Keepsake Suite, Post Bed

Quasar Maple Cabinet

Color 25" TV
Model No. W19684QS

Reg. $1799.00

Reg. $899.00$714'4

Quasar Maple Cabinet

25" TV
Model No. WY9524R5

AA 1 4

3 to choose from Rog. $499.00S31414

P. IL loveseat

....$699.00$21414

Broyhill Bbe Velvet Traditional Sofa

R" $649.00S41414

$1 1414

Murphy Natural Cedar Chest

Reg. $169.00

Antique Cane Rocker

Reg. $149.00114"

Broyhill 8 Pc. Dining Room Seib

Simmons(keen Hid-A-Bed
Oloradon)

414

Rog $599.
00
$
4
1

Reg.so 00$3414
Brass Lamp
$4414

DeSob 8 Pc. Dining Room Suite

51114'4
114'4

Reg $1499.00
,

Reg. $2269.00S1
.

Broyhill French 8 Pc. Dining Room Smite

581 414 Reg $1069.00

Boston Rocker

5 Pc. Wood Dinette Suite

R.. $345.,,,,s21414

1/16 Colonial Rocker

Broyhil French 8 Pt Dining Room Suite

Rug 099 00S61 at
"

it.g $189 00$14414

"11

Rug,si 195.00S41414
14.14

Crushed Velvet Gold Sofa

Reg. $399.00 *"

Rug. $1649.00$124414

3 Pc.

Cotton 1 Pc. Livbg Room Suite

Round Glass 5 Pc. Dinette

"
Reg. $139.00544

$31414
Reg. $799.00

Vinyl Colonbl riving
Room Suite

Rug. $749.00S

Reg. $129.00s4414

R•g. $99.00

Kroehler Vinyl Sofa

414

8 Pc. Dining Room Liberty

1414

•4
'4

$74'4

2 to choose from keg.$199.001 I 414

Reg. $9.9551 14

Bentwood Rocker

Hallmark Recliners

7 Pc. Dinette (yellow)

RA14

Reg. $149.00

Fradzin Velvet Sofa

-

LAYAWAYS HELD 30 DAYS ONLY - FINANCING ARRANGED - VISA

Reg. $799.00 Sole$5-"I'

Quasar Walnut Cabinet

25" TV
Model No. TU981 2SP
Remote Control Reg. $788.00

so.$54414

MASTERCHARGE - SALE ENDS SAT. APRIL 18 AT 1:14 P.M.

Atarket 414 birmittire

The Store
With The

414 North Market Street

Low Ovevivomd

Geraldine and Terry Sykes, Managers

Phone 642-6996
re,• .

•

,a.

*

-

441.-04.416.1fMrsAtel

a man belongs.

1

Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health
8 mg."tar'. 0.8 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.
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OVC Slate Now 3-3
A

Thoroughbreds Drop Double Header To MTSU

MURFREESBORO, Tenn. ting pitcher Steve Duncan Thoroughbreds going
I Mu I 2, Gary Blaine I Mu. Kenny
Jerry Moore, Tom Wilson 6
with credited with the loss, dropp- Gerhart
4 Mt), Joe Petrea 4Piftt: HR —
Nomad. WP — Moore r4-41r.a,)Mike
— The- Murray State with Marty Smith, another one out in the second inning ing this season record to 2-3.
Garry Keeton I Mt
Gibbs r2-2* 28 - Scott Peck Mu3.)'- Thoroughbreds dropped an righthander.
110 000 0-2 5 1 Kenny Gerhart I Mt1
as he drew a base on balls Murray again jumped to Murray State
011 140 X-7 "5 3
Team Records Murray State 22-14
Ohio Valley Conference With one out, David Scheer wittlifone out in what was to an early 2-0 lead in the se- Middle Tenn
Alan Gibbs, Ronrue Chancellor o 5 r 3-3 OVC Middle Tennessee 22-10. 4 '
doubleheader to Middle Ten- hit a ground ball to the se- be a very productive inning cond game. Peck singled to and Jeff Oakley.
Howard Quigley o 6 t °V('
nessee Saturday 10-8 and 7-2, ehnd baseman, The Blue for Murray.
start the game,advanced to
after holding an advantage Raider fielder threw to the
Senior catcher Jeff Oakley second on a wild pitch and
at one point in each of the 'shortstop covering second followed him with a fly ball went to third when Gary
contests.
base for the force out, but a that was dropped by the Blaine grounded out. Carrell
Freshman third baseman wild throw to first base on a right fielder. Peck then load- Boyd scored Peck on a
• • •
LITTLE LEAGUE
Scott Peck lined the first double play attempt enable4 ed the bases with a single. sacrifice fly to center field.
Tryouts for 11 and 12
KIRKSEY LEAGUE
pitch of the initial game to Boone to score from second. Clay Boone followed Peck Peck, who was three-forApplications for play in
year olds who wish to parleft field for a single to start The Blue Raiders tied the with a base on balls, scoring four at the plate in the game,
ticipate in Murray Little the Kirksey Baseball
Murray off, and then ad- score early in the bottom of Wisniewski.
doubled in the second inning
League programs will be Club for the summer
vanced- to. second base as the second inning as.Gerry
Boyd followed with a two-,with two outs, scoring
held this Friday and season have been placed
r jgriggwejtrt'dor-Ade, i rieflYig4tfother Wisniewski who had reached
'---- - --cni*A
, r''''' - * --leillibilli hit ',E'''
TAKES SECOND — Agnes EL'
Saturday at the Little in all the local schools and
bal s.
off Murray starter Doug Middle Tennessee pitcher. on an error.
League. Field in the city should be returned by
second place in the high jump in the MSU Invitational
Carrell Boyd then put the Rice.
Murray native Alan Gibbs
Righthander Mark Novak
park.
April
Women's Track meet Saturday.
Thoroughbreds on the Kevin Bourland relieved was next up on the mound
for walked in what was to be the
Registration is set for ,.The club has three
scoreboard for the first time Rice after Rice faced three the Blue Raiders. Ronnie only earned run of the game
4:30 p.m. Friday, April 17 leagues for boys and two
with an RBI single, scoring more batters and one out, Scheer grounded out to the for Middle Tennessee in the
with tryouts to follovtat 5 leagues for
girls,
Peck.
but Middle came up with shortstop and brother David bottom of the second. The
p.m. and registration kindergarten through 17.
Middle Tennessee coach three more runs in the inning followed him with a walk.
Blue Raiders added one run
Saturday, April 18, will be
Officers of the Kirksey
John Stanford had seen to lead 5-2.
Gary Blaine next doubled in the third and fourth innat 8:30 a.m. with tryouts Club are Danny Belcher,
enough and replaced star- Keith Wisniewski got the in two runs, capping a six- ings, and four more in the fifat 9 p.m.
president;
Darrel
run inning and 8-5 lead for th.
Any youths who have Hopkins, vice president;
Powerful Kansas recorded records with first place
Gibbs, who fell to 2-2 on the
the Thoroughbreds.
never played in the Mur- Aileen Leslie, secretaryfirst place finishes in 11 of 20 finishes in the 5,000-meter
Middle Tennessee added season,gave ug just four hits
ry Baseball Association treasurer.
events Saturday for a wide and 3,000-meter run to earn
one run in the bottom of the while striking out four and
• • •
programs must have profinal advantage over nine the outstanding track persecond and the score re- walking four. Chancellor
of of their birthdate in
LL FOOTBALLother collegiate opponents in former award.
mained 8-6 until the bottom relieved him in the fifth innAn organizational
order to register.
the 12th annual Murray State
ing.
Manley, the only inof the sixth inning.
A league official also meeting of parents and
Invitational Women's Track dividual winner for the Lady
Former Murray State standout Gary Hooker, now a
Bourland walked the first The Thoroughbreds, now
urged any players from interested adults inMeet at Roy Stewart Racers during the day, also
member of the world famous.Harlem Globetrotters,
Blue Raidei- batter of the 22-14 overall and _3-3 in the
last year who still have a terested in helping form
Stadium.
will be a special guest at the annual Racer Basketball
placed third in the 100-meter
sixth inning, grounded out OVC Southern division, will
uniform to bring the the Murray-Calloway Co.
Kansas, coached by hurdles. Other top perforBanquet Tuesday night at the University Center
the next and then walked the travel to the University of
Little League Football
uniform to the tryouts.
former Murray State track mances for Murray State inBallroom.
last batter he faced. Ronnie Tennessee at Martin today
• • •
organization will be held
standout Carla Coffey, ac- cluded:
Hooker, who'earned most valuable player honors at
Chancellor
relieved for a single game at 2:30
Tuesday, April 14, 7:15
JR. BABE RUTH
last year's banquet,returned to Mtrrrdy this weekend
cumulated 190 points or 70
Bouttand and waixea Lrit
g-trati
-r:rrr-et-tite•
5
more than second-place WAN-Meter-Run: Cara O'Brien
for a brief rest and visit with his family before an
Murray will again be on
first batter he faced, loading
tryouts for,the Jr. Babe
I fourth.), 42:21.90;
Joan Migatz
.)r!P°
•
finisher Illinois State. The seventh),44:51.35
oversees tour with the Globetrotters.°
the road Wednesday as they
the bases.
Ruth League
participants in the
be'field
host Lady Racer contingent Shot Put: Jenny Oberhausen fourTickets are still available for the banquet and can be
Chancellor threw his next visit Vanderbilt in Nashville,
Thursday, April 16, and league must be residents
obtained from the MSU basketball office. WPSD-TV
placed third with a 111 total th), 40-8'.
pitch
in the dirt and Middle Tenn., for a single contest.
Friday, April 17, at the of Calloway County and
High Jump: Agnes Riley second,
sports director Frank Morock will serve as master of
while Southeast Missouri 5-8; Chris Hunt(filth,5-2.
scored their first run of the The Commodores defsated
-Colt 'League Field, 8th be in -the 6th or 7th
ceremonies and a special video tape highlighting the
'was a distant fourth with 67 Long Jump: Agnes Riley third i, 19Murray 12-8 earlier in the
inning on the wild pitch.
and Payne.
grades. Fifth graders
3"i ; Glenvira Williams ifourth). 18outstanding moments of the 1980-81 season will also be
points.
The next batter was inten- season at Reagan Field.
6'2.
All boys and girls plan- who will be 11 on or before
shown.
Murray State's Allison 4s100 Meter Relay: Murray State
tionally walked to keep alive Tivn Ohio Valley Conning to play must bring Nov. 1, 1981 will also be
For more information concerning tickets for the banManley was named the )fourth 1.
the
double play possibility, ference doubleheaders are
their birth certificate or allowed to participate.
1500-Meter-Run: Windy Slaton (fifquet contact Joyce Herndon at the basketball office
outstanding field event per- th ), 4:53.39.
but Randy,51a hit a two-run also scheduled this week at
official baseball associa- Participants must not be
(762-6804).
former as she won the long Javelin: Leigh Ware fourth), 1111single to give the Blue Reagan Field. Middle Tention age record. Registra- 13 before- -August 1,- -1981jump with a meet record 20- 41104leter-Dash: Diane Holmes
Raiders the lead. Another nessee, who improved to 22tion will begin at 4:30 and can have only two
9I-2 leap and took first in the r third), :58.32.
run scored an a ground out, 10 overall and 4-2 in the OVC,
p.m. with tryouts at 5 *years of junior football
high jump with a 5-9 perfor- 101I-Meter-Dash: Glenvira
providing Middle Tennessee will provide the opposition
experience.
p.m.
third), :12.07.
mance. Her long jump 400-Meter Hurdles: Diane Stewart
with the final margin of 10-8. Thursday while Tennessee
The weight restriction
Anyone interested in
distance also qualifies I third), 1:94.77.
Seven of the 10 runs scored Tech visits Murray on Saturcoaching one of the plann- is a minimum of 78
200-Meter-Dash: Glenvira Williams
Manley for the AIAW Na- ( third), :24.49.
by Middle Tennessee in the day- The Thoroughbreds
ed five teams should at- pounds and a maxiniwn
4z800-Meter Relay: Murray State
tionals.
game reached base because defeated Tech 7-2 and 3-2 last
-tend
the tryouts, a of 137 pounds at initial
), 9:50.45.
Eastern Kentucky's Sue I third
week.
weigh-in.
spokesman
said.
Heptathlon: Karen Harding (third),
Two more Murray State competition as he equaled of base on balls.
State
Schaefer broke two ,meet 4,410; Kim Slayden I fourth ), 4,051. Boyd
Thoroughbred
•
led
season's
his
with
best
Middle
a
6-10
Tenn
5P0
004
°"°
runners qualified for the
Doug Rice, Kevin Bourland
NCAA Outdoor Champion- effort. Gary -Ribbons ran his hitters with a three-for-three Ronnie Chancellor 161 and Jeff
0
ships this weekend during fastest 5,000-meter of the Plate performance, three Oakley. Steve Duncan. Marty Smith
r11. Mark Novak 21 and Mike
the competition at the outdoor seasonseason with a runs batted in and two
Novak
o
prestigious Dogwood Relays 14:13.28 time for fourth in the dedbles. Chancellor was Chancellor 2-31 20 Carrell Boyd
1
competition.
in Knoxville,Tenn.
Three Murray State relay
Murray State's youthful Perry. They both carded a
Sophomore Chris Bunyan contingents also scored imgolf
team finished in the five-under 211 to share first
recorded
impressive
an
Murray State freshman
pressive performances. The c
The Murray State
middle
of the pack this at the conclusion of 54 holes.
29:04.7
to
fourth
place
in
the
Fran
Spencer scored a tough
4 X 800-meter relay team of
women's tennis team
weekend
in Richmond at the
Murray State's Chris
6-0, 0-6, 7-5 win over Western invitational 10,000-meter run Barry Attwell, Lloyd
dominated
play this
Eastern
Kentucky
Universi- Edholm fired a 71-72-7'8 to
earn
and
trip
a
.
to
nathe
The
Murray
Kentucky's
State
men's
Sandy
Rowland,
Hyten
Rob
earlier
Leslie
and
to
at
the
MSU
weekend to finish in first
courts.
ty Invitational at Arlington pace the Racer representawin the No. 1 singles title and tional finals at Baton Rouge, Jeff Stipp placed fifth in the tennis team continu0 its strSingles
place ahead of five other opGolf
Course.
tion with a 221 total.
4-6.
June
La.,
Mats Lningman I MSU ) def. Andre
open division with a 7:47.30 ing of success Saturday with Thomsen
ponents in the annual UT- improve her overall mark to
The
r
WKU
Racer
golf
)
6-3,
6-3
contingent
Senior teammate Jerry time..
Sophomore
Lynn Sullivan
37-4.
a
convincing
7-2 win over Terje Person 1MS1.11 del
Martin Women's Tennis InJorge fired a 908 total over the 54- overcame
Odlin also qualified in the inOther MSU champions included:
a
bad
frrst round
rival
Western
Kentucky
AlemparteoWBU
in
I
6-0,6-1.
The 4 X 200-meter relay
vitational Tournament.
No. 2 — April Horning def. Brennan vitational 10,000 as he placed
Finn Swarting I MSU def. Ken hole tournament to take 12th of 80 to fire 73-73 for a 226
Bowling
Green.
team
of
Alfred
Brown,
Elvis
Murray State, which is 29-4 Crump(East Tennessee 6-0,3-6,6-3.
Potluck IWKU17-6,7-6.
The victory gives the Mike Costigan Nigtn def. Tony place in the 23 team field. total. Senior Jon Stanley shot
No. 3 — Jorium Eid def. Shani Beck sixth with a 29:14.7 clocking. Forde, Gary Schwan and
in dual competition, won all i East
Ohio State coasted to an im- a 79-78-78 for a 234 score
Tennessee)6-1,6-0.
Eddie Wedderburn, who has Perry Konantz recorded an Racers 13 consecutive wins Thanes o WKU ) 6-3,6-1.
six singles championships
No. 4 — Carla Ambrico def. Laura
F'xik Tisthammer MSU I lost John . pressive 854 total, 23 strokes while Toni
already
qualified
for
the
Casper recorded
impressive 1:27.5 clocking and improves the overall Mark Fones(WKIri 7-8,7-6.
and also took top honors at Leslie (Western Kentucky,6-1, 7-6
Championships, for sixth in the invitational team record to an im- Steve WilleIMSU del Hector Huer- ahead of second-place a 77-79-79 for a 235 total and
No. 5 — Sherryl Rouse def. Bunny NCAA
No.'and No. 3 doubles. The Wall(S1U-Edwardsville ),6.0.6-1.
Eastern Kentucky-Maroon. Todd Johnson fired a 82-79-76
finished second in the 3,000- competition and the team of pressive 15-7. Murray State tas I WKU 1 7-5,6-1.
NU.6 — Mary McNicholas def. Patty
racers compiled an imDoubles
Joey Sindelar of Ohio State for 237.
meter
steeplechase
an
with
has
also won all five con- Persson-Swarting I MSU r def.
(East Tennessee),6-1,6-2.
Brown,Konantz, Tony Smith
pressive 51 points, far ahead Heaton
won
individual honors as he The Racers next competiNo. 2 Doubles — Eid-Ambrico def. 8:46.73 time.
e WKU )6-1,6-3.
and Forde placed sixth in the ference encounters this Thomsen-Alempart
of runnerup East Tennessee Schwartz-Perez(UT-Martin )6-3,6-1.
tjungman-Costiga
took
a final advantage in a tion begins Thursday in Lexn
MSU
r
def.
Ernie
Patterson
placed
4 X 400-meter relay with' a season.
No. 3 Doubles — Rouse McNicholas
Putlock-Thanes WK U16-4. 7-5
which totaled 27.
third in the open high jump 3:12.21 time.
def. Wall-Zuber
I 6-2,6-0.
No. 1 singles performer Tishammer-Willie I MSU I lost ope-hole playoff with ington at the 54-hole KenWestern Kentucky's Kenny tucky Intercollegiate.
Mats Ljungman. improved Fones-Huertas %VIM )6-1,6-1.
his overall mark to 20-7 with
. an easy 6-3, 6-3 win over AnCOPYRIGHT 1911
dre Thomsen. No. 2 singles
regular Terje Perss9n wort_
his 16th consecutive singles
By ALEX SACHARE
semifinal, the San Antonio best starting backcourt forward Reggie King scored
match and improved his inAP Sports Writer
Spurs edged the Houston tandems in the National 21 points apiece while Len
dividual rectird to 20-5 with
Even their coach, Cotton Rockets 114-112 to even the
Basketball Association, Phil Robinson led Phoenix with an easy 6-0, 6-1 victory over
Fitzsimmons,is surprised at series at two victories
Ford and Otis Birdsong, 23.
Jorge Alemparte.
the success of the Kansas Ci- apiece. In the East, the
because of injuries.
Senior captain Mike
ty Kings.
Spurs 114, Rockets 112
Boston Celtics beat the
Their replacements,
Costigan became the third
"I'm not going to kid you,I Chicago Bulls 109-103 to comGeorge Gervin scored 33 Racer to reach the 20-win
former reserve Ernie
sure am surprised that we're plete a four-game sweep
Grunfeld and converted for- points to lead San Antstnio plateau as he knocked off
leading 3-1," said Fitzsim- while the Milwaukee Bucks
ward Scott Wedman, com- over Houston in their Texas Tony Thanes by a 6-3, 6-1
mons; whose Kings held off defeated the Philadelphia
bined for 48 points in Sun- shootout.
margin.
the Phoenix Suns 102-95 Sun- 76ers 109-98 to tie their series
day's victory, the Kings' The Spurs led 100-87 but
Murray State is scheduled
day to move within one vic- at 2-2.
sixth in nine games against Houston rallied and nearly to meet its top rival for the
tory of wrapping up their
The Kings have taken the the Suns this season. And it tied the game, but a driving OVC championshp
today in
best-of-seven Western Con- play away from the Pacific
was the fifth time in seven layup attempt by the Austin Peay. The Racers,
ference semifinal series.
Division champion Suns playoff games that Kansas Rockets' Robert Reid fell off defending conference
A lotrof people would have you think that God really is
chamIn the other West despite having lost one of the
City has held its opponent the rim at the buzzer.
dead. Don't you believe it..
pions, beat the Governors 5-4
under 100 points.
On this day, about 2,000 years ago, God proved His
"I thought the Kings
power over life, death, and the universe. On this day. He
played as tough a defense as
resurrected His son, Jesus of Nazerath. Men of that time
we've seen all season," said
thought that they had done away 'With an inconvenience,
Phoenix Coach John
but they had actually proven the reality of the Messiah.
MacLeod. "Kansas City did
Easter Sunday is a day for all of us to rejoice in what
a great job on the offensive
God has revealed to us about His power and the teachings
The Murray High Tiger the sole extra base hit for the
Join the Goodyear Team
boards."
of Jesus.
baseball team ended _a spr- Tigers. John Miles double
The Kansas City defense,
Come and rejoice with us at the Christian Church
MORE PRODUCT DEPTH...A line-up uning trip to Panama City, and Joe Cey tripled for Ft.
led by Grunfeld's three
(Disciples
of Christ). We believe that every individual
matched by any single competitor. And
Fla., with an even 3-3 record Walton.
steals, capitalized .on 15
should show his or her love for God in their own way.
developed
being
following a loss to Ft. Walton
products
new
all
time.
the
"I think the trip was very Phoenix turnovers, while the
There is a good word with which to express the joy of
Beach.
worthwhile," coach Cary Kings lost the ball just nine
MORE ADVERTISING...Notional, retail,
Easter.
The Tigers went scoreless Miller said. "Our players
coop. Inside sales aids, too, all
times.
Hallelujah!
for five innings before pick- improved significantly as
' Grunfeld led the Kings
professionally prodticed.
Let's
shout it together this year.
ing up their lone score in the the week progressed. We
with 27 points,includinga 12MORE FIELD FORCE.. The largest in the insixth. Ft. Welton' hIld score w'ere playing against very
foot jumper that gave Kantwo in the second and one strong,four-A class competi_dustry is at your service. Extensive sales
sas City a 91-80 lead with 5:52
each in the third and fourth tion."
g progfirmS -11TefIrde frequent
to play. Minix came as
to notch the 4-1 victory.
seminars and videotape presentations.
The Tigers host Reidland close as three in the final
Robin Roberts was the los- in a 4 p.m. double header toMORE PEOPLE RIDE ON GOODYEAR TIRES
minutes, but two free throws
North of the square on Fifth Street
ing pitcher for Murray. He day and willface Mayfield in
THAN ON ANY OTHER KIND
apiece by Wedman and Sam
Dr. David C. ROOS, Minister
was relieved "by David a single game Tuesday. The
L.aceyJocked up the victory.
For More Information, Phone Jerry Yunken
Milton in the-fourth and Ton) games will be played at
Grunfeld contributed three
at 311-129-8746.
Herndon came on in the six- Holland Stadium behind
steals for the Kings, who
th. Bruce Taylor was cat- Murray Middle School.
'slowed the tempo of the
cher.
Mirray
000 0111 0 — 1 3 3 game and committed only
021 100 — 4 3 2
Ronnie Pace's triple was Pt. Walton
nine turnovers. Wedman and

TRYOUTS

Kansas' Wide Margin
Takes Women's Meet

Hooker To Be Special
Guest At Cage Banquet

Two MSU Runners Gain
Slots In NCAA Outdoors

PC -11

Women Netters Take
- UT-Martin Tournament

Men's Tennis Team
ontinues Success

earn Places
At Richmond

Kings Even Surprise To Coach

God is dead.

MHS Tigers Post 3-3
Slate On Florida Trip

Own Your Own
Tire Business

The First _Christian Church

GOOD/PEAR

4
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Watson Takes Masters

a

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Sports In Brief

•

quired a round in the 60s, be nervous."
By GEORGE STRODE
considering the ideal playing Watson was at his
AP Sports Writer
It Was the second straight year that
GENERAL
conditions.
But no one made scrambling, championship
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) —
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) — Former Connors defeated McEnroe in the fourman
The triumph took 1
Tom Watson, the Masters a move, assuring him of the best down the stretch. He heavyweight hosing champion Joe hour,tournament.
50 minutes and was worth
Louis, who held the title for 12 years
champion, believes someone first-place check of $60,000. saved pars on four of the last and ranked as one of history's greatest $110,0110 to the 20-year-old Connors.
McEnroe,22, received 170.0110.
will achieve professional Nicklaus' bid for an un- six holes,foiling any hopes of fighters,died Sunday. He was64.
• Called the BMWS Bomber for his
precedented sixth Masters his would-be challengers.
golf's Grand Slim.
punch and string ofknockout victories,
"If we homosapiens don't title turned sour with his 72. He hit his second shot into Louis was just 23 when he won the title
blow ourselves up in the near Miller threatened Watson Rae's Creek, but still salvag- by knocking out 31-year-old James
J.Braddock in the eighth round at'
future,I think somebody will with a 68, which tied Tom ed a par 5 on the 465-yard Chicago in 1937.
Kite for the low round of the 13th with tchip shotithat left
He had a 354 record. including 31
do it," he said.
By The Associated Press
knockouts,at the time he first won the
him only a 5-foot putt.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
For sure, Watson has the muggy,sunny day.
heavyweight title.
EAST
only shot .at capturing all Nicklaus and Miller earn- In a twist of championship
In 17 years ass boxer — almost four
w
I
pct.
gb
years d that time was spent in the Arfour of the sport's major ed $30,500 paydays with their irony, Watson felt he won the my
2 0 1.000 —
during World War 11 — he earned Milwaukee
scrambling
Masters
with
a
runnerup
totals
282.
of
championships this year. His
2
1
.867
nearly $5 million. He had little to show Detroit
.667
1
2
2-shot Masters victory Sun- Australian Greg Norman, par at 14,a hole that had cost for it when he was through and was in New York
1
1
.500
1
difficulty with the govern- Baltimore
day over Nicklaus and playing in his first Masters, him two previous titles in constant
Boston
1
1
.500
1
ment on income taxes.
this
event.
$16,000
settled
72
for
and
shot
Toronto
1
2
.333
11
/
2
Johnny Miller assured that.
His career in the ring ended when he
Cleveland
0
2
.000
2
"I hit.a good, aggressive met Rocky Mercian° on Oct. 26, 1951,
So, could what Watson and fourth place at 283.
WRIT
at
the
age of 37. Mercian°, 28,
terms a billion-to-one shot Only 10 other players in bunker shot at 14," he said. him out in the eighth round. knocked Oaldand
4 0 1.030
the original international "I never thought about miss3
1
.750
1
In 71 fights as a professional, he CalifOrMil
1981?
occur
in
SOFTBALL AWARDS — Homerun derby winner Mike Sims (left photo) receives
1
1
.500
2
field of 82 could solve ing the (4-foot) putt. I scored 54 knockouts in posting a 68-3 Chicago
He
grinned
and
said:
"Ask
Kansas City 1
1
.500
2
record.
a new glove from Linda Hunt of Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
Texas
1
2
.333
2'2
me after the PGA (the year's Augusta National's par of thought the championship
GOLF
DU' •
ht;pisestat- aThemka4,44
.
16s.gpintet,i4k Ate totivrn_vit
l
*
Seattle
1
3
.250
3
was Mine after that."
AIALEIGH, N.C. AP) — Donna
final Malt*ili
Minnesota
0
4
.000
4
presented a nard
ptet'preset:lent are
•
tero
s s of Spain, He locked it up by two- Capon'sank a short birdie putt on the
Saturday's Games
Ben Hogan came the
17th hole and staved off a final-round
Milwaukee 5, Cleveland 3
champion, putting from 45 feet for a bir- challenge
defending
the
closest to pulling the elusive
by'Cathy Sherk to win the .. Oakland 3, Minnesota 0
feat in 1953 when he won couldn't even make the mid- die four on the 500-yard 15th. $125,000 American Defender WRAL
Detroit 6,Toronto 2
Watson protected his 2- Classic.
New York 5, Texas 1
three of the four current ma- way' cut. Ray Floyd, the
Capon' carded a final-round par 72.
California 7,Seattle 4
jors, the Masters, the U.S. leading moneywinner in shot lead with two more She finished with a 54-hole total of SOnly games scheduled
Mitchell's team of Jones. The first place team Bynum's slammed six Open, the British Open and 1981, shot 69-286. Gary saves at 17 and 18. He under par 208. Sherk,four shots off the
Sunday's Games
start.of
pace
final-round
at
the
play,
Paducah won the first place also received t-shirts for homers out of ten pitches to the PGA.
Toronto 6,Detroit 2
Player, a three-time blasted out of the front hjd a 71 for 209.
Kansas City 4, Baltimore 2
trophy in the softball tourna- each player.
Beth Daniel finished third at 211
win the glove donated by
However, the late Bobby Masters winner, had 71-288. bunker to within four feet at
Texas6, New York 4
after a final-round 70. Tied for fourth
ment held April 10-12 at the
from
two-putted
17.
the
He
Pa.,
Berwyn,
of
Phillip Martin of Mit- Rasche Cycle Shop.
Sigel
Jay
Boston
5,Chicago 4
Jones achieved the Grand
at 212 were Cathy ?dant and defending
Milwaukee 6,Cleveland 1
Murray City Park. The tour- chell's won the most Seventy Burger Queen Slam of an earlier era when 37, the British Amateur right fringe at 18.
champion Amy Alcott.
Oakland 1, Minnesota 0
nament was sponsored by valuable player award,a bat hamburger coupons, he collected the U.S. and champion in 1979, grabbed "It's better the second
HATTIESBURG,Miss. I API — Tom
California 8,Seattle 6
Jones
sunk
a
6
-foot
putt
for
par
on
the
the Gamma Gamma donated by Dennison-Hunt presented to each player British Amateur and
Monday's Games
Open low amateur honors for the time around," he said. "It's second hole of a sudden death playoff
New York (John 1.0) at Toronto
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi Sporting Goods. Mike Pitt of that hit a home run during championships in 1930.
second consecutive year indescribably delicious. It to win the $75,000 Magnolia Classic ( Clancy
0-0)
sorority.
was more of a fight with golf tournament.
Bynum's and James Wright the tournament, were
Baltimore (Palmer 0-0) at Boston
Watson passed the slam's with 72-294.
Jones.and Mike Smith both finished (Crawford 0-0)
- A local team, Bynum's of Mitchell's each were awarded.
Watson, after battling the myself this time."
first milestone when he
the regulation 72 holes tied at 12-underDetroit (Morris 1-0) at Kansas City
construction, was the second awarded steak dinners from
Steak dinners from withstood his own nerves for new, bent grass greens, Nicklaus was not surpris- par 268.
(Splittorff 0-0), In)
Jones shot a 4-under 66 and Smith a
place finisher while Carlisle DeVanti's for their DeVanti's, given away dur- a final round of 1-under-par predicted, "We're going to ed his most intense rival for
Oakland I Kingman 0-01 at California
67 in the final i'ouncl to force the (Zahn 1-0), In)
County came in third. Six- outstanding efforts during ing specially picked innings, 71 for a 72-hole total of 281, 7 see a winning score over par current golfing supremacy playoff.
Only games scheduled .
teen teams - participated in the tournament.
The leader going into the final
were won by Bynum's (3), under for trips over Augusta some day. Four days of high did not fold in the stretch.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
round, Allen Strange,finished one shot
-- •'Ti!.
• Twelve tournament Midway Datsun, Paris, National's revered 6,905 winds _would 'lead to "Tom was there when he back at 269.
EAST
w
I
pct.gb
First through third place players participated in a Tenn. (2), Carlisle County, yards.
outrageous numbers -in the needed to be," said
TENNIS
New
York
2
1
.667 TOKYO AP ) — Jimmy Connors, a
trophies were presented by homerun derby Saturday Mitchell's amnd Raiders,
frustrated
Nicklaus,
his
future."
,
at
1
1._
.500---½
Montreal
was so nervous I felt
. late naplacemeanter the ailing -Bjorn -1
1
.500
'2
Watstnrrrmtends-litslitters la111iret6 extend-1a MaSterg Borg, beat John McEnroe 6-4, 7-6 in the Pittsburgh
—IikeTwasjumping out of my
1
.50)
1
final of the $250,000 Suntory Cup tennis St. Louis
championships.
sign.
were
preround
six
a
record
good
to
skin all day," said Watson
Chicago
1
2
.333
1
"Usually," he explained, "He has mental toughness.. tournament.
Philadelphia
1
2
.333
1
after his second Masters
WEST
crown in the last five years, -when I'm playing pretty He doesn't like to lose.
I Ais Angeles
3 0 1.000 —
Atlanta
2
1
.667
1
the fifth major professional decently, I'm nervous with That's reflected in his putCincinnati
2
2
.500
1½
By The Associated Press
title among his 23 American the lead. If you're not play- ting. He makes them when
San
-2
Dego
2
.500
P2
BASEBALL
Tour victories in 11 seasons. ing well and not in the tour- he has to."
San France:co 2
2
.500
American League
surprised
seemed
Miller
at
0
3
.000
3 ,
there's
nament,
no
need
to
thought
Watson
he reCALIFORNIA ANGELS — An- Houston
his round, saying, "I didn't nounced that Ken Forsch, pitcher,
Saturday's Games
expect to catch these great would report to the club, completing a Chicago 3, New York 1
trade of April 1 in which Dickie Thon,
Montreal at Pittsburgh, ppd., rain
players. I didn't think I had infielder, was traded to Houston.
Philadelphia 5. St.Loins 2
NatiotialLeigde
Much of a chance when
San Francisco 2,San Diego 0 •
PITTSBURGH PIRATES — An- - Cincinnati 3, Atlanta 2
teed off today."
nounced the resignation of Joe Safety,
Los Angeles 7, Houston 4
Miller, twice a winner this public relations director.
Sunday's Games
Pittsburgh 3, Montreal 2
season, birdied three of the
Atlanta 3,Cincinnati 2
last six holes to apply some
St.Louis 7, Philadelphia 3
I EXINGTON,Ky.(AP)—A all the way across the track heat to Watson.
AUGUSTA.: Ga. I API — Top final
New York 2, Chicago 1
field of 10 Kentucky Derby toward the finish, but picked
"I think I might have had scores Sunday in the 45th Masters on Los Angeles 3, Houston 2
6,905-yard, par 72 Augusta NaSan Francisco 7,San Diego 6,14 innhopefuls, led by Well it up again when the other an advantage of playing the
tional Golf Club course:
ings
Decorated, await post call horse (Tap Shoes) went by ahead of him," Miller said of Tom Watson,$60,000 71-68-70-71-280
Monday's Games
Jack Nicklaus,$30,500. 70-65-75-72-282
Pittsburgh (Candelaria 0-0)' at
Tuesday in the $25,000 him."
Watson,"but I'm not a chok- Johnny
Millar,$30,500-66-72-73-69-282 Philadelphia (Carlton 04)), In)
Calumet
at
Purse
Well Decorated, a son of ing dog.
Greg Norman.$16,000.. 69-70-72-72-283
Atlanta. (Niekro 04)) at Houston
Raja Baba, lost 1:% a length "Except for a couple of Jerry Pate,$12,667.... 71-72-71-70-234 Knepper 0-01,(n
Keeneland.
Tom
Kite,
$12,667
Cincinnati
74-72-70-68-284
"I really need to get a race to Tap Shoes over the 11- guys, I'm not afraid to tee it David Graham,$11,167 70-70-74-71-285 I Wise 0-0), (Seaver 0-0) at San Diego
n
in him," said trainer Gene 16th-mile .Flamingo at up with anyone down the Ray Floyd,$9,667
Los Angeles (Welch 04)) at San
75-71-71-69-286
BYNUM5 WINS SECOND — The Bynum softball team of Murray won second
Ben Crenshaw,$9,667 71-72-70-73-286 Francisco ( Ripley 0-0), n
Jacobs, whose colt finished Hialeah.
stretch."
place in the softball tournament sponsored by the Gamma Gamma chapter of
John Mahaffey,$9,667 72-71-69-74-236
Only games scheduled
Flamingo
second
the
Tony
in
Exercise
ridder
Beta Sigma Phi this past weekend. Left to right, front row, are Ken Loftus, Brenda
Well
Stakes and won the Rousello took
Jones, chapter president, Happy Bynum, coach, Ronnie Bone, J. B. Brown, Tom
Bahamas in his only starts Decorated to a 97-second efRasche. Middle row, Ray Grant, Larry Hickey, Jim Green, Jim Long, Mike Pitt,
this year.
fort over a sloppy half-mile
Dennis Gibson. Back row, Larry Garland, Mike Brown,Mike Sims, Bill Scillian.
"In the Flamingo he went Keeneland track on Saturday morning in a tuneup for
the 11-16th-mile Calumet.
"The boy said he was going nice and easy," Jacobs
said of the workout. "But he
Parker weighed about 225 260-270 pounds.
Manager Chuck Tanner said
By KEN RAPPOPORT
was slipping about a bit with
parker initially responded
after his full-bodied out- pounds when he won the NaAP Sports Writer
the track the way it was. He
Ever since he reported to fielder smashed three hits, tional League's Most with, "Let them look at my started
off slowly until he
training camp this spring at including a home run, that Valuable Player award in stats in October." But he picked
up another horse.
more than 250 pounds this helped the Pirates beat the 1978. But fter knee surgery was silent Sunday, declining
started
Then
moving."
he
during the past off-season, to talk to reporters.
year, Dave Parker's weight Montreal Expos 3-2.
Habano, a winner in nine
has been a hefty issue.
"I've never thought a he reported to the Pirates'
In other NL games, the St.
of 10 races, is another proBut if he continues to hit thing about his weight," add- camp at an acknowledged Louis Cardinals defeated the
bable starter for the
weight
of
255
pounds.
Philadelphia Phillies 7-3; the
the way he did Sunday, his ed Tanner. "All I want him
Calumet. The Mexican-bred
Near the close of spring Atlanta Braves nipped the
batting average will be a lot to do is be healthy. People
colt, who will be ridden by
make big issues out of training, Chicago White Sox Cincinnati Reds 3-2; the New
fatter than his waistline.
Angel Cordero, has raced on"Dave Parker is swinging things, but Dave is a big broadcaster Jimmy Piersall York Mets edged the
ly in Mexico.
the bat and running like the man. He's 6-feet-5, and Dave likened Parker to a "baby Chicago Cubs 2-1; the Los
Other probable starters inDave Parker in the MVP plays hard and he plays hippo or a baby whale" and Angeles Dodgers defeated
clude John Speaks and Sparsuggested he might weigh the Houston Astros 3-2 and
year he had," Pittsburgh every day."
-tin -Life.
the San Francisco Giants
John Speaks, trained by
outlasted the San Diego
Howard Tesher, finished sePadres 7-6 in 14 innings.
cond to Highland Blade in
Montreal rookie Tim
the
Everlades at Hialeah on
By BARRY WILNER
National Hgc,key League
Also playing the final Raines helped the Expos
AP Sports Writer
freshmen extended the game of their series Tuesday take a 1-0 lead in the first in- March 18. He has won one of
three races this year. These are the Stanley Cup seasons of their respective
will be St. Louis and Pitt- ning when he led off with a
Sportin' Life, who'll be
playoffs, when rookies are teams with dramatic goals.
sburgh, thanks to Bullard, triple off Rick Rhoden and under jockey Sandy Hawley,
supposed to shake in their Hunter scored just 37
who broke a 3-3 tie 44 scored on Andre Dawson's scored an impressive victory
boots, fall flat on their faces seconds into overtime to lift
seconds into the third period bloop single.
in an opening-day allowance
and cower beneath the icy the Quebec Nordiques past
But Parker smacked Ray
as the Penguins stopped. the
at Keeneland.
stares of disappointed the Philadelphia Flyers
13urris' first pitch of the
Blues 6-3.
Other probable starters
coaches.
and even their best-of-five
And Laidlaw propelled the fourth inning over the right are Golden Derby, A.
So how do you explain Dale preliminary round series at
Rangers into
quarter- field fence at Pittsburgh's Laguerre, Swinging Light,
Hunter, Mike Bullard and two games apiece. The
finals with a 40-foot screened Three Rivers Stadium for his Iron Gem,Senate Chairman
Tom Laidlaw"
decisive fifth game will be in
wrist shot at 6:44 of the third first homer of the season and and Gallant A.
Sunday night, those three Philadelphia Tuesday.
session to boost New York Jason Thompson followed
past Los Angeles 6-3. The with his first homer in a PittCAMP
victory gave the Rangers — sburgh uniform and the
who finished 13th overall to Pirates were on their way.
at
Rhoden got the victory
Los Angeles' fourth — the
Jackson Tennessee's
with late relief help from
series three games to one.
Old Hickory Academy
The other five series con- Enrique Rome.
June 2-3-4
cluded Saturday night. EdCardinals 7, Phillies 3
f eaturing
v•
monton completed its shock- Garry Templeton tripled
CLARK GAINES
ing three-game sweep of home one run during a
New York Jets
Montreal with a 6-2 romp threerun rally in the fifth inCHARLIE JOINER
that was punctuated by ning and scored the winning
Son Diego Chargers
Wayne Gretzky's three run on first baseman Pete
JAMES LOFTON
goals. Buffalo topped Van- Rose's error, keying St.
Green Bey Peckers
couver 5-3 as Tony Louis' triumph oyer
PHIL SIMMS
McKegney and Danny Gare Philadelphia.
All menuitems12 price for.children under12
New York Giants
scored twice. The defending
Winner Lary Sorensen, acSEE
when accompanied by an adult.
DAN McNUTT
Leorn their secrets!
York quired by the Cardinals in a
champion New
Comp
__capacity is
blaiidirs blitzed Toronts64);winter
trade from the
MM
limited so
INSURANC.4.
to end their series with the Milwaukee Brewers,
REGISTER NOW!
Islanders _ outscoring the restricted the Philliesto five
SHIELD
CALL
Of
Calgary
Leafs
Maple
20-4.
hits before giving way to
(OLD NATIONAL HOTEL BLDG)
SHE ITIR
(901)661-8026 or
Prices good at participating Sirloin Stockades
outlasted Chicago 5-4, winn- Bruce Sutter in the final
(916)244-1 970
ing in double overtime on three innings. Philadelphia
Bel Air Shopping Ctr.
or write
Willi Plett's goal. And Min- right-hander Larry ChristenMurray, Ky.
Glenda Anderson Secretary •
SPORTSKAMP USA
nesota took Boston 6-3 al son was the chief victim of a
SOON 10 If
OFFER GOOD THUR./FRI./SAT/SUN.
MR YIN INS.
2700 Teal Csert
Steve Payne scored twice7 13-hit Cardinal attack, which
COMPANY
Redding, CA 94001
giving him seven goals in the included - two Templeton
three games.
triples.

Baseball
Standings

to

tr

Mitchell's Wins Softball Meet

Transactions

Ten Derby Hopefuls
In Keeneland Calumet

Parker Hefty, But Swings Well -

Masters Scores

WEEKE11D
DOUBLE•FEATURE
Choose From Two Great Meals...

"Original"
Sizzlize
NCI

Rookies Help NHL Teams"

Dinner3
95
•

Steak

There's a

Life
Insurances,

Dinner
InStu
ff 295

. _. ,. .,. .

Dinnersinclude:
All YouCan EatSALAD BAR,
Balced Potato or FrenchPries
& StockadeToast

Shield for you too

I've Got
The Shield

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

7S3-044S

;
d
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No Time For Ugliness

•

ite

The Murray Woman's
Club, with support from the
Kentucky Humanities Council and this newspaper, is
sponsoring a series of articles on the topic "Community Beautification."
Garden
Department
member Nancy Adams is the
project director. Dr. William
Parsons is the Dean of the
College of Creative Expression at Murray State. Drawing on his experience with
revitalization programs in
Radford, Virginia, and his
broad acquaintance with the
arts, he explains how the
humanities and the arts are
central to the quality of life.
His closing remarks also
capture especially well the
spirit underlying this entire
series of articles.
No Time For Ugliness
Dr. William Parsons
A number of years ago the
American Institute of Architects produced a very interesting and informative
film titled "No Time For
Ugliness." The purpose of
the film was to contrast the
ugly and the beautiful in our
everyday lives and to
postulate the theory that the
beautiful is so essential to
our physical and mental
well-being as to demand the
eradication of ugliness.
The technique used in the
film was quite simple. The
camera would zoom in on a
ghetto area of a large city
sbowing dilapidated structures, garbage, debris and
human misery; cut to huge

spaghetti like high-power
towers intruding on the tranquility of an otherwise welldesigned neighborhood; and
then dissolve to a beautifully
landscaped city park with
lakes, open spaces, quiet
lanes and flowers in abundance.'
No Time For Ugliness
might well be the theme of a
number of cities, large and
small,that have decided that
ugliness is a disease that
breeds more ugliness and
that the very life of a community depends on a concerted effort to stamp out or
at least control the problem.
Not so long ago, large cities
seemed to feel that building
block after block of bleak,
sterile, high-rise apartments
was enough to satisfy the
needs of those who live in
cities,,and small towns and
communities abandoned efforts at maintenance and
growth as young people
migrated to metropolitan
areas. In the last decade,
however, that migration has
slowed considerably or even
reversed itself in many
cases, and attempts at
revitalization and renewed
growth may be seen
throughout the country.
Revitalization
almost
always includes certain
recognizable phases: first,
there is a growing
awareness of the need for the
restoration of buildings and
public facilities; Second:there is a renewed pride in
the community and a

The Horror And The Hope

revivification of community ford, Virginia.
has taken hard-driving of all kinds. That still does transportation,
plus an addiinterest and spirit; third,
The Radford effort is one businessmen of the twentieth not include movies and the tional $1.6 million on mer- Simon, D-111., was quoted
recently as saying that "durprojects on which the that involves every segment century to realize the dollar entire electronic industry.
chandise." On September 2, ing periods of national
neighborhood is to concen- of the community. A and cents value of their arts. And these people spend
1980, the Wall Street Journal stress...our artists help keep
trate are delineated; and massive clean-up campaign._
money.Lots of money.
carried an article in which our national spirit alive."
fourth, citizens get involved was conducted in 1980, and
In the mid-1970's, the New the Kitig Tut exhibit in New
According to Joseph
in an active manner.
high skhool, middle school, Wesley Zeigler,
York Metropolitan Museum York was credited with br- The arts and humanities are
author
and
also a means of revitalizing
Projects identified as com- and elementary school arts
consultant, the nation's of Art drew approximately inging about $1 million a day communities and of helping
munity enterprises may students, civic organiza- museums
hosted more than 42,000 visitors per weekfrom into the City's economy. The to eradicate ugliness. Taken
cover a wide range of tions, and fourteen student 3S0 million
visits in 1978. out of town. It was estimated ripple effect of that volume together, they are•our prepossibilities, but a general groups representing Rad- Museums
only! Additional that those 42,000 visitors of financial activity is enor- sent best hope of humanizhie
clean-up campaign and an ford University participated millions
attended
the spent "$2.1 million a week on mous. •
our society arid of
emphasis on the arts are fre- in freeing the city of litter. theatre,
dance perfor- restaurants, hotels, enterunderstanding the human
quent focal points. That the $1,300 in prize money was mances, and
Representative Paul
and
musical events tainments
condition.
arts should be emphasized, awarded to those groups that
especially the visual arts, is were the most successful in
not surprising,since a pleas- helping to clean the city. Ining visual appearance is a dividual citizens and
necessary
step
in businesses also fixed, clean(Reviews Of Current Movies At Murray Theatres)
establishing pride in one's ed,and painted their properBy KENT FORRESTER
community.
ty, and the city pr.ovided free
Recognition of the part the trash pickup.
When legendary heroes eluding Conan (the ersatz tings, new characters, new
arts and humanities play in
The major part of the Rad- and villains brush their Middle Ages, starring the situations. John Bootman, is very much worth seeing.
There's still room n for sorevitalization efforts is com- ford revitalization effort teeth, does toothpaste foam body beautiful, Arnold the
director, tried to get it all meone to make the definitive
ing from some relatively centered around a Celebra- dribble from their lips onto Schwarzenneger ), down on
film. Virtually film about the Arthurian
unexpected sources. In 1979, tion of the Arts. Perfor- their dress shirts? Of course Dragonslayer,and Sword.
every episode,. rom Morre legends, but I doubt if
the Rational Conference of mances of all kinds were not. That's why they're
The first of this mini-trend d'Arthur is here,from Uther
Mayors' Special Standing held, including guest ap- legendary heroes and you're to hit the screens is and Igraine through the anyone will ever again film
Malory's book so faithfully
Committee for the Arts pearances by nationally not.
Excaliber. And if they're all quest for the Holy Grail to
and
so beautifully. It is a
adopted a resolution calling recognized stars from the
They live in a better world as visually exciting, we're the final conflict between Arvisual
feast.
on cities to "consider the world of theatre and dance, than you do, a world without about to fall in love with the thur and Mordred. It's a
Excaliber is rated R
utilization of the arts in ways and $7,000 in prize money your petty, everyday cares. medieval grace, of iron movie with eight or so main
because of explicit violence
which will stimulate city was awarded to winning en- Unlike you, they're born clothing.
characters and twenty-five (brief but bloody shots of
pride and a sense of owner- tries in five visual arts glowing, their days are filled
or so episodes spanning two arms being severed and two
ship by its citizens Who will categories. The entire event with things that matter, and
From the opening scene, a generations.
scenes of fairly explicit sexperceive public property... culminated with a day-long they die with poetry on their dark, smoke-filled, chaotic
But for all that, the mOvie ual intercourse.
in a personal way." The _festival in the city park.
battle
among
armor-suited
tip&
plans that were recently sub- But apart from conHollywood
had men, Excaliber is a succesmitted by A. W. Simmons tributing to the spirit and rediscovered the enchant- sion of stunning visual imand the Beautification Com- drawing attention to a com- ment of the legendary Mid- ages. Everything in this
mittee for one side of the munity, the arts are also dle Ages, when swords were movie -glows and shines.
square in downtown Murray good for business,and a good bright and steeds were pran- Every scene seems to have
speak to this point. Hundreds climate for business is cing. Apparently, visions of been shot just after ,a
9-TOuch
of other towns are doing the oeees.saryfor _revitalization. a warrior bold hath set the rainstorm, With 'nriist rising -A1cRoSS
Sunburn
10 Mature
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
Sarnellifiig, Ind-tiding places History is replete with ex- money men dancing. We're froin still . wet grass and 4 Skid
11 Click beetle
S
H ILI CIE LI • L 0 9
9
Cushion
16 Number
like Covington (KY), amples of business support thus due for a slew of sword vegetation. The movie has a
12 — Baba
LU
ULM (3130
. 18 Eagle's nest
Dyersburg (TN), and Rad- for the arts, but perhaps it and sorcery movies, in- dreamy quality (partly due 13
Lubricated
MEI AIL) ULM
20 Flounder
•
'1 DOCLO DOUCE!
to the omnipresent mist and 14 Time gone by 22 Conducts
CC IMOD
partly due to a soft focus 15 Confidence 23 Item of prop17 Tidier
erty
UDC CDOCCUO
lens), as if the movie itself 19
Want
24 Manuscript
0DC COMO CO
were trying, through the 21 Compass pt
(abbr )
COMO= CCU
22
Crippled
26
Bullfighters
haze of time, to remember
COCO OM
25 Rodent
28
Zeus's
COMIC DOOM
the way it was.
27
Mature
beloved
duction drive.
CCU COD ODD
suspected of opposing the govIf the Middle Ages weren't 31 Worm
29 Throb
There, and in about 40 other erning authorities.
Beaten beyond all tears, she
ECDC CDC DOD A
32
Toilsome
char30
Ancient
like
this,
they
should
have
lands, released prisoners tell of
CDC LIsT PEN
In many cases, they're im- suddenly blurted, "Good God,
34 While
iot .
pervasive torture, of victims
been: Men clunking around _35
aren't you_Christiansr
Permit
.
32 aulqatian- prisoned
without
charges
or
deslung naked to horizontal bars,
in slay armor looking for- 36 Fish eggs
Abrupt stillness followed.
coin
41 Above
51 Hurried
beaten, and shocked with elec- fense, accused antithetically of of the soldiers grabbed One fair damsels, Holy Grails, 37 Place of the 33 Land
her
44 Peer Gypt s 52 Obscure
being pro-communist by righttric prods.
Abbr.
seal
measure
hand,
pressed
her
fingers
to
a
mother
54 Mild
and tournaments. Friendly 38 Rendered
"Reliable reports from many ist military rulers, or of being metal cross on his chest.
35 Liquid
46 Girl's name
expletive
countries . . . indicate that tor- anti-communist by Marxist re- ward, they seemed to After- but stupid peasants looking 4 1 Employ
measure
48 Eons
55 Be in debt

At The Movies -A 'Excalibur': Technicians

Steal The Show

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Modern PersecutionsMirror Those Of Jesus

EDITOR'S NOTE — This is fellow church leaders. After it
the first installment of a five- was over, and the group dispart Easter series about repr- persed, he and his wife, Tshai
ession of human rights in the Tolessa, stepped out the front
modern world and of-an earlier -door to go home.
and still influential victim of it, Waiting men, brandishing ,
submachine guns but wearing
Jesus.
civilian clothes, forced the
By GEORGE W. CORNELL couple into separate cars, and
give up
sped off down the dimly lit ture and cruel punishment con- gimes.
AP Religion Writer
on her. "I'm convinced that on, gaping at the wonder of 12 Let it stand 39 French article 49 Torrid
56 Recent
13 The urial
Countless partners of the street, its traffic thinned in the tinued to be used," says the
40 Greek letter 50 Native metal 59 Cooled lava
small incident saved my life," feats of courage. Silver ar- 44
A computer analysis of voca- she
downtrodden are arrested, tor- late evening.
U.S. Department of State's
says. "The man apparently mor bright as a mirror, e5 Imitated
1 -2 3
4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 .
Oral pause
tured, kills-A. It happened to She was released on the out- Feb. 10, 1981, summary of hu- tions of a sampling of known wanted to be recognized
as a bespattered with bright red 47 Poems
Jesus. It happens to thousands skirts of town, but Tumsa, lead- man-rights practices in the political prisoners by Amnesty person rather than a
12
13
14
torturer.
Shocking
International finds 12.5 percent He couldn't
in modern times. They are er of a church of a half-million world over the past year.
Paralyzingly 53 State
,have that recogni- blood.
13
111
17
111
"Re-education" is the word are full-time religious person- tion, without making
seized, imprisoned, abused and people, dropped from sight, his
a per- beautiful women in 57 Mouths
numerously shot by firing Imprisonment reported con- often used for it at a vast nel, ministers, priests, nuns son, too, rather than me
19
20
21
58 Crown
an
object
diaphanous nightgowns.
and
lay
church
employees, not _tobedsposed of."
squads, or disappear.
firmed only months later. His string of detention centers for
60 Reverence
22
23
25
24
21212930
Movies
.
were
invented
to
The "desaparecidos" they're wife was rearrested Feb. 12, political prisoners, ranging counting the many lay Chris.61 Nbmber
She was taken back tb her
film
these
called in several Latin Ameri- 1980, and also presumably still from Argentina's, El Olimpo tians in other professions.
31
kinds
of
things.
33
62
Collect
apartment, she relates, held
"They're standing with Christ there for two
can countries, or "chupados," is detained'.
and La Perla prisons to Afghamore days by Imagine being a costume 63 Morning
34
3S
if36
11137
the drained-off ones. Some re- So, if not dead, are hundreds nistan's Pul-i-Charki, from Pre- in his suffering," says the Rev. four officers who took turns designer and getting the op- DOWN
1 Chinese
ao
turn, but many are piled in of others arrested church offi- toria Central in South Africa to Pharis J. Harvey of Washing- raping her, before police re41
pagoda
mass graves, survivors cials, priests, bishops and Colombia's "Caves of Sacro- ton, D.C., a United Methodist stored her passport and or- portunity to work on all of
,
42
43
44
recount. In Marxist Ethiopia, members,including the head of monte," from Russia's Siberian and executive , director of the dered her out of the country. that goregous clothing of 2 High mountain
45 46
families sometimes could buy the ancient Ethiopian Orthodox labor camp of Khairiuzoulta to American Coalition for Human Befoi,)leaving, she says, she medieval aristocrats. Im47
48
- -asked an officer what they had agine being a sound man and 3 Nothing
back bodies of the victims. . see dating back to apostolic Malaysia's Batu Gajah, Zaire's Rights in Korea. "They take on'
IS
51
.
53
.4 Any
54 55 56
"Paying for the bullet," it's times, Patriarch Abuna Te- Ekafera detention camp and the suffering of the people as against her friend, Elisabeth,
getting to record the 5 Frees
sr
ss
been called by aimed guards of woflos, deposed and imprisoned Romania's underground prison their own to be a witness to the and he replied:
so
6 Negative premeaning of Christ."
the "kabelles," the ruling local in 1976 by the military rulers, of Jilava.
"Nothing much. Only ideolo- clinkclanking of armour, the
fix
61
82
63
International,
the
units.
Amnesty
beating
The
of
swords
on
crackdowns work in vari7 Lair
called the "Derg" (the com"If they persecuted me," mittee), which seized power Nobel Prize-winning organ- ous ways. For example, by
Two months later, the gov- helmets, the grunts and 8 Paradise
Jesus said,"they will persecute Sept. 12, 1974.
ization with its far-flung net- Chile's Decree Law 34168,'pro- ernment released a casualty groans of struggling men enyou."
work of researchers and legal mulgated by the ruling military list of slain "guerrillas," inAmong the victims, now re- "It has become dangerous to investigators, estimates 500,000 junta on Feb.' 6, 1980, people chiding Elisabeth Kasemann. cased in steel. Imagine being
some
in
Christian
active
be
an
ported in prison, is the Rev.
political prisoners (defined as may be detained temporarily She had been shot in the back a cinematographer and getGuidna Tiunsa, 50, general sec- countries," says the Rev. Ga- people not engaged in violence on suspicion of disturbing pub- and her body showed signs of ting the opportunity to film a
Jersey
Abdelsayed
of
briel
retary of the Evangelical (Lubut jailed for their beliefs) ir lic order, without right to de- torture. Amnesty International dew-laden English countheran) Mekane Yesus Church Qty, N.J., a priest of the im- the world and another 500,00( fense or trial. The same is later cited information that she
in Ethiopia and aLsb chairman prisoned patriarch's tradition. killed in the past decade.
allowed under Malaysia's Inter- had been imprisoned in tryside. Imagine being a
of the Council for Cooperation "Some totally secularist govThis doesn't count the more nal Security Act, even if a per- Barracks I of Army Command, special effects man and getof Churches, including Protes- ernments are afraid of the in- than 3 million civilians wiped son is'merely considered "like- Palermo, and tortured severely ting to work on Merlin's
tants, Eastern Orthodox and fluence of religion on people's out in the ravage of Pol Pots ly to act in any manner prej- before being shot.
magic feats. None let the opRoman Catholics, one of the minds and try to weaken the communist Khmer Rouge
udicial to the security of Ma"They will deliver you up to portunity slip away. The
largest Christian councils in Af- church. It's a price that often Cambodia, with pagodas and laysia." South Africa's Terror- tribulation, and put you to
technical work on Excaliber
a. rica.
has to be paid for being a man churches smashed across the ism Act permits detention for death," Jesus foresaw.
"A Christian is placed by of God."
is not merely first-rate: it is
country, before -.Vietnam took interrogation without charges
The
arrests go on, the brutal
God to live and proclaim the The Derg called for a halt in control, installing the ruler \until a detainee has "satisfacdesign and craftinspired
treatment, the imprisonments
gospel of Christ to the people June, 1978, to a yearlong, mas- Heng Samrin in late 1978.
torily replied to all questions." and raids in many places, the smenship.
who are in need," he said in a sive "Red Terror" campaign of
But the totals de include the A's a widespread method.
bannings, exiles and jailings of The script is not. True,it is
lecture shortly before his arrest arrests and killings, ordered estimated 300,000 massacred in . In the case of Jesus of Naza- . church
leaders and others, the very faithful_ to its source,
on the night of July 28, 1979. against "counter-revolution- heavily Christian 'Uganda, in- reth, the Sadducean collabora- wrecking
of church facilities.
"Nothing in the universe can aries." The U.S. govenunent cluding many church leaders tor's with the Roman military
Thomas Malory's Morte
separate us from the love of estimates 10,000 were killed in and members, before.the dicta- regime concluded at a council
Just after midnight, at 12:15 d'Arthur. But therein lies a
God made ours in Christ. ..
it, including hundreds of chil- tor Idi Amin fell in 11)79. Arbi- that his activity threatened the a.m., on Nov. 19, 1980, a TNT problem. If you have read
"The most death can do now dren,and 30,000 imprisoned.
trary arrests remained fre- national security. Better for explosion ripped through the
Is to be a stepping stone for the
quent there in 1980.
him in die, decided the high- publishing house of the Evan- Malory lately, you know how
executions
have
While
the
Christian to fullness of life in
priest çaiaphas, than that the gelical Lutheran Ovamboka- episodic Morte d'Arthur is.
Targets of the "juntas" and nation
and with the Lord Jesus subsided, new waves of arrests
vango Church at Oniipa, Nam- No sooner is an episode
tie imperiled.
various
military
1980,
and
autocratic
occurred
in
including
Christ."
The akrests usually come un- ibia, where churches have sup- begun than
Pentecostals
regimes
it ends. Like
a
include
and
professors,
scores
of
At the four-story, dun-colored
der cov of darkness. It was ported independence from milibrick headquarters of his Christian group at a 1980 Eas- trade union leaders, lawyers, that wai, with Jesus. It was tary rule by South Africa and other medieval romances
church in Addis Ababa, he had ter camp meeting, charged writers, politicians, students, that way \with the Rev. Diana its policy of apartheid.
(with the glorious exception
cooductrl a Bible, study with 1 with neglecting a national pro- clergy, nuns and poor peasants, Houstoun-Ftage, 30, now a Pres"My heart wants to cry," of Sir Gawain and the Green
byterian - p tor in New York said Bishop Kleopas
Kight), Malory's Morte
City's borough of Queens. She surveying the ruins of Dumeni,
the mod- D'Arthur is more a collecworked previously with a stu- ern presses, the damage
dent Christian group among the mated at 6450,000. "Why esti- tion of tales than a unified
must
poor in Buenos Aires.
my community suffer like this? work. It took T. H. White two
"They never come to arrrest The owner of that over
there long novels to develop
you during the day," she re- (pointing to the
wreckage)
is Malory's tales. Excaliber
lates of the harrowing March 9, not us, but Jesus
Christ."
tries to do the same thing in
1977, in a period of rampant
The bishop says witnesses two hours. As a result, the
"disappearances" in Argenhad seen South African military
tina.
movie progresses in a series
"It's always done between mid- vehicles and soldiers unloaded
in the neighborhood of the of jerks, with dramatic tennight and dawn."
Her fear began when a church building in the night- sion and buildup constantly
friend, Elisabeth Kasemann, time hours before the ex- being dissipated by new setdaughter of noted West German plosion, a period when civilians
theologian Ernst Kasemann, were confined to their homes
didn't show up for an appoint- by a sunset-to-dawn curfew.
With each Chipper you get,
No one was charged with the
ment. At midnight, four truckReg. $4.88
• 2pieceiof fish fillet
loads of armed men arrived destruction. The bishop' said
outside,she recounts,surround- those involved "must be hurt in
creamy
cote skm
Save $1.89
their conscience and we ask
ing her block.
Subscribers who have not
crisp french fries
Suddenly, her door crash41 in church members to pray for received their home-delivered .
-2Southern-style hush puppies
and men knocked her to the them. Jesus Christ, the Lord of
floor, blindfolded her, beat her the church, cannot be de- copy of The Murray Wow I limes bl
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
across the head with a rubber- stroyed."
like tuncheon. She could hear
On that other night on a hill- 3:30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
furniture being snsashed, her side outside -Jerusalem, nea'Hy to coil 153410 between 534 P.n.
books and papers ripped 2,000 years before, the armed and I p.m.. Monday *wok Friday. it
through, gunbolts snapping.
band seized Jesus, and - his
Satardays.
4
She was bundled into a car, apostles fled in panic. To the 3:30 p.m. sod p.m
department
emcirculation
A
driven to an unknown -building temple officials and the Roman
Onetempest per customer
ployee is on. ditty during these
and led down concrete steps. captain, he said:
•Iftaid after 4-19.8
into an underground-area. "I
"Have you come out as iime periods to insure _delivery
MI di 111;1111r IM
it
il
ri
2MI IMP 1M MI Villa
heard people screaming," she against a robber with swords of your newspaper. Coils must
says, and also the 'shuffling and clubs? When I was with be placed by 1p.m. weekdays or.
clank of leg irons. "I thought I you day after day in the r4 p.n. Saturdays to guarantee
heard Elisabeth screaming."
temple, you did not lay hands
She saysshe was tortured, in- on me. But this is your hour, 'delivery.•
The regular business office
terrogated and threatened for and the power of darkness."
six straight inure about the
They bound him and led him hours of The Many lodow I TamsMurray
churches, names, the peace away.
are I as. M S p.m.. Monday
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1. Legal Notice

1 Legal Notice

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
SUBJECT: Murray/Calloway County Transit
System application for assistance from the
United States Department of Transportation.
I Notice is hereby given that a public hearing
will be held by the Murray/Calloway County
Transit System in the City Council Chambers at
City Hall, Murray, Kentucky, at 2:00 p.m., on
April 22, 1981, for the purpose of considering a
project for which financial assistance is being
sought from the United States Department of
Transportation, pursuant to the Urban Mass
Transportation Act of 1964, as amended,generally described as follows:
A. DESCRIPTION OF OPERATING PROJECT:
operation of transit system, drivers,
maintenance and repairs, fuel and lubricants, insurance and fringe benefits. Estimated cost of
$29,000.
I;. DESCRIPTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE
11(03ECT:
Administrative management of the Murray/Calloway County Transit System including:
manager, fringe benefits, advertising, office
supplies, telepfione expenses, audit service,
travel, office facilities lease, and bonding.
Estimated cost of $21,475.00.
DESCRIPTION OF CAPITAL EQUIPMENT
PROJECT:
Purchase of two ( ) 11-17 passengei gasoline
buses at an estimatecLcost of $52,140.00 to be used
for mass transportation in the City of Murray,
Kentucky and Calloway County, Kentucky.
I.

I). RELOCATION: - No persons, families or businesses will be
displaced by this project.

[Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

A periodical settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District Court
by Nat .Ryan Hughes,
trustee for Rose Marie Dobbins, David Dobbins and
Dudley Dobbins, trust. Exceptions to this settlement
must An filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or befiire April 27, 1981,
the date of hearing.

A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Ralph Robertson, Administrator, of the estate of
Hubert S. Robertson,
deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or beret April 22.
1981, the date of hearing.

Ann Wilson. Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Marcus Roderic Hayes, Executor, of . the estate of
James Thomas Hayes,
deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement Fait be filed ru the Calloway District
Court on or before April 22,
1981, the date of hearing.
Ann Wilson Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Charles Edward Hargrove,
Executor, of the estate of
James Rayburn Hargrove,
deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or before April 22,
1981, the date of hearing.

Ann Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
-Sue Costello, Executrix, of
the estate of Charlie
Costello, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before April 2. 1981.
the date of hearing
Ann Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court. All
claims against these estates
should be filed with, the
fiduciary within six months
of date of qualification.
Eutus Loyd Outland. P.O.
Box 20, Almo, KY 42020
Deceased. C.W. Outland.
P.O. Box 20, Alma. KY
42020 Administrator, Max
W. Parker, • Courthouse.
Murray. KY Attorney.

2. Notice
Geld &
Silver
Pawn
Usep
Olympic Plaza
- Off SELL - TRAM

PAWN

Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
15.1-1113

Saddles, English &
Western Solos Repairs - Costem
Work • Teats sad Boat
Covers made.
TAYLOR
LEATHER CO.
1165. 41116160•111
1-247-3134

BIBLE CALL
What Is Mel Like? 759-4444; Children's
Story- 759-4445.

SHOE
BIZZ JR.
Children's Shoes
Se -Air
Shopping (enter

Repossessed - 1976
Volvo Station Wagon.
Accepting bids. 7535573.

6. Help Wanted
Full time secretary needed
in medical office. Send
resume to P.O. Box 1040M,
Money, KY.
Full time nurse needed in
medical office. Send
resume to P.O. Box 1040B,
Murray, KY.
Help Wanted: Reliable person with a small van or
pickup to make air freight
deliveries for Sunbird
Airlines, 489-2199.
Help wanted, days . and
nights: Apply in person_ at
McDonalds. No phone calls
please.
NEED A JOB? Qualifications
16-21 years of age. No H.S.
diploma
or
G.E.D.
Unemployed. A school dropout for at least 9 months.
Call Dan Walker, Job Coordinator, Nikki Blanchard,
Counselor, 753-9378 or
753-3033. Calloway County
YETP Program.
$180 Per week part time at
home. Webster, America's
foremost dictionary company needs home workers
to update local mailing
lists. All ages, experience
unnecessary. Call 1-716845-5670.
People needed to start work
now. Factory recommended
training. Bonuses, paid
vacation. 753-6050.

Log Homes, Factory Direcj,_. Tillers, 5 hp, chain drive, For sale: 100 amp service
Dealership Available, Ire. 'MISS & Stratton engines. pole. 437-4418.
vestment
Required, $239.99. Wallin Hardware, PLANTS. Garden, bedding,
Unlimited Income Poten- Parishouseplants, fruit trees and
Jig Call Mr. Stacey 1-800- Wheelbarrows. $19.99; shrubs. Open 8:30-2:00,
438-9528.
$29.99 $42.99; and 69.99. mornings, 5-7 PM evenings,
Monday through Friday. 8-5
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
'Western Auto has an exSaturday. Sunny Acres
cellent opportunity for a
Nursery, 901 Johnny
20. Sports Equipment Robertson
store in Fulton, KY. Prime
road, 753-3619
location, nominal invest- Remington 243, scope
and Murray Sport Marine,
and
ment with partial financing case, $190. Kenmore: 71$ South 4th, 753-7400.
available from Western range, $125, washer
and VW engine and trans axle,
Auto. Full details available dryer, $300. Call
753-6910 good condition, $375.
618at
from Floyd Hanna
after 4:30.
Phone 436-5869.
993-5392.
The Pistol People: Invest in
25. Business Services
a feeling of security, largest
11. Instructions
variety, lowest priced, no HODGE'S TAX SERVICE.
Guitar lessons in my home. registration or red tape in April 15th is almost here!
Have references. 753-3686 Kentucky. Country Boy 759-1425.
from 9AM to 3:30PM, Store, 9 miles west of 26. TV-Radio
Monday-Friday.
Hopkinsville junction KY
Assume monthly payment
Piano and organ lessons, 164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday on a new Magnavox t.v.,
mo0 rnrtseryatory trained 12-5,(502)8,85-5914.
paying only $7.96 down.
and experienced teacher.
Leach's
Music & TV., in the
22.
Musical
Beginning and advanced.
Jim-Adams
shopping753-7575.
center, Paris, TN.

14. Want To Buy

15. Articles
EK Sale
,

•

POOL MANAGER,
LIFEGUARDS NEEDED

[

PRE-SEASON SALE

‘)-1

for•free season pass.
Family Passes $60.00
Single Passes ;30.00
Passes may be purchased at the
Park Office, 10th & Payne Sts.,
phone 753-7640.
•

,,•,(sylien plows with wood
handles,- double pointed
shovel, mouklboard, and 5prong cultivator, $29.99.
Wallin Elardware, Paris.
Garden seeder, plants 21
different vegetable seeds,
$39.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

A' L.

12x50, 2 Bedroom, fully
furnished and reach, central gas with air, near town.
$2500 firm. 753-8087 Of
753-7980.

Want to buy: Used card
table'. Call 474-9729 or
475-2346 after-5 pm.

44.

BAM800 GROVES...

27. o Ile Home

Heavy duty push type power
mower. Call 753-6567.

c,

•

Wanted: Responsible person to take up small monthly payment on 25" color
t.v. Warranted. 753-7575.

Ford 6 cylinder, 250 motor.
Call 474-2737 ask for Smitty.

1

• L

3

.laneous
10. Bus. Opportunity 19. Farm Equipment 24. Mis4.el

For sale: Easter rata Call
Part time housekeeper for
753-3723, Paul Bailey, Utresort motel, east of Murterback Road.
ray. $3.50 per hour. Action .
A final settlement of ac
For sale: Leather coat, size
Personnel, 753-6532.
F.-ENVIRONMENT:
Qrale#46aer-bersprtrigs
The proPoed 'project will not have a significant
Calloway District Court by Buford Lewis Wilaaer,
ler dtti"
and
mattress. 759-4145.
environmental impact upon the urban area,
John A. Gregory. Jr.: Ex- 706 Fairlane Dr.. Murray.
under -Swes-secutor, of the estate of Ef- KY Deceased, Lillian A. Winposts, 3" diameter x
Fence
tunifies. Snap-On Tools CorVernon's
fie Sue Markham, deceas- chester, 706 Fairlane Dr.,
610"
long, creosoted.
F. COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING:
poration.
Western
$2.10 each. Murray Lumber
This projecUis-in conformance with comprehen- ed. Exceptions to this set- Murray. KY Executrix. Gary
Executive
Secretary.
ExStore
sive land use and transportation planning in this tlement must be filed in R. Haverstock, P.O. Box
cellent typing, shorthand, Company, 104 Maple.
Olympic Plaza
the
Calloway
District
Court
area.
266. Murray, KY Attorney.
some bookkeeping. Full For sale:'Craig indash AMLoather Vests ,
on or before April 22. 1981.
•
time. Expense paid travel. FM 8-track; 2 Craig 6x9
the date of hearing.
Daisy Wickoff, Rt.6, Murray,
G. ELDERLY AND HANDICAPPED:
Now $49.95
Salary negotiable. Full flush mount speakers; a
KY Deceased. Jean Marling,
This project will take into consideration the
benefits. Action .Personnel, Realistic 40 watt power
Reg. $100.00
special needs of the elderly and physically han- Ann Wilson Circuit Court Rt.l. Paris Crossing: IN
booster; Sharp 23 channel
753-6532.
Op•mil Gist to!p.n.
Clerk
47270. Admimstrix, Robert
753-7113
dicapped persons:
Wanted: Body repair. and mobile C.B. with slide
.0, Millet... Courthouse. Mur-_
A final settlement _of
---pai-nt-man. Apply 41 person,' mount, coax_ and.bumper_
II. At the hearing, the Murray/Calloway County counts has been filed in the ray. KY Attorney.
K & N Fish Market. 94 East, McKeel Equipment, 504 mount antenna; Coloeco
head to head baseball
Transit System will afford an opportunity for in- Calloway District Court by
Industrial Road, Muriay, Walnut St.
•
Ann Wilson, Circuit Court KY. Fresh
Ray Dunn, Executor, of the
terested persons or agencies to be heard with
Kentucky Lake Wanted: Someone with a game. All in excellent conrespect to the social, economic,and environmen- estate of Ina Dunn Nesbitt. Clerk
Catfish, wholesale and trailer to live on lot and dition. Call 753-0398 after
tal aspects of the project. Interested persons deceased. Exceptions to 2. Notice
retail. Hours 2 to 6 daily. take care of yard and 2 pm.
this settlement must be fil474-2701
may submit orally or in writing, evidence and
garden, lots, stock barn, Galvanized clothes line
Moving? .Spring cleaning?
ed in the Calloway District
recommendations with respect to said project.
pond, and lot. All rent free. posts, 2"x84", holds 7
Memory
In
4.
Court on or before April 22. Have items you don't want?
lines, $16.99 a pair. Wallin
436-2405.
Call
New
Concord
1981. the date of hearing.
Auction In memory of my -husband,
Hardware, Paris.
III. A copy of the application for a federal grant
Barn. We will pickup, sell. Virgil F Nanney. who pass- 7. Storage Bldgs.
for the proposed project, together with an, en- Ann Wilson, Circuit Court and mail you a check. Call
Like
new, Craig AM-FM
ed away one year ago. April Custom
Built portable stereo, 8-track, turn table,
vironmental analysis, will be made available for Clerk.
436-5353.
10th, 1980.
buildings. Call 753-0984.
public inspection in the Mayor's Office at City
.and speakers. $125. Also a
Only those who have lost 9. Situation Wanted Craig AM-FM stereo,
Hall and the County Judge Executive's Office at A final settlement of ac8can tell the pain of parting;
the County Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky, prior counts has been filed in the
track„ turn table, and
BEDDING
Handyman
will
do
the
odd
Calloway
District
a life linked with my own
Court by
to its submission to the United States Departspeakers, $50. Also a small
Jeanette W. Murdock, Exand day by day I miss you jobs you have been putting coffee table, $10. Call 753PLANTS
ment of Transportation.
ecutrix, of the estate of
more as I walk through life off. Call 753-3058 or 762- 8465.
Joe R. Dyer, Director
James Hardy Walston
alone.
Thank God for the 4352 after 5 pm.
6 for 904
Murray/Ca4way Co. Translt Authority deceased.
Exceptions to
precious memaries of the Need someone to mow your Oregan chain saw chains,
Flowers
and
yard? Call Jerry at 767-2244 3/8" pitch for 16" bar,
this settlement must be filone I love so much
2. Notice
2.-Notice
753-2220. Experienced $7.99; for 20" bar, $8.99.
'
or
ed in the Calloway District
vegeteMes.Sadly missed by Ins wife.
dependable. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
and
N
Choose the best for • Court on or before April 22,
Ruth.
What we do best is care
CONCORD
NEW
Rgferences
available
1981.
hearing.
date
the
of
your special wedding.
Riding lawn mower, 5 hp,
5. Lost & Found
Needline 753-6333
GROCERY
Will break and disc manual start,
We hare invitations
good condiAnn Wilson, Circuit Court
New Concord, Ky.
Lost. Large reddish brown gardens. Call 753-5463 or tion, $125. Can be seen at
Bible Facts Free Store for
Carter Studio
436-5353
Clerk.
753-0144.
Labrador Retriever with
the needy 759-4600
1504 Canterbury Drive,
753-8298
304 Main
yellow eyes, male. wearing Will break and disc 753-9217.
2 collars, in vicinity of gardens. Call 753-5463 or
Snapper mower blades:
Western Calloway County. 153-Qa4.
I'm glad you are
Large reward! Call 759- Will wor on .awn mowers. 26", 28", 30- or 33";
Stay well.Write
Pear Sweetheart,
$5.99 each. Wallin Hard1718.
Call 753-0751.
again if you have
enjoying your trip.
Thank you for
ware, Paris,
Lost: Black Labrador wear- 10. Bus. Opportunity
time.Love,Snoopy
your nice letter
Typewriters for sale: tBM
ing red collar in vicinity of
Snap-on Tools Corporation Executive Model Ci; Royal
Locust Grove Church. 753has a dealership available. 5000 Selectrix; IBM Selec3837.
If you can meet our trix Corrector. Lile Real
6. Help Wanted
qualifications, you may be Estate. Aurora. 474-2717.
awarded a territory in the
3
Deli worker needed. ExMurray-Mayfield area. There 16. Home Furnishings
perience preferred. Apply in
WELL--is no charge for a dealerYES
person
Owens
Food
NANCY---TRY TO FIND
DI D YOU
ship, but it is necessary, to Commodes, white A-grade,
Market. No phone calls
ME A COAT HANGER
A41Ik
FIND ONE 7
maintain an inventory. This $43.99. Wallin Hardware,
please
sr.
is
your chance to become Paris.
•
I
Dock worker, seven days, 5
an independent business Rattan couch, chair, table,
OK
AM to 1:30 PM. $3.50 per
man and have the advan- table lamp, floor lamp, arm
0
194/41t
..
hour. East of Murray. Must
tage of a strong proven chair, and ottoman. Call
••
be mature individual. Ac- sales program behind you. 753-1928.
.
1F
l ,
idlel°11111
tion Personnel. 753-6532.
Interested parties ,should
Ic
already
be in the $25,000- 19. Farm Equipment
Want
two
laborers
•/.
for
• 11
2-3
C
1.11111•0
weeks work. $4 per hour. $35,000 income bracket
„uST CAKI'T
FACE IT SARGE,
with qualified sales ex- Eight row John Deere, no
Call 759-1348
ocrr
till planter, like new.
' GET BEETLE
MARCWES TO TNE TUNE OF
'JAL:
Full time Audiologist need- perience. For further infor- $6000. 753-9861.
TO SHAPE
A DIFFERENT DRUMMER
mation
contact:
Dean
LJP
ed in medical office. Send
Driver, 611 Idlewood Drive, For sale: 1970 Case 870
CPresume to P.O. Box 1040K,
Clarksville, TN 37040,(615) with duals and weights,
Murray. KY.
le
4
647-9292.
$6000; 1969 John Deere
. imp
95G with floating cutterbar
and 281 tires; $6000; 1969
Ire
Ford F-600 truck, 2 year old
hoist and bed, new motor,
aph
•11111 kg
al
Oilism.
54500; 11' Shultz chisel
Applications are being accepted for a pool plow, high clearance, extra
1- I
manager
and lifeguards by the Murray- heavy, 2 years old, $1400:
HERB woN T HELP
DOF-5 DA3WOOD EVER
YESTERDAY HE CRIED ,"
OH.HE'S A ENG HELP
WITH ToloCOOKING
Calloway
HELD N'Ou IN THE
County Parks Department. Ap- John blue anhydrous apWHILE 1 PEFI P0 THE ,
9 shank, 21',
K,TCHEN 2 -__.-- _,/ ONIONS -- --/
plications
may be obtained before April 15 at plicator,
f•
/
I.
hydraulic fold, 1 year old,
the parks office, 10th and Payne Streets, $3500; John Deere 14' BWA
A.•
disk, $500; International 6753-7640.
•
6" semi-mounted plow,
$2500. Call 753-4003.
vjod
!.1.
Fast farm tire service.
Economy Tire & Service.
Season Passes for the Murray- Calf 753-8500.
•-to
Calloway County Swimming Pool may For sale: One small 2-wfteel,
Nate covvicrs ALL IIFERS.'
be purchased now thru May 29. Pur- trailer and one lawn roller.
E5C4PE12 FR041 JAIL AT wwc,Ideal size' for small garden
/WC,HT„ THE AAMEP KILLERS
chase prior to May 5 to be eligible *actor. Call 753-4502.
1,4•T &MN NSAR-TNE
Ann Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk

-

ish you could ploy
he organ? But have
no organ? We'll furnish the organ in yew
home at no charge you
pay only for the
lessons, _
CLAYTONS
753-7575

28. Mob. Home Rents
For rent: 2 bedroom trailer,
12x60, furnished, clean,
.sear-Buual,„tio_kets. Call
489-2118.

Furnished 1 bedroom apart/nem,
Private. Coleman
Real
Estate, 753-9898.
12x60 trailer for rent. See
24. Miscellaneous
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Aluminum Martin houses, Court. located Murray DriveLynn '
,Grove Market, 435- In entrance.
Two bedroom mobile home,
/
2miles
Brownell nylon No. 21 and fully furnished, 21
24, $3.29 lb.; No. 9, $3,98 from town. Coleman Real
lb.; - Berkley McMahon Fstate
swivels, $2.45 per 100;
Mustad hooks 1/10, 30. Business Rental
$11.50 per 1000. East Y
1
Mini
1
Grocery, 753-8786.

Warden's'
Storage Space
for Rent
753-4758

Expert front end alignment,
$15. Economy Tire & Service. Call for appointment,
753-8500.
Four heavy duty life time
shocks, installed, $49 complete. Where? Economy Tire
& Service, 753-8500.

Rental space for retail
store in Dixieland
Shopping Center on
Chestnut Street next
Murray State
to
University. Call 7533018

Lawn mower batteries, 12
volt, 24.. month guarantee,
$21.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free gift.
Rex's Worm Farm, Rt.6, Box
325 (Irvan Cobb Road),
Murray, KY 42071. Phone
436-5894.
Landscaping ties, 3"x5"x8'
long. Murray Lumber Cornpany, 104 Maple.
Oregan bars _for Homelite;
Poulan; or Echo chain saws,
16", $16.99; 20", $19.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Purple Martin houses. -6
room, $24.99; 12 room,
$36.99; 18 room, $49.99;
24 room, $59.99. Wallin
I-fardware. Paris.

4&

31. Want To Reni
Want to rent pasture for
cattle. Call 437-4573 after
4 pm..

32. Apts. For Rent
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 753•
4109.
For rent' 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment,
carpet, range, refrigerator,
disposer,
dishwasher,
washer-dryer hookup, central heat and air. Call 7537559 or 753-7550.

•

.
a

Also household, lawn,indoors
and outdoors!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Professiestal Post Control

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites,,,You spend thousands of dollars for a
home but never think about'termites - they cause
the most damage next to fire. Have your home
treated nowl 753-391 4, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
operated.

Now Taking Applications

For

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
Northwood Dr., Murray,Ky.
1, 2 and 3 bedroom units. One bedroom
handicapped units.
Apply AI•e.-fri. 11 a... te 1 p.w.

The Village, 641 North
502-437-4157
Equal Housing Opportunity

/
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32. Apts. For Rent

34. Houses For Rent 43. Real Estate

For rent 3 room furnished For rent: Nice furnished
Wel constructed, meinapartment, carpet, garbage one bedroom house, twin
disposal, lots of closets. beds available. Also cottage teatime free, 2 kedrease
of lead
Can be seen at Owen Food for rent, partial utilities it... ea 1½ acres
with ever 600 ft. of highpaid, available May 7th for
Market, 1407 W Main.
way tromp. 91 East.
semester. Reduced to $I 3,500.
New duplex, 2 bedrooms, summer and fail has all modern conve- Call before 5- pm. 7535310.
Wires bedroom hems ea
niences. 153-9400.
11
/
2 acres with astral Mist
New 2 bedroom duplex, all 35. Farms For Rent
and ak located NW ef
Murray. Alm included Is.2
kitchen appliances, outside
Blood River
car shop wired far maistorage,
references, 10 Acres near
access to public
presser. Misdated to TVA
deposit. No pets. 753-0814. lake, haswater.
436-2427.
road and
Standards. Priced to sell at
One bedroom furnished
S25,500.
apartment, one block from
M.S.U., couples only, no 37. Livestock-Supplies
pets, gas heat and water
furnished. Available April for sale. Full btooded black
Angus bulls 753-4504
Merray-Culloway
1st. $150. Cali 753-1203.
County Noulty
One bedroom furnished 45 Holstein heifers, approx(502)7534146
newly
imately
350
lbs.
apartment,
Call 502301 It 12th St,
redecorated, private en- 856-3837.
Morrey,
Ky.12071
Call
University.
trance, near
Rabbits for sale. Call 492loess Mem - 436.2430
753-7418 after 3 pm.
8205.
holies Deo- 753.5723
Weise Mho - 7S3-24i
'Two bedroom duplex, all .REE MAR ARABIANS.
- 753.3043
Shirley
kitchen appliances, central, - Purebreds .for sale. Trained
Ivry Slieweeker, Mellower
753.9324
heat and air. Call 753-8146 and started. 753-6126 or
My A. loos.Mello
or 753-2437.
753-6160.
Visitors
Two bedroom furnished welcome.
apartment, $150 and Registered horse. Racking, Hey!
Hey! Want a garden
deposit'. No pets. No 2 year old, broke, • black. and a place for a horse?
We
children. 1319 Olive Blvd.
Cali 75)-3195.
have it! A 11/2 tract with 3
Two bedroom apartment for Two year old registered bedroom brick home, barn
Range, oven, black Angus bull. Also one with 1 stalls and fenced
rent.
refrigerator, dishwasher, 4-row Ford planter. Call pasture. An additional
disposer, washer and dryer 489-2704.
feature is assumable VA
hookup, air, carpet. No
loan with small equity and
pets. 1 year lease. $225
low interest rate. Let us ,
deposit required. $225 per 38. Pets-Supplies
show you a great investmonth. Call 753-262T or
ment. You'll be glad you
AKC . Doberman puppies, did. Priced in the $40's. Of753-3865.
Two bedroom duplex. all sired by Ch. Knox's Carbon fered by CENTURY 21 loret;
appliances furnished. And Copy CDX Sch.-4 ROM. 753- ta Jobs. Realtors, 7531492.
1 bedroom furniShed apart- 5620.
ment, Call 753-2967 after 5 AKC registered Poodle puppm.
pies for sale, very small.
_
.-reascinable. taffig2-. 8974.
f
-1VvicWrobri'i
carpeted, close to M.S.U., AKC German Shepherd pupair- pies, 28 champions, 5
electric' heat,
conditioned. Call 753-2792. generations. Registered
Vacant, furnished apart-, American Eskimo Spitz
ment, close to University. 'puppies. 502-554-2153.
$85 per month. Call 753- AKC registered black male
GOOD INVEST913801 753-5292.
Poodle. 10 months old, has
MENT
had all shots, housebroken.
Three bedroom brick
33. Rooms for Rent 153_0403
within walking
distance of the
Rooms for boys, furnished. Dog obedience classes for
This
kitchen facilities, central AKC competition or more
University.
air and heat, available for obediant pet. Boarding house could be good
summer and fall semester. coveted runs-. 436-2858.
investment property
One block from campus.
as a rental, or would
1626 Hamilton. Phone 753- Ducklings and parakeets.
be ideal for a young
Paradise Kennels, 7538572 or 436-5479.
couple's
first home.
4106.
Price just lowered
Rooms for rent, one block
$3000 to $32,000.
from UniVersity. Call 75343. Rpal Estate
Phone 753-1222, Kop1812 or 753-6933.
perud Realty.
THE OLD
34. Houses For Rent
Business for sole
COUNTRY
STORE
Five, room unfurnished
good
grossin
Lots of good property
house, in the county, $150
business. Owners out
and lots of good
per month plus $150
side
interest is reaso
memories go with
deposit required. 753for
selling.
,this
unusual listing.
Ladies
Ap
3293.
Turn of the-century
paral, good location.
For rent: 3 bedroom house,
General Store with
Shrew'.
1 bath, large great room.
all the old display
nice size kitchen, $250 per
Waldrop
cases and many old
month, Panorama Shores.
furnishings included
Real
Estate
1-924-5421 or 1-924-5307.
in sate. Located in
Three' bedroom, 2 bath,
old Almo, property
den, living 'room, . kitchen
includes
a full city
dining combination, fenced For sale commercial office
block.
Ideal
for
backyard with tall hedge for building with four private
urant or any
reception
off
ices,
large
privacy, concrete patio and
type retail business
Excellent room, conference room,
grill.
including its present
and
a
room,
one
storage
neighborhood,_ on quiet
use as a General
street near M.S.U. One year half baths, garage, good
Store,
$39,500. Phone
location,
zoned
for
business
lease required, $400 per
Kopperud Realty,
month. Available June 1, (B2). Ken Shores Estates.
753-1222 for all the
1981. Call 753-5805 after 1111 Sycamore, 753-7531
details.
753-0101.
or
PM.
5:30

Yardmen Et Gardeners
The grass is getting green and
we have the tool for you to bring
out the best for ,your lawn and
garden with a SNAPPER AND
YARDMAN riding mowers,tractors,tillers and walk mowers.

43-"Real Estate

43. Real Estate

$200.00 off any SNAPPER or YARDMAN Riding Mower
20inch Walk Mower
Only $109.95
22inch Walk Mower
Only $119.95
26inch Snapper or Yardman Tiller
6349.95
HURRY THIS OFFER ENDSAPRIL 11th
We are the Briggs b Stratton and Tecumseh Authorized
registered Service Dealer for parts and service.

* TUNE-UPS *REPAIR Er
*OVERHAUL
Wealso have a complete smell engine repair service.
Now is tier time to get your equipment reedy before
the Spring rush,it can save you money.

AURORA
SERVICE CENTER
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
Hwy.IS

Aurora,Ky.

phone 3544539

4

1

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

47. Motorcycles

THE BEST THINGS COME IN
.SMALL PACKAGES. Small
price, big value!! In town, 2
bedroom', $18,500. South
of town, remodeled, 2
bedroom, $21.300. East of
town, 3 bedroom with
acreage, $17,100. Near
lake, 3 'bedroom with 1
acre, $13,500. Look them
over. Now's the time to
buy!' Cali Spahn Realty
Associates, 753-7724.

1978 Can-Am 250. Call
498-8279
For sale: Z-50, in good condition for $150. Call 753•
6376.
1972 Honda 125 Street and
trail, blinkers, mirror and
horn. Excellent condition,o,
less than 5000 _miles, 85'plus mpg. New tires. 4892825 after 3:30 pm.
350 Honda, in excellent
condition. Call 753-7785.
Suzuki 185 street bike,
electric start, luggage rack,
sissy bars, 1500 miles,
$550. Call Steve 767-2978'
weekdays
1974 Suzuki TS-250, in
good' shape, $275. 7538428. .
1979 Suzuki GS-550, 5600
miles, excellent condition,
plexiglass fairing, travel
trunk and adit‘stable back
rest. Cal after 5 pm, 7539561
1979 Yam-a-ha XS-1100
Special. Low mileage,.rtfust
sell. Call before 6 pm, 4928507.

NEW
LISTING
Attractive
3
bedroom, 2 bath
home approximatery
one year old. Located
in small subdivision
halfway between
Murray
and
Mayfield. Offered in
the mid $40's with
assumable loan.
Phone 753-1M, Kopperud Realty for
Real Service in Real
Estate!
4-UNIT APARTMENT
BUILDING
Good rate of return
on this 2 story, 4 unit
rental property.
Priced in the $50's.
Assumable loan and
owner financing
available,
rea *noble terms.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty.
ANOTHER

10DAYSPECIAL

52. Boats and Motors 53:Sirvices Offered 53. Services Offered

Concrete and. block, brick Licensed electrician and
1966 Chevrolet Malibu. 1975 Arrow Glass. 18'. work.
gas-inttOratitin. heating- inruns goad, good gas _inboard--outboafd, stern driveways, Basements, stallation and repairs Call
storm
cellars.
dile,
_6
cylinder
Mer-.
mileage, $250. Call 436cruiser. Days '753-6068. porches 20 years ex- 753-7203.
2547.
perience. 753-5476
nights 436-/367.
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING.
1979 Delta 88, loaded with
Commercial and residenDate
Spencer's
Portable
9.9
hp
Chrysler
motorand
Y5MAJ
equipment, excellent contank, 1980, never used, sand blasting and painting tial. Also patching. seatrne
REAL ESTATE
dition,54000. 753-9400.
Call 753-6626 or 753-5198 and striping. For estimates
166.8 Ran.
$625.
753-8080
THEIRICE WILL NEVER BE 1933 Ford LTD, 4-door.
LOWER for lake front pro- good' condition. Call 753- 15 Foot Crosby bass boat DEPENDABLE LAWN MOW- call 753-1537.
Professional Services
perty. Owner will 'finance 3710 after 6 pm.
with trailer. 50 hp Mercury ING. References. Free Need work on lout. trees?
With The Friendly Touch"
28 acre. tract at just 11%.
motor. May be seen at estimates. Call Mike at 753- Toppigg, pruning, shaping
MORE FOR YOUR
complete removal and
8877.
Build your own private
Darnell Marine, 94 East.
more Call BOYER'S TREE
MONEY
retreat in this beautiful
74 Dodge Colt, good
Experienced carpenter.
In this beautiful 4
lake setting or take advan16 Foot Tr -hull ski boat. 85 remodeling and additions SERVICE for professional
condition, elep.
tage of an excellent investMercury, 1975. trailer. Will consider
ear old brick hosue.
clean, good gas
other tree care, 753-8536.
Sharp. Call 247-0641 after miscellaneous
Features inciude: 3 ment. Priced to sell quickmileage. $1750 for
work Professional painting
ly. Ask for Wendy at Spann
6.
2
bedrooms,
Quick Sale! 767-4441.
paperhanging
paneling
References Call 759-4-815
Realty Associates, 753bathrooms, living
MARINE SERVICE. Evinrude FLOOR SANDING Staining Commercial or residential
7724.
-oom, formal dining
-20 year experience Free
Johnson - Mercury, OMC
1973 Maverick, new tires, Sterndrive and Me/cruiser. and finishing Call 354- estirriates, 759-1987 •
oom, family room,
6121
excellent shape,. Almo Murray Sport & Marine.
4 Bedroom, 2 bath,
ame room, heat
across from the Post Office.' 718 South 4th. 7_53-7400.
Fence sales at Sears now
brick
veneer,
close
to
ump, heatolator
753-4418. .
Call Sears. 753-2310 for Ixpert car and home
town with a separate
and convenient loca15' Polarcraft, 25 hp
tereo repair.
tion. Call Boyd1967 Nova, 2-door. .-hard- Johnson, trailer. Call 753- tree estimate for your
24 x 30 garage
needs.
WORLD OF SOUND
cutting
and
acetylene
top,
Majors Realty 753•
workshop on a 9/10
4487 after 6 pm.
222 S. 12th St.
welding outfit with extra
For . plumbing.
air8080.
acre lot. Coleman
23 P s.s. prop for 150 out- - conditioning. pamting, roof753-5865
753-7841.
tanks.
eal Estate, 753board Mercury. Will trade
and
carpentry.
Call
BRAND • NEW
1978 Toyota wagon. 5- for 19 to 21 S.s. prop -Call
898.
Professional painting. in753-9822.
LISTING
speed. Call 753-6379.
901-419-3429.
753-9898
terior and exterior, 14 years
1655 Ryan Ave. Four
Guttering by Sears. Sears
50. Used Trucks
1918. 19: Youngblood tri- continous gutters installed experience. Free estimates
•
bedroom
home
IA
hull let boat. 454 Chevrolet. per your specifications. Call Call 489-2139 after 2. _
RE Ai ESTATE
i fourth
bedioom
1978
Chevrolet
330 hp Berkly pump. extra Sears- 7-53-2310 for free SUNBIRD AIRLINES Daily
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
would be perfect
sharp. excellent condition. estimate.
Pickup, power and
commuter flights between
sewing room, study,
44. Lots For Sale
435-4597.
air-conditioning. Exall
Murray and Nashvil
etc. i, electric raGeneral home repair_
Must sell! 1 large wooded tra clean. Price
diant celing heat,
conciPte_ work,
53. Services Offered 1&pentry
lake 40 in Blood River-Sub- $3,650.00.
c o in p 1 e, t e -1 y
plumbing. roofing, siding, Sharpen hand saws and'
division, on school ,bus and
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING window and door in- skill saws Call 753-4656
redecorated, in exPURDOM
mail route. has runni .g
or vinyl siding and trim stallation. Free estimates. Will haul driveway white
cellent condition.
OLDSMOBILE
water. Can finance. 10%
Aluminum trim for brick No lob too sfflail. Call 474Well landscaped lot.
:rod( and Ag lime. als6.tiave
PONTIAC
436-2427.
down.
Call
houses. Jack Glover. 753 2359 or 474-2216.
ilear M.S.U., carany type of brown or white
CADILLAC
1873
46. Homes For Sale .
port. Reduced to
pea gravely Also do backhoe
WEST
75
3-5
31
5
$39,250.
Aluminum Service Co
work. Call Roger Hudson,
By owner: 1505 Oak, 3
KENTUCKY
aluminum arid vinyl siding
753-4545 or 753-6763.
bedroom brick, large den,
ASPHALT
SA •
work.
m
built-in kitchen, corribma-_. 1978 Dodge SE 4-wheel custorrr
Coating and
Warning! Don't read this
References Call Will Ed
serlinn
tion living room, lots of drive. maroon .n, r • •
I
:
'
-BI
63
753
ai ey,
mi eage, loaded. 489-2644.
roofing, carpentry, or elecOnce'in a lifetime a home --Stora
like this comes along. The - Must see to appreciate. Call 1978 ford F-150 Deluxe. 4- Asphalt driveways and park- Heatrng. terr-igeration. and trical work. New or repair.
grounds of this stately two 753-2378 or 753-9818.
wheel drive, 351 motor. ing lots sealed by Sears. For electrical repair. Bob's All guaranteed Call Joe,
story solid brick home gives By owner: 3 bedroom brick. rails. sliding window, super free estimates call 753- Refrigeration Service, 753-9226 for tree estimate,
Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or We basement? We make
the illusin of a private 2 baths. loft of storage: tuner . Pioneer stereo, 2310.
153-7829. Bobby loclihart.
"estate" within the city central heat and air. 28.000 miles, $4100. Call.
wet baselrpitast dry, work
limits. From the entry hall. carpeted. 1721 Keeriland. 753-0195-after 4.pm.
enteed.
complete'
IF.-flutching--Sales.
Route
5,
Anniversary soon?
to your right is a warm Call 753-4965 for appoint.Box 2221. The only factory or . write' Morgan Con1978
GMC
short
wheel
base
Coll
us.
with
spacious living room
ment.
authorized 'dealer for Filter struction Co. Ro
pickup, 6 cylinder, straight
fireplace, to your left is a
C..le.
Queen sales and service in 409A. Paducah, KY 42001.
-Rtnimiulettin lull Shill,
r
tapper.
A/VI-FM
charming library with floor home near University_ Of7 5 3 8298
304 Main
this area. Days 753-6068. or call day or night. 1-442cassette
stereo,
gas
good
to ceiling bookcases, to the fered in low $30's. For ap• nights 436-2361.
70:?6. •
mileage. $3300. Phone •
rear is the formal dining pointment, 753-3942.
901-247-5439.
ROOFING. Shingle
YATES
Bob's Home Improvement Handyman will do the odd
room and compact kitchen
roofs.
new
or re-roofing; old
jobs
pu
have
been
by
owner
painputting
For
sale
2
Remodeling,
Service.
corSurplus Jeeps, Cars, and
with storage in- every
ner. Oft the second floor. bedroom brick duplex. cen- Trucks. Available thru ting, cement work, general off. Call 753-3058 or 762- roof removed, replaced, or
repaired: hot asphalt built
you will discover three tral heat and air, gas heat, government Agencies. Many home maintenenace and in- 4352 after 5 pm
bright airy bedrooms with -stove, refrigerator, washer sell under $200. Call 312- - spections. Free estimates. K & K Stump Removal. Do up roofs: metal roofs
you need stumps removed painted; roof coatings: and
the master bedroom having and dryer hookup, near 742-1143. Ext. 2641 for in- 753-4501.
_
from.
your yard or land roll roofing. All 'types roof
it's. own fireplace. This shopping and church., Low fo on how to purchase.
Carpenter Service New
1.
$40's.
153-863
.
of
charm
Cleared
of stumps'? We can repair. References furnishthe
home has
homes. remodeling.
51. Campers
ed. 18 years eiperience, all
remove
_stumps
up to
yesterday; the comforts of Moving out of. state. must
cabinets, decks.....anything.
work guaranteed. Call "The
1966
Starcraft
--pop-up
below
the
ground,
leaving
conveniences
today and the
-sell. 3 bed-MOM. -2-bath,
with wood, quality work.
only sawdust and chips. Professionals". 753-4596
of tomorrow. Won't you brick home. Large kitchen camper. sleek 8, has stove. Phone 753-0565.
Call for free estimate. Bob or 901-642-0158 collect.
come and let us give you with built-ins, economical refrigerator'. and sink. Call_
*Call BILL'S UPHOLSTERY Kemp 435-4343 or Bob 55. Feed And Seed
your private tour today? Call central gas heat and air. at- -after 5 pm. 474-8020. 75911492. Offered by CEN- tached garage, redwood 1967 Stepup van converted for your furniture needs. Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
Purple hull peas.'Crossland
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, deck in back. In nicer sub- into a camper. Will sell or Choose from thousands of
Store. 492-8248. Stateline
611011116
scotchguarcl clOths
durable
Realtors.
division -_, in Southwest -.trade:tall 753-6206.
Road.
and naughyde vinyl. Behind
ItalltAr & Shingles
school district. $43,500.
References. All work
Dairy
Queen.
753-805.
56.
Free Column
FOR
40, 20 acres. M 1.. Perfect
753-9259.
Fr••
ge•r••1••d.
southern slope would be great
COLDWATER
LAWN
.&
Free appliances to - anyone
estimates.
SALE
for your solar home. Wooded
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath. log
SHOP.
GARDEN
Call 755.1959.,
who will pickup. Call 753land on paved state highway, 12
home on nice wooded lot in
Topper for short bed
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers,
7$3-63111
miles to town. Nearby electric
0473.
SubdiviOakwood Terrace
truck and 18,000 BTU
hookup. Oak trees and hickory.
chain saws, expertly
sion. Low $40's. Call 753trees cover this land. Telephone
air conditioner. Call
repaired. Pickup and
also available. $22,300. 6855 or 753-6774..
753-9381
delivery available. 489Year round Spring and Well
water available. $331. 143 acres.
Sherwood
Forest: 3
2853, 8 AM to 5 PM.
A bout':.mile on highway,8 miles
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center)
52.
Boats
and
Motors
2
bath.
-bri-ck
bedjoom.
to town, mostly fenced land has
home. Wooded lot/garden
Specializing in Senior Citizens
100 acres tillable, balance in red
AI'S Super Shell
19' Deckcraft, 85 hp
and white oak timber, hardarea-, attached greenhtiiisi.
woods, Make it yours for
Open Hours
South 4th Street
Evinrude motor, used
and deck. Well insulated.
$1,0.000
Murray
central-. air, gas heat, _and . less than 10 hours.
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Complete Auto
STROUT REALTY
wood stove. 753-1362
HATCHER
Joe L. Kennon Broker
Free
tube
with
Repair.
8-12 753-3685
before 5 or 753-9866 after
AUTO SALES
1912 Coldwater Rd.
oil and filter change.
5
pm.
timel
i
Any
Appointment
For
753-0186
753-4961
753-7896.
Perdue & Thereon
Insawansco &
Noel Estate
Sooduld•Cr,
ar Sq.
away,Kontecky
I
. 7531401

BUY NOW BEFORE PRICES GO UP.
We sell and service all we sell.

49. Used Cars

Ii

411-.
BEFORE you buy your next
set of tires, CHECK our
prices!SerEconomy
o. Tire &
3
vice,

49. Used Cars.

•

1970 Buick Skylark, finite
good work car, will sell
cheap. Phone after 5:30
pm 753-0014.
1976 Chevrolet, high
mileage, extra clean, power
steering, brakes, windows,
locks. $2000. Can be seen
at1510 Sycamore.

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

General Nome Repair: Carpentry, concrete work, plumbing, roofing,
siding, windows and door installation. Free estimate! No Mt too

911
Aluminum
Service
Co.
Aluminum and Vinyl
Siding, Custom trim
work. References.
Coll Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689.

Colson Construction Co.
474-2276

CHIMNEY
DOCTOR
Chimney Sweep Service
All Types Chimneys
Cleaning and Repair
Night
492-8983
Day
753 4150
Loyd A. McClure

free
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100S, 13th St.
Mufray,Ky.

753-3914

Quality Service
Company
Heating and Air Con.
ditioninq Sales; Sales
and Service. Modern
Sheet Metal & Service
Departments

753-9290

Let Professionals
manicure your lawn.
and
Commercial
Residential landscaping and lawn
maintenance. Mowing, Printing end
Spraying. Prompt
Service, Free
Estimates.

T&D
Landscaping

436-2333

Police
911

HUTCHING
SALES
Route 5 Box 2221
The Only Factory
Authorized Dealer
For Filter Queen
Sales & Service
In This Area
Day 753-6068
Night
436-2367

Radio Cab
Company

Orimirs

Taxi Cab
Service

CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS & CUSTOM
WOODWORKING

6 a.m.•Midnight
7 Days A Week

phone
753-5351
or 753-5352

•CVSTOM IIMILT FORNITORIE
•CIPSTOM MILT KRUM
(ABINITS

7513940
1212 MAIN

-.01111111111k,
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Rogers Dies
At The Age Of 63
Funeral Tuesday
WeEugene(Emma Lee)
Rogers of Murray Route 7.
Lynn Grove community,
died Sunday at 8:10 a.m. at
her home. She was 63 years
of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Lynn Grove
United Methodist Church.
Born Sept. 30, 1917, in
Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late
Burie Camp and Lois Camp
Ward.
She is survived,by her husband, Eugene Rogers, to
whom she was married on
Oct. 13, 1934; one daughter,
Mrs. Ed
Diane
Bach,
Paducah; one son, Max
Rogers, Mayfield Route 7;
4,R,06Whildren
Eric
and Frilly Bach, Paducah,
and Mrs. Roy (Jana ) Dye,
Nashville, Tenn.; an uncle,
Luck Burt, Murray Route 7.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at 11 a.m. at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Julian Warren officiating. Music will be by
Judy and Janey Kelso,
singers, and Fay Nell Kelso,
pianist.
Pallbearers will be James
Fain, Mike Rogers, Carroll
M. Rogers, Roger Burt,
Codie Caldwell, and Donald
Crawford. Burial will follow
in the Murray City
Cemetery. Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m. today ( Monday).

Mrs. Mamie Bogard
Dies Today With
Rites Wednesday

Strange Rod Glow In
Sky Results in Many
Conflicting Reports

Mrs. Carson Dies T. Woodrow Smith
At The Age 0r55; Dies; Funeral To
Rites On Tuesday Be Held Tuesday
Mrs. Bobby (Shirley) Carson of Route 2, Buchanan,
Tenn., died Sunday at 8 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 55
years of age and was a
member of the First United
Methodist Churcl, Murray.
Survivors include her husband, Bobby Carson, to
whom she was married on
Sept. 8, 1973; one daughter,
Mrs. Jerry (Linda) Boll,
Estacada, Oregon; three
sons — Mike
Alvarez,
Portland, Oregon,and David
and Joe Alvarez, Beaverton,
Oregon; two grandchildren;
her mother-in-law, Mrs.
Edith Carson, 704 Meadow
Lane, Murray.
Funera services will be
held Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Daniel Tucker officiating. Burial will follow
in the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Mrs. Gertie Holt
Dies; Rites Held
At Hazel Today
Mrs. Gertie Craig Holt,
formerly of, Hazel, died
Saturday at 8 p.m. at the Li*
Care Center, Paducah. She
was 82 years of age and the
wife of Robert Holt who died
- -March-194965.
The deceased was a
member of the Mason's
Chapel United Methodist
Church. Born Aug. 9, 1899, in
Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late
Robert Craig and Ofe Kirk
Craig.
She is, survived by two
sons, L. J. Stubblefield and
his wife, Louise, Paducah,
and D. C. Stubblefield, Hazel
Route 2; 10 grandchildren;
14 great grandchildren; one
great great grandchild.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Miller Funeral Home,
Hazel, with the Rev. Joe
Gardner officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as pianist.
Pallbearers are John
Latimer, Parvin Craig, Curtis Craig, Winburn Alton,
Glen Kelso, and Hinton
Craig. Burial will follow in
the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery
in Henry County,Tenn.

Mrs. Mamie Bogard of
South 15th Street, Murray,
died today at 5:45 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway'- County
Hospital. She was 76 years of
age and the wife of Nomon
Bogard who died July 11,
1974.
She is a member of the
Goshen United Methodist
church. Born-Nov; 17, 1904,
in Henry County, Tenn., she
was the daughter of the late_
Harrison and Tinnie UnderVihood.
nrs_. Bogard is survived
by three sons — Billy Max
Darnell, Memphis, Tenn.,
Gene Bogard, Tampa, Fla.,
and Pat Bogard, Murray;
six grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 11 a.m. at the
lhapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
TREE SPECIES
Burial will follow in the SinkThere are approximately
ing Spring Cemetery.
Friends may call at the 1,180 different species of
funeral home after 5 p.m. trees native to the continental United States.
Tuesday.
Elect

Mark
Blankenship
As Your

County Attorney
Calloway County
Those interested in electing Mark
Blankenship County Attorney are
invited to an organizational
meeting Tuesday, April 14, at his
office at 204 South Sixth Street at
7:00 p.m.

Taylor Woodrow Smith of
1625 College Farm Road,
Murray, died March 24. He
was68 years of age.
The Kentucky State Police
said his body was found in
Kentucky Lake near
Kenlake State Park on the
Trigg County side of the lake
on Saturday at 10:30 a.m.
An autopsy was performed
today at Hopkinsville. His
car had been found March 24
on the Eggners Ferry Bridge
over Kentucky Lake and
dragging operations were
held at that time in an attempt to find his body, the
police said.
Mr. Smith was a member
Members of a Journalism
of the New Concord Church and Radio-Tv advisory counof Christ and Murray Lodge
cil met Saturday with
No. 105 Free and Accepted members. of the
departMasons. He was an Army
ment's faculty and staff at
War
II.
veteran of World
Murray.State University to
Born Dec. 17, 1912, in discuss curriculum and
Calloway County, he was the equipment needs. The counson of Taylor C. Smith who cil meets twice each year to
died in 1971, and Ada Hamlin
Smith, who survives.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Billie Mathis Smith, to
whom he was married on
Jan. 19, 1951; his mother,
Mrs. Ada Smith, Westview
Nursing Home, Murray;
three step sons — Gene
Osburn, Columbia,S. C., Bill
Osburn, Murray, and Neil
Osburn, Michigan; one
sister, Mrs. Howard (Faye)
Jewell, Murray Route 8; six
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
-held Tuesday at-1,p.m.at,thechapel of , the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
Ed Davis officiating. Burial
will follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Holy Week Revival SerMasonic rites will be held
tonight (Monday) at 7:30 at Vices will be held at South
the .funeral home where Pleasant Grove United
friends may call after 6 p.m. Methodist Church Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday,
today.
April 15, 16,and 17, at 7 p.m.
The guest preacher for
Wednesday, April 15, will be
the Rev. R. Layne Shanklin,
pastor of Coldwater United
Methodist Circuit. The
Younger Adult Choir will
The funeral for Mrs. Ida sing -He Lives!" and the
Ethel Darnell of 519 South Audie James Class and
Fourth Street, Murray, was Men's Class will provide
held Sunday at 3 p.m. at the greeters, ushers, and
chapel of the' Blalock- nursery workers.
The Rev. John Pugh, a
Coleman Funeral Home with
John Dale and the Rev. G. T. former pastor who is now
Moody officiating. Singers pastor of Reidland United
were from the Seventh and Methodist Church, will be
Poplar Church of Christ.
the guest preacher for.MaunPallbearers were Howard dy Thursday, April 16. The
C. Edwards, J. B. Starks,
Bernard Starks, Marvin
Harris, Grayson McClure,
and Alvis Jones. Burial was
in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Darnell, 83, died FriAs part News 11, Murray
day at 2:45 a.m. at the State University's television
Murray-Calloway County news program, both canHospital. Her husband, Rex didates for mayor of the city
Darnell, died May 19, 1972, of Murray will be featured to
and a son, Coy Darnell, died discuss the issues and their
in 1944.
platforms.
She is survived by two
Incumbent Melvin B.
daughters, Misses Eurell Henley will be seen on
and Clara Nell Darnell, one tonight's6 p.m. newscast.
son, Ralph Darnell and wife,
Former mayor Holmes
Sue, Murray; two grand- Ellis will appear on Wednesdaughters, Mrs. Ron Wright day's program, also to air at
and Mrs. Gary Hans; six 6 p.m.
grandchildren; four sisters;
one brother.

By The Associated Press
Weathermen
and
astronomers had conflicting
explanations for the cloudlike red glow that lit up the
evening sky from California
to Louisiana, but there was
.
one thing they were (*greed
on: It wasn't the space shuttle streaking around the Earth.

•

• •

Journalism, Radio-elevuslonS=day
T
Council Met Saturday
assess the needs of the student curriculum in journalism and radio-tv.
Attending the meeting
were (above photo,
clockwise from left
foreground) David Hawpe,
managing editor, Louisville
rourier-Journal; Roger
Haney, associate professor;

Sheila Rue, humanities
director, WKMS; petapie
Wattier, assistant professor;
Tom Butler, news director,
WPSD-Tv; Bill Williams,
publisher, Paris PostIntelligencer; Bill Parsons,
dean, MSU College of
Creative Expression; Walt
Apperson, publisher, Murray Ledger & Times; Frank
Blodgett, director, MSU tv
studios; Tom Farthing, advisor, Murray State News.
At left are (clockwise from
left - foreground) Robert
McGaughey, chairman,
MSU Dept. of Journalism
and Radio-Tv; Chris
Johnson, Wenz-Neeley
public relations, Louisville;
Darrell Hayden, WKMS program host; and Bruce
WKMS station
manager. _
,

"It got so bright here that
without the headlights on.
It's unreal," said Tim Curtis, 17, of Sullivan, Mo.
The space shuttle Columbia was launched from Cape
Canaveral in Florida early
Sunday and was orbiting
Earth when the lights were
sighted, but experts discounted the possibility that
the shuttle might have caused theglow.
National Weather Service
meteorologists in St. Louis

Depressed 11-Year-Old
Shoots Himself In Head

The boy died from "a selfBROWN$BORO, Texas
( AP) — An 11-year--old boy, inflicted gunshot wound"
apparently depressed by the from a .22-caliber rifle,
television movie "Masada"— Williams ruled.
A note found next to the
and his parents' divorce Ohd
remarriages, shot himself in boy's body indicated he
Rev. John Archer, pastor of the head, according to a -could not take it any
more," he said.
First United Methodist peace justice.
The note indicated the boy
Church in Benton. Both adult
The
child's
body
was
had
become depressed after
choirs will sing "Were You
There When They Crucified discovered Lite Fridaymight seeing the TV show, which
My Lord?" and the Friend- in the living room of his depicted a mass suicide at
ship and Tri-M classes will family's home in this East the end, and that he was
provide greeters, ushers, Texas community, Peace despondent because his
.14.i.stice William Williams parents both had remarried,
and nursery workers.
Williams said.
Everyone is invited to at- said Saturday.
tend and participate in these
revival services, a
KEEP THAT GREAT
spokesman said.
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

Revival Services Scheduled

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Darnell

Sacrament of the Lord's Supper will be administered during this service. The Adult
Choir, directed by Mrs.
turine Cooper, will sing "0
Love Divine, What Hast
Thou Done?" and the High
School and College Age
classes will provide greeters
and nursery workers.
The guest preacher for the
Good Friday evening service, April 17, will be the

Question Remains
After Barkley Hearing

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) harassment of employees,
— As the dust settles from has characterized the four
the sex-harassment hearings days of hearings as a
held by the state Personnel throwback to the McCarthy
Board, a basic question re- era of Communist witchmains that goes. beyond the hunting in the 1950s.
There have been a number
findings:
Is it fair for an ad- of unsuccessful efforts in the
ministrative agency to in- legislature over the years to
vestigate you, file a com- change to a method used by
plaint against you, hear your the federal government —
case, and if it decides you're appointment oof administrative law judges.
guilty, punish you?
They would settle disputes
In other words, critics of
the system ask, should a such as those over sex
state agency assume the discrimination, race
combined role of policeman, discrimination or liquor-law
violations.
jury and judge?
" Under current statutes,
that often is the case,though
the parties involved do have
the right to appeal results of
an agency hearing to a circuit court.
Agriculture Commissioner
Alben Barkley II, one of two
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) - officials found guilty by the
Estimated reOeipts cattle and calves Personnel Board of sexual
2200; compared to last week's close
islaughter steers steady to firm, instances 1.00 higher early; heifers 1.502.00 higher; cows - steady to 100
higher; bulls steady; calves and
vealers poorly tested; represented
Market News Service
feeders opening firmi to 1.00 higher; Federal-State
April 13, 1981
slaughter steers choice 970-1250 lb Kelitucky
Purchase Area Hog Market
60.00-62.40; small consignment high Report Includes6 Buying Stations
choice and prime 63.40; good and Receipts: Act. 1270 Est. 500 Barrows &
choice 970-1290 lb including Holsteins Gilts fully steady Sows uneven weights
56.50-60.00; good 985-1415 lb including under 500 lbs. steady to .50 lower over
Holsteins 51.75-57.00; slaughter heifers 500 lbs, steady $1.00 higher
939.25-39.75
choice 880-1235 lb 58.50-61.90; good and US 1-2210-240 lbs.
639.00-39.50
choice 756-1015 lb 54.90-58.50; utility US 2210-250 lbs
438.00-39.00
2-3240.260
lbs.
cows mostly- 44.50-47.10. few high U$
dressing 49.00-49.25; cuttex 43.25-46.00; US 2-4 250-270 lbs.
couple weighty cutter up to 47.25; can- Sows
132.00-34.00
1-2270.350 lbs.
ner and cutter under 800 lb 37.75-42.25; US
$33.00-35.50
US 1-3 300-450 Ibis.
slaughter bulls grade 1 1240 lb 59.20; US
lbs.
135.00-37.00
1-345.0-500
grade 1-2 1060-1340 lb 52.75-58,00; in137.00.38.50
1-3 500-650 lbs.
dividual high choice 260 lb vealer US
432.00-33.00
2-3 300-500 lbs.
84.00; choice 355 lb calves 64.00; feeder US
28.00-30.00
Boars
steers medium frame 1 small package
255 lb 86.00; 300-500 lb 69.00-76.50, few
to 77.75; 500400 lb 66.00-73.00; 700-840
lb 61.00-66.50;Jarge frame 1 520470 lb Prices of stocks of local interest at II
64.00-66.50; medium frame 2300-800 lb a ni local time today,furnished by First
64.0049.00; 500-700. lb 60.0066.00; 75°- of Michigan Corp..of Murray
825 lb 59.00-60.50; large frame 2 Hob-4.41
teins 585-685 lb 51.00-56.25; 910-107$ lb Industrial Average
444-14
50.9044.00; medium frame 1-2 bulls Air Products
American
Motors
44 uric
450400 lb 57.00-64.50; heifers medium
3311 Z1
frame 1 230-280 lb 64.00-72.00;300-400 lb Ashland
5434-4
60.00-65.00; 400-500 lb 58.00-63.25; 500 American Telephone
Chrysler
64-4
634 lb 56.00-64.50; large frame 1550-715' Ford
Motor
224-'4
lb 57.5040.50; medium frame 2 300-500 G.A.F.
134+4

Mayor Candidates
To Be Seen On
Channel 11

Livestock Market

•-

Are You Serious
About Crime
Mike Ward Believes Its Time
We Get Serious with Crime By:
1. Reducing radically "wholesale" plea-bargaining.
2. Trying more cases before our juries.
3. Probating fewer sentences of criminal offenders,and

4. Electing a Commonwealth Attorney whose first priority is prosecuting criminals.

Mike Warc! is Serious About Crime -- -MIKE WARD For COMMONWEALTH ATTORNEY
Paid For By Ilareld EllIngtea, Ti....

Skygazers whose calls
flooded police stations and
radio stations reported seeing the display of red lights
night across vast
sections of the West,
Midwest and South from
California to Tennessee and
from South Dakota to Louisiana.

and Dr. Arnold M.Heiser,an
astronomer' in Nashville,
Tenn., diagnosed the rash in
the sky as northern lights
that were visible extraor-dinarily far south.
Northern lights, or aurora
borealis, are rarely seen
south of the Canadian
border, meteorologists say.
Northern lights are caused
by the interaction of particles from the son and the
Earth's magnetic field.
Walter Hight,an official at
the Arkansas Office of
Emergency Services, said
the lights may have been
reflected south by dust and
haze in the air.
But Col. Dave Torshia,
staff meteorologist at McChord Air Force Base near
-Zetilight1Psaid.. he
lights weren't aurora
borealis because aurora
borealis doesn't travel east
to west as the lights did Sunday night.
He said it was likely the
glow was an optical illusion
called a "noctilucent" cloud
formation created by the sun
reflecting off cosmic dust at
an altitude of 263,000 feet. He
id the illusion moves from
east to west because it
follows the setting sun.

Hog Market

Stock Market

lb 56.0040.00; 500-713 -Kt 53.0015.50;
stock cows and calves medium frame
1-2 with 100-200 lb calves at side 54705487.50 per pair.
Hogs 1100; compared to last

higher; 1-2 210-255 lb 44150-40.75; 2206285 lb 40.00-40.50; 2-3206-285 lb 39.01)40.00; 3 260-355 lb 37.00.38.50; sows
steady to 1.00 higher, advance on
weights over 400 lb; 1.2300-350 lb 34.0035.00; 350-400 lb 35.0347.00; 400.450 lb
37.00-38.00; 450.800 lb 38.0039.00; 500685 lb 39.00-40.80,couple at 41.25; boars
over 300 lb 34.00-34.75, under XS lb
29.25-30.90.
Sheep untested.

General Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear

303(.+4
534-4
2S-

1$4-4
s
• II
'34-t6
Heublein
33-4
1
44
IBM60%-/
Jerico
24%b,244a
K-mart
23 unc
Kuhn's Big K
34+
Pennwalt
344 unc
Quaker Oats.' v
43414-4
Texaco
354-4i
U.S.Tobacco
Wendy's
17b,174a
C.E.F.Fund

14.97

1979 Cutlass
Calais Coupe
black, silver vinyl roof, silver interior,
bucket seats, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, am/fm tape, tilt
wheel, cruise, rally wheels, miles 29,xxx.

$6050.00.
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray
GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

[ GM .1

=NEPAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

COME TO CORNAUSTIN'S
EASTER EGG HUNT

*Every Egg Will Have
A Value Inside
*This Value Will Be
Subtracted From The
Merchandise.
*Egg Values Up To
SO% Off
Boy's Dept. will also
have egg values up to
50% off.
Boy's Suits
off
ueiday Thru Scituiday.Oity

200/0

Easter Eggs Will Be Hidden Throughout The Day, Every Day.
Don't Forget Every Dollar you Spend With Us Between Now and April 18th You Will
Receive Murray Merchant Bucks. These Are To Be Used To Rid On Donated Items To Be
Auctioned April 18th Dan Miller Auctioneer, Murray Downtown Merchants in
cooperation with the Murray Arts Council

